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STAFF REPORT
IN THE MATTER OF REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAM H. BONER
I. Forewore
On October 5, 1987, Representative William H. Boner resigned
from his seat in the House of Representatives owing to his election
as Mayor of Nashville, Tennessee.
The Committee on Standards of Official Conduct has not generally issued reports in cases which were terminated by the Committee
losing jurisdiction through the resignation, retirement or electoral
defeat of a Member who was either investigated for alleged improper conduct or who was charged with a violation of House rules. 1
However, In the Matter of Representative William H. Boner, a
number of issues relating to the Committee's conduct of the inquiry and to the status and course of the Committee staffs investigation as of the date of former Representative Boner's resignation
rom Congress warrant public disclosure. In the Committee s view,
the general policy against issuing reports in cases such as here involved is outweighed by the responsibility of the Committee to fully
inform the public regarding the status and results of its efforts up
to the date of Representative Boner's departure from Congress.

II. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
On January 14, 1986, an article appeared in Common Cause magazine concerning Congressman Wiliham H. Boner, Representative
of the 5th district of Tennessee. The gist of the article was that
Representative Boner used his congressional office for personal
gain. It specifically alleged that Representative Boner-used campaign funds for personal benefit in violation of House
rules;
-failed to reveal certain business interests on his Financial Disclosure Statements;
-received a gift from a boat manufacturer in violation of House
rules and failed to disclose receipt of such gift; and
-accepted a bribe in connection with legal fees paid to his wife
by a defense contractor for work she neither performed nor
was expected to perform.
By letter of February 4, 1986, Representative Boner asked the
Committee to investigate the allegations. On February 5, 1986, the
Committee adopted a Resolution to conduct a Preliminary Inquiry
to investigate Representative Boner's use of campaign funds, par' See, for example, H. Rept. 96-856, In the Matterof Reproentative Daniel J. Flood, March 26,
1980, at p. v.
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ticipation in certain business transactions, acceptance of gifts, and
circumstances surrounding certain spousal income. (Exhibit 1.)
Subsequent to the adoption of this Resolution, news articles appeared in the media reporting that an investigation by the U.S. Department of Justice (Department) involving Representative Boner
had been opened. As a result of these articles, on February 26,
1986, Committee Chairman Julian C. Dixon and Ranking Minority
Member Floyd D. Spence wrote a letter to the Department informing it of the Preliminary Inquiry and requesting any information
the Department would be willing to provide, so that the efforts of
the two organizations could be coordinated as much as possible.
(Exhibit 2.)
On March 2, 1986, Representative Boner submitted a statement
pursuant to Committee Rule 11(aX2XA), regarding the allegations
raised against him in the media. (Appendix A.) Pursuant to this
same rule, Committee staff then made a request dated March 26,
1986, for further documentation. (Exhibit 3.)
On April 15, 1986, Chairman Dixon received a letter from the Department requesting that the Committee defer its investigation of
Representative Boner until it completed its own investigation. (Appendix B.) This request was, in turn, communicated to counsel for
Representative Boner. One week later, on April 22, 1986, the Committee received a letter from Representative Boner asking that it
decline the Department's request to defer, and that he be allowed
to appear before the Committee to make an oral statement. (Appendix C.)
The Committee held a meeting on April 23, 1986. At that meeting, it agreed to acquiesce to the Department s request to suspend
"at this time" the Preliminary Inquiry it had initiated. (Exhibit 4.)
In keeping with its decision to suspend, the Committee took no further action in this matter until March 31, 1987, when it received a
letter from the Department stating: "The Department has declined
prosecution in this matter and considers the case closed." (Appendix D.)
Upon receipt of the Department's March 31, 1987, notification,
Committee staff undertook a review and analysis of all the materials that had been accumulated up to the time of the April 23, 1986,
suspension of the Preliminary Inquiry. Because it was determined
that many, if not all, of the allegations remained unresolved, Committee staff was directed to resume its investigation of the allegations against Representative Boner. Pursuant to this resumption of
effort, Committee staff met on May 19, 1987, with counsel for the
congressman to discuss those aspects of the allegations for which
additional documentation and clarification were deemed necessary.
Since the May 19, 1987, meeting, Committee staff has requested
additional information by letters of July 21, 1987 (Exhibit 5.) and
August 13, 1987 (Exhibit 6.) and have received responses from Representative Boner dated June 24, 1987 (Appendix E), July 24, 1987
(Appendix F), and August 31, 1987 (Appendix G).
In sum, the Committee has pursued its efforts in connection with
the allegations raised against Representative Boner over an approximately 20-month period beginning with the initiation of a Preliminary Inquiry in February 1986 and a resumption of effort in
April 1987 designed to complete the 1986 initiative. To be kept in
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mind, however, is the fact that during this period, about one year
involved time during which no work was undertaken in light of the
Department's request that the Committee suspend its efforts pending the Department's activities. Consequently, the Committee has
actually investigated the subject allegations for a total of only eight
and one-half months-approximately two and one-half months in
1986 up to the time of suspension; and six months in 1987 (April
through September)-subsequent to notification that the Department of Justice efforts had been terminated and up to the time of
Representative Boner's resignation.
III. EFFECT OF REPRESENTATIVE BONER'S RESIGNATION
House Rule X, clause 4(oX1) states, in part, that the jurisdiction
of this Committee is to.

..

investigate..,

any alleged violation, by a Member,

officer, or employee of the House, of the Code of Official
Conduct or of any law, rule, regulation, or other standard
of conduct applicable to the conduct of such Member, Officer, or employee in the performance of his duties or the
discharge of his responsibilities, and, after notice and hearing, to recommend to the House by resolution or otherwise, such action as the committee may deem appropriate
in the circumstances.
On September 22, 1987, Representative Boner was successful in
his effort to be elected to the position of Mayor of Nashville, Tennessee. As a result of his election, Representative Boner resigned
from his seat in the U.S. House of Representatives on October 5,
1987. Consequently, the Committee lost jurisdiction over Representative Boner in light of House Rule X, quoted above. At the time of
the Boner resignation, and as is discussed in greater detail below,
while major portions of the inquiry had been completed, the Committee staff had not finished its work on all aspects of the investigation.
As a result, the Committee was not able to receive and consider
a report reaching the staff's conclusions on all matters under
review. Had the investigation been fully completed, Representative
Boner would have been given an opportunity to respond to any
Committee conclusions that violations of controlling standards of
conduct were identified. Thus, the instant report contains only the
staff's views on those facts known up to the time of Representative
Boner's resignation and does not reflect any response or reaction to
staff views by Representative Boner.

IV. HIGHLIGHTS OF THE REPORT
A. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING THE MISUSE OF CAMPAIGN FUNDS

1. Car, Truck, and Car Phone
The Committee staff concluded that Representative Boner leased
the automobile and car phone to his campaign in an "arm's
length" fashion, i.e., at amounts below fair market value and, thus,
no violation of House Rule XLIII, clause 6, was found in terms of
these leases. Additionally, he sold the truck to the campaign for
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the same amount for which he bought it, thus taking no undue advantage of the campaign in this regard.
However, the Committee staff believes Representative Boner violated House Rule XLII, clause 6, by using the automobile being
rented to the campaign for 20-percent personal use during a 6month period, while having the campaign pay for this use.
2. Purchaseand Lease of CampaignHeadquarters
The Committee staff found that no allegation of impropriety was
sustained in regard to the actual lease of the building by Representative Boner to his campaign.
J. Allegation Regarding the Lease of Equipment from Letters Unlimited
The Committee staff found no impropriety in the leasing terms
of the equipment rented by Representative Boner's company to his
campaign committee. At the termination of the investigation, however, there had been no definite conclusion reached regarding
whether Letters Unlimited's equipment had been used to do work
for organizations other than the campaign and when this work
may have taken place.
4. Allegations RegardingCampaign Equipment Leased from Targeted Communications
The Committee staff found nothing improper about the terms of
the lease agreements for the equipment Targeted Communications
("Targeted") leased to the campaign. However, the staff had not
reached a definite conclusion regarding the issues of whether Tarat the
companies
geted's equipment was used to do work for other Boner's
camxapgn
same time it was being leased by Representative
committee, and whether this work was done at campaign facilities.
5. General Conclusion of Representative Boner's Leasing Arrangements
While the individual leasing arrangements between Representative Boner and his campaign committee were not, taken separately,
improper, the Committee staff believed that the systematic pattern
the congressman engaged in to acquire personal ownership rights
in over $200,000 worth of property constituted conduct reflecting
discreditably on the House, and thus placed him in violation of
House Rule XLIII, clause 1.
6. Employment of Doris Bland
The Committee staff's conclusion was that no impropriety was
established in regard to the employment of the congressman's
sister, Ms. Doris Bland, by his campaign committee.
7. Reimbursements from the Campaign
The Committee staff concluded that, at the termination of the investigation, unresolved issues remained as to the allegation that
Representative Boner improperly received reimbursements from
his campaign in violation of House Rule XLIII, clause 6. In one instance, the staff concluded the congressman violated this rule by
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flying his daughter to one of his honoraria speeches and having his
campaign pay for the ticket.
8. Purchaseof Office Furniture
Representative Boner's explanation regarding the purchase of
office furniture with campaign funds was accepted by the Committee staff, and it therefore concluded that no allegation of impropriety had been sustained.
9. Trip to Hong Kong
The Committee staff believes Representative Boner's use of campaign funds to pay for his trip to Hong Kong placed him in violation of House Rule XLIII, clause 6, and House Rule XLV.
B. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING IMPROPER BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS

I. Gary Price

The Committee staffs opinion was that these business deals did
not constitute gifts to Representative Boner. The congressman did
not list a venture involving a hotel on his Financial Disclosure
Statement for calendar year 1983, but subsequently corrected this
omission. Also, the staff felt his actions may have given rise to a
violation of the Code of Ethics for Government Service, consideration # 5.
2. J. HaroldSchankle
a. Destin, Florida Condominium and 8 East Nashville Properties
The Committee staff found no improprieties regarding these
transactions.
b. 614 Russell Street Property
The evidence examined did not conclusively show that Mr. J.
Harold Schankle was ever reimbursed for the purchase of the property, for which he had paid the entire amount. Therefore, the staff
had reached no final conclusion regarding possible impropriety in
this transaction at the termination of the investigation.
8. Representative Boner's Intervention at the Veterans Administration on Mr. Schankle 'aBehalf
Documents submitted led Committee staff to conclude that no allegation of misconduct was sustained regarding bribery or use of
ofice for personal gain.
The staff did feel, however, that Representative Boner may have
violated the Code of Ethics for Government Service, consideration
#5, by accepting a benefit under circumstances which might be
construed by reasonable persons as having influenced the performance of his governmental duties.
C. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS

1. Recreation Vehicle Industry Association
At the termination of the inquiry, the Committee staff had not
reached a final conclusion regarding the propriety of Representa-
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tive Boner's use of a recreation vehicle. Investigation implicated
possible violations of House Rule XLIH, clause 4, and the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978.
2. Honoraria,Contributions,and Travel
There was no evidence before the Committee staff indicating that
Representative Boner was not engaged in legitimate fact-finding activities and, therefore, its conclusion was that no allegation of impropriety was sustained.
$. HydroplaneBoat
While the Committee staff felt no allegation of bribery or violation of House Rule XLIII, clause 3, was established, it did conclude
that Representative Boner's acceptance of free use of a boat for
almost two years constituted a violation of the Code of Ethics for
Government Service, consideration # 5.
4. Gifts from James Wellham
The Committee staff declined to state that Representative Boner
had received gifts from a prohibited source, or that the evidence established a violation of House Rule XLIII, clause 3.
D. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING WORK DONE BY MRS. BONER

1. Work for James Wellham
The Committee staff had not reached a final determination regarding whether work was done by Mrs. Boner in return for the
salary she received and, thus, further investigation would have
been needed. Additionally, the staff concluded that consideration
#5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service may have been
violated.
2. Work for J. Harold Schankle
The conclusion reached by the staff was that no allegation of impropriety had been sustained.
8. Work for Joe Reeves
The staffs investigation led it to conclude that no allegation of
impropriety regarding House Rule XLIII, clause 3, and 18 U.S.C.
§201 had been sustained. However, Representative Boner's Financial Disclosure Statement for calendar year 1983 failed to list the
source of his wife's income from her legal work. Committee staffs
conclusion was that Representative Boner's explanation for his failure to include this source, coupled with the timing of his amendment to the form, gave it grounds to reasonably believe a violation
of the Ethics in Government Act of 1978 had occurred.
V. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING THE MISUSE OF CAMPAIGN FUNDS
The first area of alleged impropriety by Representative Boner
which was named in the Resolution of Preliminar Inquiry concerned his use of campaign funds. Newspaper articles identified
specific uses of these funds which may have been improper. Each
allegation of improper use will be discussed in turn.
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A. ALLEGATION REGARDING THE PURCHASE OF CAR, TRUCK, AND CAR
PHONE

It was alleged in the media that Representative Boner's campaign purchased for him a "luxury" Pontiac, a pickup truck, and a
mobile car phone.
1. RepresentativeBoner's Position
Representative Boner asserted in his statement to the Committee
that all three purchases were bona fide campaign expenditures.
(Appendix A.)
a. Car Purchase
Representative Boner stated that the car in question, a Pontiac
Bonneville, sold for . a total price of $17,643.88. He received
$5,254.84 on a trade-in vehicle and owed a balance of $12,789.04 on
the purchase of the car. He obtained financing for this amount
from General Motor Acceptance Corporation, owing payments of
$344.14 per month for 36 months. His campaign was not a party to,
nor involved in any way in, this transaction.
Representative Boner planned to use the automobile 80 percent
of the time for campaign purposes, and 20 percent of the time for
personal use. He leased the car to his campaign committee under
terms that reflected this arrangement. From March 1984 to December 1984, his campaign committee leased the Bonneville from him
for a total of $3,441.40. In 1985 the campaign committee paid $286
per month for its 80-percent use of the car, and in 1986 $275 per
month. (Appendix A.)
b. Truck Purchase
Representative Boner's response to this Committee regarding the
truck in question was that he purchased it on March 11, 1985, for
$3,800 and then paid an additional $291 for registration fees and an
emissions test. On April 19, 1986, he received a loan from the Commerce Union Bank in Nashville, Tennessee, in the amount of
$4,091, to pay for the truck.
In May 1986 the campaign committee reimbursed Representative
Boner $4,091, covering his costs for the purchase price, registration
fee, and interest paid in connection with the truck. The loan was
paid off in June. (Appendix A.)
c. Car Phone Purchase
Regarding the mobile car phone, Representative Boner told the
Comzaittee that he purchased this item in 1979 with his own funds
and began using it immediately for political and campaign calls.
He received reimbursement from the campaign committee for use
of this telephone once in 1980, and not again until 1984. In that
year he began leasing the phone to the campaign committee for
$200 per month, a rate that he says was no more than necessary to
offset the purchase price and maintenance of the phone. (Appendix

A.)
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2. Legal Issues
One rule applicable to this alleged impropriety is House Rule
XLIII, clause 6, which states:
A Member of the House of Representatives shall keep his
campaign funds separate from his personal funds. He shall

.

-*A

convert no campaign funds to personal use in excess of reimbursement for legitimate and verifiable prior campaign
expenditures and he shall expend no funds from his campaign account not attributable to bona fide campaign purposes.
A second rule applicable is section 102(aXIXB) of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978 (EIGA), which states that a Member's Financial Disclosure Statement must includeThe source and type of income which consists of dividends,
interests, rent, and capital gains, received during the preceding calendar year which exceeds $100 in amount or
value....
A third consideration which may apply is House Rule XIII,
clause 1, which states:
Member, officer, or employee of the House of Represent-

atives shall conduct himself at all times in a manner
which shall reflect creditably on the House of Representatives.
In analyzing these transactions to determine if any impropriety
existed, the Committee staff reviewed numerous documents submit-

ted by Representative Boner. The primary question to be determined was whether the congressman enjoyed any undue advantage
in his dealings with his campaign committee by virtue of inappropriate uses of campaign funds.
3. Evidence Obtained

a. Car
-As to the Bonneville, Representative Boner submitted an estimate from Mr. Howard Carmicheal, Lease Manager for Beamon
Pontiac Company of Nashville, Tennessee, stating that the lease
payments for a car of this type would have been $557.78 for a 12month lease, $407.94 for a 24-month lease, and $347.03 for a 36"month lease. (Appendix A.) At no time did Representative Boner
lease the car to his campaign committee for anything over the fair
market value. Therefore, no undue advantage was gained by Representative Boner in this regard.
However, while he never leased the car to his campaign for anything over the fair market rental value, close analysis of a letter
dated June 10, 1985, from Representative Boner to his campaign
treasurer, Mr. William H. Freeman, reveals an apparent breach of
House Rule XLIII, clause 6. The letter states that from January to
June of 1985 the campaign paid $344.14 a month to lease the Bonneville. Representative Boner would pay the entire $344.14 in July
"which will make up for the amount over $275 that the campaign
paid the previous 6 months." The letter goes on to expain that the
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difference between the $275 per month and the old lease price will
be paid by Representative Boner to account for the 20-percent of
the time he was to use the car personally. (Appendix A.)

*

House Rule XLIII, clause 6, prohibits the conversion of campaign
funds to personal use in excess of reimbursement for prior campaign expenditures, and expending funds from one's campaign account which are not attributable to bona fide campaign purposes.
From this letter, one can conclude that for a 6-month period,
from January 1985 through June 1985, Representative Boner used
this car for personal use 20 percent of the time and had his campaign committee pay for this use. His payment for the car in July
1985 was to make up for the time during the prior 6 months when
Representative Boner had used the car for his personal use. Even
disregarding the small profit made by Representative Boner
through this payment arrangement (approximateJy $140), the fact
remains that for a 6-month period campaign funds apparently were
being used to pay for his personal use of the car.
b. Truck
As to the truck, Representative Boner submitted correspondence
dated April 20, 1985, from the Commerce Bank of Nashville, verifying a loan in the amount of $4,091. (Appendix A.) Analysis of his
campaign committee's Federal Election Commission (FEC) report
for 1986 shows the truck was purchased by the campaign on May
30, 1985, for $4,127.99. (Appendix I.) Thus, Representative Boner
made no profit from the sale of the truck to the campaign.
Further investigation by the Committee staff revealed the fact
that the title to the truck remained in Representative Boner's
name, even though it had already been sold to the campaign. Upon
being asked to explain this apparent anomaly, Representative
Boner responded that the title was kept in his name in order to
lower the insurance cost for the truck, in that the rate for an individual's insurance would be lower than that for an organization.

A

(Appendix G.)

c. Car Phone
"In support of his version of events as to the car phone, Repre-

sentative Boner submitted a lease agreement dated April 1, 1984,
between him and his campaign committee for $200 per month for
the use of that car phone. (Appendix A.) In addition to that agreement, he submitted a letter from the Communications Service
"Company of Nashville, Tennessee, dated October 11, 1984 stating
that the lease price of the mobile telephone is $330.96 per month.
(Appendix A.)
Despite what his statement to the Committee would lead one to
believe, analysis of Representative Boner's Financial Disclosure
Statements, combined with analysis of a document submitted by
him, showed that the phone he purchased in 1979 was sold on April
30, 1984, and a new phone was purchased on May 30, 1984, for
$3,000. (Appendices I and A.) This new phone-not the one purchased in 1979-was leased to the campaign committee for $200 per
month.
Additionally, it is uncertain whether the rental income which
should have been reported from his 1984 lease of the phone to his
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campaign was reported on Representative Boner's Financial Disclosure Statement for that year. There is a listing under the income
section of "business equipment," but no specific mention of the car
phone. (Appendix I.) At the termination of the investigation, this
question had not been resolved.
4. Conclusion
While Representative Boner has not had a chance to respond to
this allegation, the Committee staff believes the congressman violated House Rile XLIII, clause 6, by using the Bonneville for persora1 use-for six months while having his campaign committee pay
for that use. However, in stating this belief, the staff realizes the
argument could be made that because Representative Boner's use
of the car was relatively small, and that he reimbursed the campaign for his use of it at the end of the 6-month period, the violation of this House rule could be deemed de minimus.
Regarding the sale of the truck to the campaign, the Committee
staff has found no impropriety. Representative Boner purchased
the truck for $4,091 and sold it to the campaign a month later for
the same amount. The Committee accepts Representative Boner's
explanation as to why the title to the truck remained in his name.
As to the car phone, Representative Boner leased this item for
an amount well under the fair market value and, thus, no allegation of impropriety is sustained in that regard. However, the question remains unresolved as to whether the rental income from the
1984 lease of the phone was reported on his Financial Disclosure
Statement for that year, as required by section 102(aX1XB) of the
EIGA.
While finding no impropriety as to the terms of the lease agreements for the automobile and the car phone, the Committee staff is
concerned by an emerging pattern of Representative Boner's abuse
of his relationship to his campaign. As will be developed in the following sections of this report, Representative Boner engaged in a
systematic pattern of using his campaign to acquire personal ownership rights in items totalling over $200,000. Therefore, staff was
mindful of whether Representative Boner's pattern of conduct
reached the point where it reflected discreditably on the House
and, thus, placed him in violation of House Rule XLIII, clause 1.
B. ALLEGATION CONCERNING PURCHASE AND LEASE OF CAMPAIGN
HEADQUARTERS

In the media reports alleging impropriety on the part of Representative Boner concerning use of campaign funds, mention was
made of the fact that a monthly rent was paid to him for his campaign's use, as its headquarters, of a building the congressman
owns.
1. Representative Boner's Position
In response to this allegation, Representative Boner stated that
he purchased the building in question, 621 3rd Avenue, Nashville,
Tennessee, on June 15, 1984, for a total price of $80,000. To finance
the purchase, he took out a first mortgage on the property for
$50,000 ($567.60 per month) and a second mortgage of $19,300
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($276.90 per month). He then made $2,782.57 in improvements to
the building. On July 1, 1984, his campaign committee began leasing this building from him. Representative Boner then obtained
three separate appraisals for a lease price for the building. He
eventually leased it to his campaign for $6.75 per square foot, the
amount paid by him for the mortgage, maintenance, taxes, and insurance on the building.
2. Legal Issues
The applicable House rule involved is Rule XLIII, clauses 1 and
6, which are quoted in the preceding section. Again, the question
involved is whether Representative Boner took undue advantage of
his campaign committee's funds.
3. Evidence Obtained
Committee staff's investigation of the facts surrounding this
transaction shows Representative Boner submitted documents verifying the fact that he purchased this building on June 15, 1984, for
$80,000. On July 1, 1984, he began leasing this building to his campaign committee for approximately $6.75 per square foot per year.
He submitted three separate appraisals stating that this property
would be fairly rented at a price of $10 to $14 per square foot per
year. (Appendix A.) Thus, the congressman made no profit from the
lease of the building to his campaign. Indeed, he leased the building for an amount less than he could have fairly done so. Therefore, no allegation of impropriety on the part of Representative
Boner has been sustained in regard to the actual lease of the building to his campaign committee.
However, a legitimate question remains as to whether Representative Boner violated House Rule XLIII, clause 1, by virtue of his
actions regarding this leasing arrangement. The money gained
from the lease of this building will be applied toward Representative Boner's ownership interest in it. Eventually, he will own the
building. In effect, he is using campaign funds to buy the building
for himself
In undertaking this endeavor, Representative Boner apparently
relied on a written opinion from this Committee dated June 2,
1982, which dealt with the propriety of leasing a word processing
machine owned by him to his campaign committee. (Appendix A.)
While the Committee responded that an arrangement of this type
would not violate House Rule XLIII, clause 6, provided it were an
arm's length transaction, it stated that the arrangement "should
be undertaken with extraordinary care and caution because of the
appearance that could arise that the arrangement is a prohibited
conversion of campaign funds."
4. Conclusion
In the staff's view, while Representative Boner did not violate
House Rule XLIII, clause 6, due to the fact that he leased the
building at a rate below fair market value, this arrangement by
which the congressman would own an $80,000 building through the
expenditure of his campaign's money, combined with his pattern of
acquiring ownership of thousands of dollars worth of equipment ultimately unpaid for by his campaign, could lead to a conclusion
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that he violated House Rule XLIII, clause 1, by engaging in conduct bringing discredit on the House.
C. ALLEGATION REGARDING LEASE OF EQUIPMENT FROM LETTERS
UNLIMITED

An article in one magazine states, without going into detail, that
Representative Boner has created two "computer companies," and
since 1983 has leased computer equipment from those companies to
his campaign committee. One of these companies is Letters Unlimited ("Letters").
1. Representative Boner's Position
Representative Boner stated that Letters was a sole proprietorship formed December 9, 1981, which was organized to perform
direct mailing services. As the owner of Letters, Representative
Boner purchased an IBM word processor and financed it through a
note at First Union Bank. The note was secured by the equipment
purchased. He then leased this equipment to his campaign committee for $950 per month, an amount less than its fair market rental
value. All money paid by the campaign committee to Letters was
applied toward the loan on the equipment and additional operating
costs. From October 1985 to the present, the campaign committee
has used this equipment free of charge and, once the note on it was
paid off, he donated it to the committee. (Appendix A.)
2. Legal Issues
The legal considerations here are, again, House Rule XLIII,
clauses 1 and 6.
3. Evidence Obtained
Once again, investigation of this transaction, standing alone, reveals no improprieties. Representative Boner has submitted documents verifying that, after forming this sole proprietorship and
purchasing the word processor, it was leased to the campaign committee for $950 per month, a price which included maintenance
and service fees. Prior to this lease, Representative Boner obtained
an estimate from IBM stating that the fair market rental value of
"this machine would be $1,008 per month, not including the maintenance and service fees, and $1,146 with those services. (Appendix
A.) Thus, his campaign committee paid less than the fair market
value for the equipment rented from Representative Boner. Before
undertaking this arrangement, he sought the opinion of this Committee as to its legality and structured the deal so as to conform to
the Committee's guidelines.
While the terms of the lease reveal no impropriety, the Committee staff has additional concerns regarding the Letters equipment.
At the close of the investigation, the staff had reason to believe the
IBM word processor owned by Letters may have been used to do
work for organizations other than Representative Boner's campaign committee. This concern was due to the fact that the last
submission of evidence from counsel for Representative Boner
states, "We are still not sure whether Letters Unlimited did any
work for outside entities." (Appendix G.)
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In time, the congressman may indeed have been able to present
evidence clearing up this matter. However, at the time of his resignation, questions still remained.
4. Conclusion
S

If Letters did indeed do work for organizations other than the
campaign committee, the question would be raised whether this
work was done with the equipment leased to the campaign, at the
time it was leased to the campaign, and at facilities owned by the
campaign. If this were the case, Representative Boner would be in

.4
S% violation of House Rule XLIII, clause 6, by having converted campaign funds to personal use, and by having expended funds from
,•
this campaign account not attributable to bona fide campaign purposes.
Additionally, the fact that Representative Boner was once again
involved in using his campaign to acquire ownership rights in property causes concern to the Committee staff, regardless of the fact
he eventually donated it to his campaign. As with the Bonneville

automobile, the car phone, and the $80,000 building, this equip-

•

ment was being paid for by Representative Boner's campaign committee while ownership rights were going to him. This pattern of
using his campaign to acquire personal ownership was a disturbing
recurrence that could lead to a conclusion that Representative
Boner violated House Rule XAIII, clause 1, by engaging in conduct
reflecting discreditably on the House.
D. ALLEGATION REGARDING CAMPAIGN EQUIPMENT LEASE FROM
TARGETED COMMUNICATIONS

i

The other "computer company" referred to by the media was
Targeted Communications.
1. Representative Boner's Position

i

Representative Boner explained to the Committee that this
entity was established by him as a solely-owned Subchapter S corporation whose purpose was to assist in letter-writing services. Targeted then purchased and financed numerous pieces of equipment
associated with these types of services. Targeted leased this equipment to Representative Boner's campaign committee at less than
its fair market rental value. The total monthly payments Targeted
had to make for the financing, maintenance, and related costs were
approximately the same as the total amount for which the campaign committee leased the equipment. The money paid by the
campaign committee for this equipment was applied directly to the
loans for the equipment and related expenses. (Appendix A.)

2. Legal Issues
As with the other allegedly improper rentals to the campaign,
the applicable rule is House Rule XLIII, clauses 1 and 6.
J. Evidence Obtained

Documents submitted by Representative Boner buttress his assertion that no impropriety was involved in the actual leasing
terms of this equipment. They indicate that Targeted purchased a
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Pitney-Bowes Mail System, Xerox copier, MEL dialing machine,
and related computer equipment and supplies, which were then
leased to his campaign fori amounts approximately equal to Targeted's payments for financing, maintenance, and related costs. (Appendices A and E.)
Before the leasing of the equipment to the campaign committee
by the solely-owned corporation, Representative Boner obtained
written statements as to its fair market rental value from the companies who manufacture the equipment. (Appendix A.) All rental
fees paid by the campaign committee for the use of this equipment
are consistent with these estimates. (Appendix A.) Therefore, the
terms of the leasing agreements, standing alone, reveal no improprieties. However, analysis of a summary financial statement of
Targeted provided by Representative Boner to the Committee revealed "miscellaneous" receipts of $8,968.96 in 1982 and $1,164.70
in 1983. (Appendix E.) This observation raised the question of
whether outside work was performed by Targeted during the time
the machinery was being leased to the campaign. Committee staff
asked counsel for Representative Boner to produce all information
pertaining to work done by Targeted for any sources outside of the
congressman's campaign committee. Counsel for Representative
Boner said they had found receipts showing that NLT Computer
Services Corporation (NLT) and Shoney's were clients of Targeted.
A check for $70.20 from Shoney's and two checks totalling $936.56
from NLT were sent to the Committee. (Appendix G.)
The dates of these checks, January 10, 1983, January 21, 1983,
and January 13, 1983, combined with the fact that their total
amount was so small in comparison to the total amount of Targeted's miscellaneous receipts, prompted the Committee to investigate
further into this matter. The staff contacted Mr. Steve Barkley of
Endata Corporation, the company that was formerly NLT, regarding work done by Targeted for that company. He sent the Committee yearly summaries of the total amount of work Targeted did for
Endata. This summary revealed that Endata paid Targeted
$7,834.04 in 1982 and $653.32 in 1983. (Appendix H.)
The gross disparity in amounts between what was sent to the
Committee by Representative Boner's counsel and the information
obtained from Endata, led to a further search to determine what
equipment was used for outside work, and exactly when it was
used, for the years 1982 and 1983.
In this regard, Committee staff analyzed a document submitted
by Representative Boner which listed the dates of payment for the
pieces of equipment purchased by Targeted in 1982. This information was compared with the lease agreements between Targeted
and Representative Boner's campaign committee submitted by him
for each piece of equipment. This comparison revealed that the
Xerox copier and Pitney-Bowes mailing equipment were purchased
September 20, 1982, and rented to the campaign October 1, 1982,
and that the MEL-3000 dialing machine was purchased September
23, 1982, and leased to the campaign March 17, 1983. (Appendix E.)
The Committee staff then contacted Ms. Doris Bland and Mr.
Howard Eley to see if they knew any other details regarding what
work may have been done with this equipment, where it was done,
and for what organizations. Ms. Bland stated she knew nothing
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about these questions and that all records had been turned over to
Representative Boner's attorney. Mr. Eley stated that he did not
wish to discuss the matter and that any questions the Committee
had should be submitted, in writing, to his attorney. (Exhibit 7.)
4. Conclusion

The Committee staff has not reached a final conclusion regarding
the issues of whether Targeted's equipment was used to do work
for other companies at the same time it was being leased by Representative Boner's campaign committee, and whether this work was
done at campaign facilities. The next step in the staff's investigation of this matter would have been to demand the journals and
ledgers of Targeted to ascertain whether any improprieties occurred.
While Representative Boner may indeed have been able to clear
up this matter if given more time, at the termination of the investigation this issue remained unresolved.
The other issue involving possible impropriety as to the lease of
this equipment concerns its appearance of taking undue advantage
of the campaign funds for Representative Boner's personal enrichment, to the point that his actions constitute behavior reflecting
discreditably on the House.
Just as he had done regarding the leasing to his campaign of the
IBM word processor, Representative Boner relied on the advisory
opinion issued June 11, 1982, which was discussed earlier in the
report. By renting the equipment at a price below fair market
value, Representative Boner avoided violation of House Rule XLIII,
clause 6. However, the Committee staff was disturbed by the congressman's systematic pattern of using his campaign committee's
funds to purchase items to which he would eventually have ownership rights. Use of his campaign to purchase over $100,000 of equipment, a $17,000 automobile, an $80,000 building, and a $3,000 car
phone could lead to the conclusion that Representative Boner may
well have violated House Rule XLIII, clause 1, by engaging in conduct reflecting discreditably on the House.
5. General Conclusion of Representative Boner's Leasing Arrangements

A critical question in evaluating improprieties regarding Representative Boner's leasing arrangements with his campaign committee was whether his actions constituted conduct reflecting discreditably on the House.
As stated earlier, Representative Boner apparently justified his
leasing arrangements by relying on an advisory opinion letter from
this Committee dated June 11, 1982, which stated that a Member
could engage in a transaction of this type provided it was conducted in an "arm's length" fashion.
Because of this advisory opinion, the Committee staff has been
unable to conclude that Representative Boner acted improperly in
regard to any individual leasing arrangement with his campaign
And, indeed, had the congressman engaged in only one of any of
these leasing arrangements, the staff would have had no reserva-
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tions in stating that his conduct was appropriate under House
rules.
This was not the case with Representative Boner, however. The
advisory opinion on which he relied dealt with one piece of equipment, an IBM word processor. After completing this arrangement,
he repeated it again and again. By the time he was finished, he
had used his campaign's funds to acquire ownership rights in over
$200,000 worth of property. The appearance of impropriety created
by Representative Boner's repeated use of his campaign's money to
acquire personal ownership rights leads the Committee staff to conclude that this practice constitutes conduct reflecting discreditably
on the House, thus placing him in violation of House Rule XLIII,
clause 1.
E. EMPLOYMENT OF DORIS BLAND

It was reported by the media that FEC records show that since
1983 Representative Boner's campaign committee has employed his
sister, Ms. Doris Bland, paying her a little over $25,000.
In Representative Boner's response to the Committee regarding
this issue, he does not deny his campaign employed his sister. He
submitted no documents regarding this employment. But there was
no need to do so. There is no House rule or Federal statute which
would prevent the hiring of his sister by his campaign committee.
If Representative Bor-r's prospective campaign contributors object
to the fact that his sister may be hired by the campaign committee,
then they are free to decline to contribute. However, the fact remains that there is nothing to prevent him from doing so. As to
this allegation, no impropriety has been established.
F. REIMBURSEMENTS FROM CAMPAIGN

Representative Boner was reported in a January 1986 article to
have been paid by his campaign committee $73,308 since 1983 for
constituent entertainment, presentations such as honorary framed
plaques, and gifts. Most of the payments went either directly to
Representative Boner and his wife, his American Express account,
or other credit card accounts of the congressman.
1. Representative Boner's Position
In his response to the Committee, Representative Boner stated
that, aside from some miscellaneous expenses, reimbursement fell
into four categories: (1) constituent presentations, (2) food and receptions, (3) travel, and (4) donations and dues. (Appendix A.) He
submitted a summary of campaign expenditures for 1985, broken
down into these categories but without stating specifically what
each expenditure was for. (Appendix A.)
2. Legal Issue
The applicable rule is House Rule XLIII, clause 6. In order to
evaluate whether an impropriety has occurred in relation to Representative Boner's reimbursement for campaign expenditures, it is
first necessary to review the background of what constitutes a bona
fide, legitimate campaign expenditure.
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The standard source to which Members may turn for guidance
concerning this issue is the "Ethics Manual for Members and Employees of the U.S. House of Representatives." It states, at page
125:
As discussed in the House during the debate preceding
the adoption of H. Res. 287, no specific definition of "bona
fide campaign purpose" is provided in the rules, and what
would be considered a legitimate, or bona fide political or
campaign expense, would depend on the particularlized
facts of a specific situation:
We sought to make no strict definition of political expenses. What is political is a matter of fact
rather than of definition. We believe that if a
Member travels home for a political purpose, and
it is covered by his volunteer committee out of political accounts, that this is a political expense.
However, what we have tried to do is to confine
expenses from political accounts or volunteer committee accounts to expenses that are political. By
and large, that definition will be left up to the
Member and to his volunteer committee, and as it
is broadly defined under the election law.
Therefore, the rules regarding what constitutes a bona fide campaign purpose are extremely flexible, and the individual Member is
given wide latitude to use his discretion.
J. Analysis
As part of its investigation into this allegation of improper use of
campaign funds, Committee staff requested that Representative
Boner turn over documentation as to the specifics of how he and
his wife spent the funds for which they were reimbursed during
the years 1983 through 1985. The staff requested the underlying
vouchers showing the actual expenditures for which they were reimbursed, either directly from the campaign to themselves, or indirectly from the campaign to their credit card accounts.
There were numerous facts about the submissions for these expenditures that the Committee staff found troubling. One concern
was that the congressman did not submit any vouchers for reimbursements to his wife, nor were any vouchers submitted for indirect
payments to the Boners, i.e. payments to their credit card accounts.
The failure to submit these vouchers make it impossible to determine whether the funds had been used for legitimate campaign
purposes.
In addition to this concern, another troubling fact was uncovered
while investigating a separate area of allegations-reimbursement
for honoraria-related travel. Representative Boner's Financial Disclosure Statement for calendar year 1984 listed reimbursements for
travel expenses by the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and the Tobacco Institute, for speeches given at Winston-Salem, North Carolina, on April 18 and 19, 1984. During the staffs review of Representative Boner's vouchers during this time period, a reimbursement from the campaign was found for airfare for his daughter to
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this same location at the same time. (Appendix G.) It appears,
therefore, that Representative Boner went to North Carolina to
give speeches to receive honoraria payments and claimed that it
was a legitimate campaign expense to have his daughter flown
there with him. The reimbursement for this ticket was not specifically listed on Representative Boner's FEC report, but staff investigation revealed that its cost was apparently included in a reimbursement for "district travel" to the congressman. (Appendix I.)
4. Conclusion
While Representative Boner has not had the opportunity to specifically address these findings, the Committee staff feels that further investigation would have been warranted as to the allegation
that Representative Boner improperly received reimbursements
from his campaign committee in violation of House Rule XLIII,
clause 6. The fact that he would use campaign funds to fly his
daughter to appearances in North Carolina for which he was to receive a total of $3,000 in honoraria money has led the staff to conclude that Representative Boner used his campaign committee's
funds for something other than bona fide, legitimate campaign purposes.
Additionally, the fact that vouchers for all reimbursements were
asked for and not given would have led the staff to demand that
Representative Boner produce them, including the reimbursements
made to Mrs. Boner and those made to their credit card accounts.
G. PURCHASE OF OFFICE FURNITURE

It was reported in the press that Representative Boner bought
$5,000 worth of furniture for his Nashville home and paid for it
with campaign funds.
1. Representative Boner's Position
Represenative Boner explained in his statement to the Committee that, before purchasing the builiding to house his campaign offices, he was using part of his house for his year-round campaign
activity. The campaign committee paid for a few pieces of office
furniture for use in an office set up in the upstairs back room of
the congressman's house, and campaign and personal activities
were kept separate. (Appendix A.)
2. Legal Issue
The rule applicable to this allegation is, once again, House Rule
XLIII, clause 6.
3. Analysis
In determining whether House Rule XLIII, clause 6, was violated
in this instance, two snapshots Representative Boner submitted of
a desk and some other office equipment, are hardly conclusive as to
his claims. (Appendix A.)
4. Conclusion
However, there is no evidence before the Committee staff contradicting Representative Boner's explanation of this charge of impro-
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priety. Therefore, it is the staff's conclusion that no impropriety
has been proven.
H. TRIP TO HONG KONG

The final allegedly improper use of campaign funds reported by
the press was that Representative Boner's campaign committee
paid $4,143 for a side trip he and his wife made from Taiwan to
Hong Kong, and for entertainment and constituent gifts they purchased in Hong Kong and Taipei.
1. RepresentativeBoner's Position
To justify this use of campaign funds, Representative Boner
began by saying that in 1982 he was elected to the chair of the U.S.
Congressional Travel and Tourism Caucus (Caucus). The Caucus
has, as its principal goal, the promotion of tourism and travel to
and within the United States. Representative Boner has worked
hard to promote its goals. The Caucus has helped Representative
Boner make political and other contacts with other Members and
with people all over the world. He stated that there can be little
doubt he has been able to increase his political status and position
through his work in the Caucus. It would be expensive and unfair
for him to undertake his Caucus activities using only personal
funds. He concludes, therefore, that given the great discretion provided to campaign-related activities and the fact that his activities
for the Caucus do so clearly help with his political position, Representative Boner has legitimately used campaign funds to defray the
cost of some of his Caucus activities.
After spending a week in Taiwan at the expense of the SinoAmerican Cultural and Economic Association, the Boners flew to
Hong Kong where they stayed for three days. Representative Boner
had arranged to meet with the United States Ambassador and
other embassy officials. The Ambassador could not meet as
planned, but Representative Boner did talk with other embassy officials about American relations and repossession of Hong Kong by
mainland China. In addition, Representative Boner also met with
hotel managers and merchants to discuss trade and tourism. His
statement to this Committee says:
He certainly had business meetings in Hong Kong, and
he most definitely was meeting people in his capacity with
the Caucus. All of these meetings enhanced the Congressman's knowledge and contacts and, in turn, were related
to his political activities. [Emphasis added.] (Appendix A.)
Representative Boner submitted no documents in connection
with his statement regarding the trip to Hong Kong. Instead, he
explained that conducting Caucus business enhanced his knowledge
and contacts and, thus, were related to his political activities.
2. Legal Issues
The legal considerations applicable in the analysis of this trip
are House Rule XLIII, clause 6, and House Rule XLV.
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J. Analysis
The congressman's justification regarding this use of campaign
funds is unsatisfactory. The U.S. Congressional Travel and Tourism
Caucus is a registered Legislative Service Organization and has
been one since October 1979. Business conducted on behalf of this
Caucus is official business and cannot be paid for with campaign
funds. To state that conducting Caucus business enhances political
position, and, thus, may be paid for with campaign funds, is no different than saying that any official congressional business enhances political position and, thus, may also be paid for with campaign funds.
House Rule XLIII, clause 6, states:
A Member of the House of Representatives shall keep
his campaign funds separate from his personal funds. He
shall convert no campaign funds to personal use in excess
of reimbursement for legitimate and verifiable prior campaign expenditures and he shall expend no funds from his
campaign account not attributable to bona fide campaign
purposes.
By using campaign funds for official purposes, Representative

Boner violated this rule by expending funds from his campaign account not attributable to bona fide campaign purposes.
House Rule XLV states, in part:

*•

1. On or after January 3, 1978, no Member may maintain or have maintained for his use an unofficial office account.
2. After the date of adoption of this rule, no funds may
be paid into any unofficial office account.
This rule has been interpreted to act as a prohibition against the
subsidization of official business by outside entities. Representative
Boner's campaign committee is an outside entity which subsidized
his official Caucus business by paying for his trip to Hong Kong.
By using his campaign funds to pay for this trip, Representative
Boner apparently violated this rule also.
4. Conclusion
While Representative Boner has not had the opportunity to respond to the staffs conclusions regarding his use of campaign
funds to subsidize official business, at the close of the investigation
it is the staff's belief that his use of campaign funds to pay for his
trip to Hong Kong placed him in violation of House Rule XLITI,
clause 6, and House Rule XLV.
VI.

ALLEGATIONS REGARDING IMPROPER BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS

was alleged S.Impropriety
in the media against Representative

Ile

Boner in regard to several business transactions in which he took
part.
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A. GARY PRICE

Two of these ventures involved Mr. Gary Price, a Nashville real
estate developer. Supposedly, Mr. Price was a close friend of Representative Boner.
It was reported that in September 1983 Mr. Price allowed Representative Boner to buy into a promising real estate venture for $5,
for which he would receive a 5-percent interest in a proposed $18
million Radisson Hotel in Greenville, South Carolina. The congressman did not have to guarantee any of the several million dollars in
loans obtained for the project and would bear no for the liability if
it failed.
Mr. Price is quoted as saying of the deal: "I gave it to him as a
gift because he is a close personal friend. You can give gifts to anybody." However, Representative Boner's Financial Disclosure Statement for calender year 1983 makes no mention of the Radisson
transaction under any category, gifts or otherwise. His 1984 statement lists the Radisson venture in the "Positions" category.
The second transaction involving Mr. Price occurred in 1984.
This time Representative Boner put up $50 for a 5-percent interest
in a Shoney's Inn and Restaurant in Richmond, Virginia, whose
value is estimated at $5.2 million. Again, Representative Boner incurred no liability and, again, he failed to list this interest on his
Financial Disclosure Statement.
As part of its allegation of impropriety involving these business
transactions, the media reported an incident in 1981 in which Representative Boner aided the Shoney's company. In that year there
was a Federal investigation of contaminated meat and Shoney's
had several thousand pounds of its meat detained. Representative
Boner personally called Federal officials to ask them to speed up
their investigation.
1. Representative Boner's Position
Representative Boner addressed these allegations of impropriety
in his response to the Committee. He stated that, as to the hotel in
Greenville, South Carolina, there were five general partners and
three limited partners. The total capitalization of the partnership
was only $100. Each of the general partners contributed $20 for a
20-percent interest; one limited partner contributed $10 for a 10percent interest; and Representative Boner and the remaining limited partner put in $5 each for a 5-percent interest.
Representative Boner explained the lack of liability by stating
that, under Tennessee law, limited partners could not sign, or be
liable, for losses beyond their individual investments. In August
1984, when the parternship purchased the property in South Carolina and sought financing for it, none of the limited partners could
or did guarantee the loans.
Representative Boner says he did not report the holding in
Greenville, South Carolina, on his 1983 Financial Disclosure Statement because he mistakenly believed the partnership was not activated until January 1984. He has since corrected the omission. (Appendix A.)
As to the Shoney's in Richmond, Virginia, Representative Boner
stated that the total capitalization for this project was $1,000. In
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addition to the general partners, there were two limited partners
who each contributed $50 for a 5-percent interest in the venture. In
November 1984 the partnership applied for, and received, a $5 million loan to purchase land and construct the inn. Again, Representative Boner did not guarantee the loan but, as a limited partner,
he was not authorized to guarantee any investment beyond the
capital he contributed. He pointed out that his participation in the
partnership was no different than that of the other limited partner, or of limited partners in general. (Appendix A.)
2. Legal Issues
The legal considerations applicable to Representative Boner's
ventures with Mr. Price are House Rule XLIII, clauses 3 and 4; 18
U.S.C. § 201(g); the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, section
102(aX6); and the Code of Ethics for Government Service, consideration # 5.
House Rule XLIII, clause 6, was quoted in the previous section.
Clause 4 of that rule, at the time in question, stated in part:
A Member, officer, or employee of the House of Representatives shall not accept gifts (other than personal hospitality of an individual or with a fair market value of $35 or
less) in any calendar year aggregating $100 or more in
value, directly or indirectly, from any person (other than a
relative of his) having a direct interest in legislation before
the Congress or who is a foreign national (or agent of a
foreign national)....
18 U.S.C. § 201(g) states that the following constitutes a violation of
the statute:
Whoever, being a public official, former public official, or
person selected to be a public official, otherwise than as
provided by law for the proper discharge of official duty,
directly or indirectly asks, demands, exacts, solicits, seeks,
accepts, receives, or agrees to receive anything of value for
himself for or because of any official act performed or to
be performed by him.
Section 102(aX6) of the EIGA states that a Member's Financial Disclosure Statement must containThe identity of all positions held on or before the date of
filing during the current calendar year as an officer, director, trustee, partner, proprietor, representative, employee,
or consultant of any corporation, company, firm, partnership, or other business enterprise, any nonprofit organization, any labor organization, or any educational or other
institution other than the United States. This paragraph
shall not require the reporting of positions held in any religious, social, fraternal, or political entity and positions
solely of an honorary nature.
And finally, the Code of Ethics for Government Service, consideration #5, states that any person in Government shouldNever discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of special
favors or privileges to anyone, whether for remuneration
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or not; and never accept for himself or his family, favors
or benefits under circumstances which might be construed
by reasonable persons as influencing the performance of
his governmental duties.
S. Evidence Obtained

In analyzing the transactions for improprieties in regard to
House Rule XLIII, clause 4, the "gift rule," the key question is
whether there was a gift involved or whether these were legitimate
business deals.
Representative Boner submitted to the Committee a document
which showed that the total capitalization for the Greenville, South
Carolina, venture was $100, and that his investment was comparable to that of the other two limited partners. It shows one limited
partner contributed $10 for a 10-percent interest and the other contributed $5 for a 5-percent interest, just as Mr. Boner did. (Appendix A.)
Under Tennessee law, a limited partner may only be liable for
the amount of his investment. Thus, there is nothing improper
about the fact that Representative Boner was only liable for his
own investment in the venture. Indeed, as a limited partner, that
was all for which he could be liable.
As to the Shoney's in Richmond, Virginia, the same analysis applies. Representative Boner submitted[a document showing the
total capitalization of that venture to be $1,000. Representative
Boner's investment was exactly the same as that of the other limited partner. Each contributed $50 for a 5-percent interest. (Appendix A.) Again, under Tennessee law, Representative Boner could
not be liable for anything beyond the amount he invested. There is
nothing improper about the fact that he did not guarantee the
loan.
4 Conclusion

It is the Committee staff's opinion that these business ventures
do not constitute gifts to Representative Boner. He was given the
same opportunity as several other people and he invested the same
amounts as they did. By law, he could only be liable for the
amount of his investment.
Analysis of the facts as to the EIGA, § 102(a)(6), shows that Representative Boner failed to list the hotel venture on his Financial
Disclosure Statement for calendar year 1983, thus placing him in
violation of the EIGA. He claims this was an honest mistake based
on an erroneous belief as to when the partnership became activated. He has since corrected the error. (Appendix I.)
Another possible impropriety regarding Representative Boner's
actions as to the ventures with Mr. Gary Price would arise from
his intervention in the Shoney's meat impoundment. The suggestion in the media is that Representative Boner's actions were tied
into his dealings with Mr. Price and Shoney's. If true, staff believes
he may have violated House Rule XLIII, clause 3, by using his
office or personal gain, and 18 U.S.C. § 201(g), by performing an
official act in return for a benefit.
Representative Bozver does not address this issue in his statement
to the Committee. It is impossible to be certain if the business yen-
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ture and-Jim official act were linked. However, it must be pointed
out that it is a legitimate function of a Member of Congress to act
as a "go-between" of his constituents and government agencies. A
Member may express his desire to an agency that a particular
matter be handled fairly and quickly. Given the facts that even the
media alleged only that Representative Boner speeded up the decision involving the meat, and the impossibility of ascertaining his
true motivation for doing so, the staff believes these allegations
should be dismissed.
While the Committee staff cannot state conclusively that the real
estate ventures and Representative Boner's actions regarding the
meat impoundment may indicate a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 201(g)
and House Rule XLIII, clause 3, his actions may give rise to a violation of the Code of Ethics for Government Service, consideration
#5.
The facts reveal Representative Boner was given the opportunity
to buy into a business venture allegedly worth approximately $5
million for an investment of only $50. Additionally, Representative
Boner, as a limited partner, could only have lost $50 in the event
the venture failed. No one can deny this is an extremely generous
opportunity. Taking actions in his official capacity which would
benefit the- man who had given him this opportunity could very
easily constitute the acceptance of a benefit under circumstances
which might be construed by reasonable persons as influencing the
performance of his governmental duties. These actions could be
deemed a violation of ethical consideration # 5.
B. J. HAROLD SCHANKLE

Representative Boner is alleged to have engaged in improper
conduct arising out of his business dealings with Mr. J. Harold
Schankle, a Nashville building contractor and allegedly a close
friend of Representative Boner. These ventures are described along
with an incident in which Representative Boner intervened in a
matter, on behalf of Mr. Schankle, involving the Veterans Administration (VA). The implication is that Representative Boner took
this official action because of his business relationship with Mr.
Schankle. To evaluate the possibility of improprieties, the Committee staff had to determine (1) whether the individual business
transactions were proper, (2) whether the help Representative
Boner gave Mr. Schankle was proper, and (3) whether this help was
given because of the business relationship between the two men.
1. Representative Boner's Position
The first business venture reported in the press involved property in Florida. It was reported that in 1981 Mr. Schankle, Representative Boner, and another associate, Mr. Ronald Boyle, formed a
partnership called B,B&S Enterprises. This partnership then purchased a condominium in Destin, Florida.
In his statement to the Committee, Representative Boner does
not deny this transaction took place but states that there is nothing illegal about it. The purchase price was $163,000 and each partner paid a one-third share. (Appendix A.)
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The second business venture reported in the media involved
three East Nashville properties. Representative Boner and Mr.
Schankle purchased these properties for $73,500 and sold them
within two years for $152,600.
Representative Boner does not dispute the properties were purchased by him and Mr. Schankle, but says there is nothing illegal
about it. Each loan was arranged at the market rate, and Representative Boner's contribution to, and risk in, the venture were the
same as Mr. Schankle's. (Appendix A.)

The final real estate venture Representative Boner shared with
Mr. Schankle that was reported in the media was the purchase of a
run-down house located at 614 Russell Street, a couple of blocks

from Representative Boner's Nashville home. Reportedly Representative Boner and Mr. Schankle purchased the house for $21,000,
as equal partners, although real estate and probate court records
show that Mr. Schankle paid the entire amount. Representative
Boner immediately sold his half for $10,500 cash to Mr. Schankle,
.A who sold the entire house for $10,500 to B&S Enterprises. A year
later, with no improvements having been made, the house was sold
for $42,000. Records indicate that, although Representative Boner
-Z• put no money down, he received a $10,500 cash payment and
shared in half the $42,000 sales price.
Representative Boner's version of the purchase of this proprty is
that
November
12, 1981,
paid $3,150
from is tien
rsonalonfunds
as a deposit
to Mr.
holdSchankle
the property.
Mr. Schankle
paid the balance of the purchase price on November 23, 1981. He
represented that the purchase was on behalf of B&S Enterprises,
"andthe receipt from the Clerk's Office lists Representative Boner
as the co-owner. On November 30, 1981, the B&S account at the
United Savings Bank was debited $21,150.74 in payment of the cost
of the property. Mr. Schankle got back his down-payment money
and Representative Boner was debited for one-half the purchase
amount. Representative Boner also claimed that over $23,000 in
4•
improvements were made to the property.
.1
After Mr. Schankle purchased and was paid back for the property from B&S funds, he decided to convert the property for lowrental and receive federal money to do so. When Representative Boner found out, he says he quit-claimed his interest in the
property. Mr. Schankle then changed his mind and Representative
Boner
was given back his interest. No money ever changed hands.
(Appendix A.)

Sincome

in conjunction with its reports of these business transactions, the
ress stated that Representative Boner intervened on Mr. Schane's behalf with the VA. The implication is that Representative
Boner was paying back Mr. Schankle for these opportunities by
getting him special treatment.
It has been reported that in 1983, the same year they sold all the
houses, Mr. Schankle had inadvertently omitted the costs of asbestos removal from his low-bid offer of $1.05 million to the VA to renovate a laboratory at Nashville VA Medical Center (VAMC). Mr.
Schankle wanted his bid increased by $60,000 and the VA refused.
Representative Boner had staff members call VA officials in Nashville on three separate occasions, after which Representative Boner
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himself called a VA official in Washington. Mr. Schankle was subsequently allowed to add the $60,000 to his bid.
Representative Boner's statement to the Committee portrayed
this event as a legitimate constituent service in which no improper
influence was used. The statement claims that Mr. Schankle, after
discovering an innocent mistake in this bid, called Representative
Boner's office for information regarding VA bid procedures. An
aide to the congressman arranged for a meeting with Mr. Schankle
and the VA in Nashville. At that meeting, Mr. Schankle was asked
to substantiate his claims regarding the bid. He delivered this information to them, and it was forwarded to an official in Washington, without a recommendation. Representative Boner called this
Washington official to make a status inquiry, and nothing more.
The VA independently decided to allow Mr. Schankle to amend his
bid. (Appendix A.)
2. Legal Issues

The applicable legal considerations are the Code of Ethics for
Government Service, consideration #5, House Rule XLIII, clauses
3 and 4, and 18 U.S.C. § 201(g).
The first step in analyzing Representative Boner's conduct in
regard to Mr. Schankle for possible improprieties is to determine
whether the business transactions in which the two men participated were legitimate and proper.
8. Evidence Obtained

As to the purchase of the condominium in Destin, Florida, Representative Boner submitted a document showing that he paid his
fair share for the property. (Appendix F.) There is no rule prohibiting Members of Congress from engaging in outside business transactions. There was nothing improper about the transaction itself,
and it was properly reported. No impropriety as to the transaction
itself has been established.
The second business arrangement to be analyzed regards the purchase and sale of the three East Nashville properties. Representative Boner stated each loan was arranged at the market rate, and
his contribution and risk in the venture were the same as Mr.
Schankle's. (Appendix A.) He submitted documents verifying that
his contribution to, and risk in, the venture were indeed the same
as his partner's. (Appendix F.) Given this fact, and the fact that the
transaction was properly reported, the Committee staff concludes
that no allegation of impropriety has been sustained.
The final transaction to be analyzed regards the property located
at 614 Russell Street in Nashville. Representative Boner submitted
documents to the Committee verifying that Mr. Schankle paid
$3,150 from his personal funds as a deposit on the property, and
then paid the balance. The first document was a copy of a check
from Mr. Schankle to the Bill Colson Company for $3,150. The
memo on the check reads "Earnest money 614 Russell St." The
second document was a letter by the Colson Company which stated,
in part, "Received of Harold Schankle, check to Davidson County
Court in the amount of $17,850 in payment of balance of purchase
price of house and lot at 614 Russell Street." (Appendix A.)
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As to Representative Boner's claim that Mr. Schankle represented that the purchase of the building was on behalf of B&S and
listed Representative Boner as the co-owner, the congressman submitted a copy of a receipt from the Davidson County Clerk's Office
"stating it had received $21,000 of the Bill Colson Reality Company
for the purchase of the 614 Russell Street property. (Appendix A.)
While it is true that Representative Boner is listed as a co-owner,
no mention is made of B&S Enterprises. Thus, the evidence is inconclusive as to whether the property was purchased on behalf of
that entity.
Regarding Representative Boner's claim that the B&S account at
the United American Bank was debited $21,150.74 to pay for the
property, the congressman submitted a copy of a Master Note Request for Draw from the United American Bank showing the draw
amount to be $21,150.74, signed by him and Mr. Schankle. He also
submitted a copy of a bank record showing the United American
Rank advanced $21,150.74 to B&S Enterprises on December 4, 1981.
The Committee staff received no supporting documentation concerning Representative Boner's claim that Mr. Schankle was paid
back his money by B&S. Similarly, there is no proof Representative
Boner was debited one-half of the purchase price through a payment to Mr. Schankle by B&S.

Regarding the controversy over whether there were improvements made to the property, Representative Boner submitted a
copy of a check dated March 5, 1982, in the amount of $17,500 from
B&S to Schankle Construction Company for work done at 614 Russell Street. (Appendix A.) Therefore, to this extent, Representative
Boner has verified that improvements were made to the property.
As to Representative Boner's version of this property changing
hands via the quit-claim of his interest in it, and subsequently receiving it back from Mr. Schankle, no proof has been submitted.
Similarly, Representative Boner said nothing in his statement to
the Committee regarding the final sale of the property by B&S
except that he made a small profit. (Appendix A.)
While Representative Boner has not had the opportunity to respend to this analysis of the 614 Russell Street transaction, it is the
staff's conclusion that the evidence examined does not conclusively
show that Mr. Schankle was ever reimbursed for the purchase
price of the property, for which he had paid the entire amount.
Likewise, there is no proof of the property changing hands via the
quit-claim, or the amount of profit realized from its final sale.
To settle these questions, the Committee staff would have asked
for Representative Boner to submit documentation establishing Mr.
Schankle received the $21,174 from B&S and that the property was
actually purchased on behalf of that entity. And finally, proof
would have been requested to buttress Representative Boner's as"sertion that the title changed hands via his quit-claim of his interest in the property, and Mr. Schankle's subsequent return of Representative Boner's interest in it.
After analyzing the individual transactions to determine if any
improperties existed, it must next be determined whether the help
Representative Boner gave Mr. Schankle in regard to his problem
with the VA was improper.
78-177 0 - 87 - 2
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Representative Boner has submitted documentation which shows
that his office arranged a meeting between Mr. Schankle and some
VA officials for the purpose of discussing the mistake in his bid.
Analysis of a memorandum of what transpired at that meeting suggests no evidence of the exertion of improper influence on the part
of Representative Boner's staff. Another document submitted
shows that this matter was then forwarded to an official in Washington, with no recommendation as to its resolution.
Representative Boner also submitted a copy of a report made by
an official at the VA whom Representative Boner contacted. This
document contains no suggestion vrhatsoever that Representative
Boner exerted undue influence on the official in regard to the outcome. It shows Representative Boner merely called the VA requesting a status report on the correction of Mr. Schankle's bid. (Appendix A.)
Finally, Representative Boner also gave the Committee a copy of
a document entitled "Report of Contact" prepared by Mr. Larry
Deeters, Director of the VAMC of Nashville, Tennessee. He prepared this report pursuant to his being contacted by a representative of the media regarding the VA's decision to allow Mr. Schankle to amend his bid. Mr. Deeters' summary of the information
which was requested and given, states: "To our knowledge, Mr.
Boner attempted to have no influence on the award of the contracts involved." (Appendix A.)
In conclusion, the documents submitted by Representative Boner
show that he did not attempt to influence the VA's decision regarding Mr. Schankle's request to amend his bid. It is a legitimate and
important function of a congressman's office to assist constituents
who are having problems with a government agency. Part of this
assistance may take the form of arranging meetings and requesting
status reports. The evidence submitted shows that Representative
Boner did nothing more than this. Therefore, the conclusion of the
Committee staff is that no impropriety has been established in
regard to the assistance provided by Representative Boner and his
staff.
The final aspect of the analysis of alleged impropriety involving
Mr. Harold Schankle concerns the media's implication that, in
return for his investment opportunities, Representative Boner interceded on Mr. Schankle's behalf to get him special treatment at
the VA. If the relationship implied were true, Representative
Boner's actions would implicate 18 U.S.C. § 201(g) and House Rule'
XLIII, clause 3.
Analysis of the evidence has shown that Representative Boner
and his staff did not attempt to influence the outcome of the VA's
decision. Their intervention consisted of the arrangement of a
meeting and a status check.
As to whether Representative Boner took this action in return
for his investment opportunities cannot be known for certain. However, as stated before, a major function of a Member's office is to
assist constituents having trouble with government agencies. Nothing Representative Boner did on Mr. Schankle's behalf was inconsistent with this function. The fact that assisting constituents in
this manner is such a common occurrence, and the fact that Representative Boner did not attempt to influence the VA's decision as
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to the outcome, compel the Committee staff to conclude that no allegation of misconduct has been sustained.
While no allegation of bribery or use of office for personal gain
has been established, it is arguable that Representative Boner violated the Code of Ethics for Government Service, consideration # 5,
by taking the official action of intervening with a government
agency on behalf of someone with whom he was involved in numerous business ventures and by whom his wife was employed.
The staff is especially concerned in this regard in light of Representative Boner's explanation of events surrounding the purchase
and sale of the property located at 614 Russell Street in Nashville.
Given this explanation of the business transaction, and his subsequent intervention with the VA on Mr. Schankle's behalf, the staff
feels that Representative Boner's actions raise a question of whether he violated consideration #5 by accepting a benefit under circumstances which might be construed by reasonable persons as
having influenced the performance of his governmental duties.
VII. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS
The third major area of alleged impropriety on the part of Representative Boner concerns his acceptance of gifts.
-

.

A. RECREATION VEHICLE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

It was reported by the media that, in 1983, Representative Boner
wanted to borrow a motor home to take his daughter, a major political supporter, and the supporter's family to Williamsburg, Virginia. He called the President of the Recreation Vehicle Industry
"Association (RVIA) in a suburb of Washington, who loaned him the
RVIA's motor home for eleven days. Representative Boner has
never reported the free use of the motor home on his Financial Disclosure Statement.
1. Representative Boner's Position

Representative Boner does not deny his use of the vehicle. However, he characterizes its use as a "fact-finding" trip to learn more
about recreation vehicles (RV), the value of which trip did not meet
the threshold for financial disclosure.
Representative Boner claims that he made arrangements to use
the RV with the President of RVIA, Mr. David Humphreys, not for
eleven days but for only two weekends, July 23-24 and July 30-31.
In order to accommodate the RVIA, Representative Boner picked
up the vehicle on July 22 and returned it on August 1. He actually
used the vehicle only four or five days. The other days it was kept
parked, although still in his possession. The fair market value of
"thevehicle was $40 per day. Thus, the total cost for the time it was
actually in use was at most $200, which is below the disclosure
threshold for the reporting of reimbursements, which is $250.
Therefore, he was not required to list the use of the vehicle on his
Financial Disclosure Statement.
2. Legal Issues

The legal considerations applicable to this charge of impropriety
are House Rule XLIII, clause 4, and the Ethics in Government Act
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of 1978, sections 102(aX2XA) and 102(a)(2XC). House Rule XLIII,
clause 4, at the time in question, stated:
A Member, officer, or employee of the House of Representatives shall not accept gifts (other than personal hospitality of an individual or with a fair market value of $35 or
less) in any calendar year aggregating $100 or more in
value, directly or indirectly, from any person (other than a
relative of his) having a direct interest in legislation before
the Congress or who is a foreign national (or agent of a

foreign national)....
Section 102(aX2XA) of the EIGA states that a Member's Financial
Disclosure Statement shall include a full and complete statement
with respect toThe identity of the source and a brief description of any
gifts of transportation, lodging, food, or entertainment aggregating $250 or more in value received from any source
other than a relative of the reporting individual during
the preceding calendar year....
d. Analysis

A

In evaluating this allegation, the Committee staff examined a
document submitted by Representative Boner from Mr. David
Humphreys, the President of the RVIA, which supposedly confirmed the congressman's version of events. Mr. Humphreys states
in his letter that it was he who had approached Representative
Boner regarding use of the RV, and Representative Boner eventually took him up on his offer. It was the understanding between
the two men that Mr. Boner would use the RV only four days, July
23, 24, 30, and 31, 1983. It was not convenient for RVIA to have the
unit returned between July 24-30 since it was not scheduled for
use during that time, so Representative Boner kept it the entire
eleven days. Mr. Humphreys said he believed the sum of $40 per
day was a reasonable value for the RV. (Appendix A.)
Committee staff followed up the submission of Mr. Humphreys'
letter with a telephone conversation with him regarding its contents. One of the questions asked concerned the value he ascribed
to the use of the RV.
Mr. Humphreys began by saying that these vehicles normally
could not be rented for less than a week at a time, and the normal
rental rate would be $400 to $500 per week. It had been his understanding, however, that Representative Boner was only going to be
driving the vehicle and not using it for anything else, such as cooking and sleeping. Based on this understanding, he estimated $40
per day was a reasonable rate for using the RV for this purpose
only. (Exhibit 7.)
The Committee staff cannot accept the value placed on the use of
the RV, or the method used to arrive at the value, offered by Mr.

Humphreys. If one rents an item, he is renting the entire item. It

is never broken down into whatever particular features of the item
are to be used, and the value determined on that basis.
Also, it can be argued that the cost of the vehicle should be
judged by the total amount of time Representative Boner had it in
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his possession, and not just the days he says he actually used it.
The key fact is that Representative Boner had access to the vehicle
for eleven days.
Additionally, several days after questioning Mr. Humphreys regarding his valuation of the RV, Committee staff was contacted by
Mr. Jerry Loftus, General Counsel for the RVIA. Mr. Loftus stated
that there was no way they could establish the rental price for the
vehicle used by Representative Boner. (Exhibit 7.) Thus, a key piece
of evidence submitted by Representative Boner in defense of his
use of the RV, and his failure to list this use on his Financial Disclosure Statement, has not withstood scrutiny.
Keeping in mind the uncertainty regarding the value of the use
of the RV, the two possible characterizations of its use must be examined. Representative Boner's use of the RV could either be classified as a fact-finding, mission, or as a gift. The congressman's
statement to the Committee was unclear as to which of these he
definitively considered it to be.
Members may accept necessary expenses for bona fide, legitimate, fact-finding trips directly related to their official duties. The
purpose of these trips is for a Member to learn more about matters
directly related to his job as a congressman.
On the one hand, it can be argued that driving a RV from Washington to Williamsburg, and then staying in a hotel (as Mr. Humphreys stated was his belief when he arrived at his estimate), is not
legitimate fact-finding.
On the other hand, even if Representative Boner's use of the vehicle •,ere deemed to be legitimate fact-finding, the argument could
still be made that the value of the expenses was over $250, and
that it should have been listed on his Financial Disclosure Statement under the category for reimbursements. This failure to list
the reimbursement for the trip would place Representative Boner
in violation of the EIGA, § 102(aX2XC).
The other possible characterization of the use of this RV is that
of a gift. Representative Boner's statement to the Committee regarding the valuation of the RV says: "This use is a 'gift' with a
value of less than $250, the threshold for reporting on financial disclosure forms." (Appendix A.) If this were a gift, it is true that it
would not have to be reported, provided one accepted Representative Boner's valuation of it, and thus the EIGA would not have
been violated. However, under House Rule XLIII, clause 4, Members may not accept gifts totalling $100 or more in a calendar year
from a source with an interest in legislation, regardless of whether
it has to be reported. It cannot be disputed that the RVIA has an
interest in legislation. Therefore, the only question is whether the
value of the gift is $100 or more. Even if a value as low as $40 per
day were used, Representative Boner would still be. in violation of
House
Rule XLIII, clause 4, by virtue of using the vehicle for four
dalys.
f oane accepts Representative Boner's statement at face value, an
argument could be made that no violations have occurred. If this
trip were characterized as a fact-finding mission to learn more
about recreation vehicles, and an estimate of $40 per day were accepted, and Representative Boner's claim that he only used it four
or five days meant that its value to him was under $250, then no
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gift would be involved and it would not have to have been reported
on his Financial Disclosure Statement under reimbursements.
In conclusion, Committee staff feels that further investigation
would have been warranted regarding the propriety of Representative Boner's use of the RV. Before any definite conclusions could be
drawn in this regard, a reliable value for the use of the vehicle
would have to be obtained, as well as additional information from
the staff of RVIA and Representative Boner himself.
B. HONORARIA, CONTRIBUTIONS, AND TRAVEL

It was pointed out by the press that, as chairman of the U.S.
Travel and Tourism Caucus, Representative Boner has repeatedly
received campaign contributions, honoraria, and free trips from industry representatives. It named several places to which the congressman had traveled.
Representative Boner admits to all these things but points out
that there is no law against it. He submitted no documents in response to this allegation of impropriety. There was no reason to do
so. Provided he follows the guidelines, there is nothing to prevent
Representative Boner's acceptance of trips of this type. Committee
staffs review of the trips mentioned in the media articles revealed
that each was properly disclosed on his Financial Disclosure Statements. There is no evidence before the Committee staff indicating
that Representative Boner was not engaged in legitimate fact-finding activities. Therefore, the conclusion is that no allegation of impropriety has been sustained.
C. HYDROPLANE BOAT

It was reported in the media that Representative Boner was the
friend of a Nashville boat manufacturer, Mr. Joe Reeves. It was
stated that in 1981 Representative Boner arranged for Mr. Reeves
to testify before a congressional committee which was considering
legislation that Mr. Reeves wanted to see passed. Representative
Boner later voted for the legislation and then cosponsored a resolution calling for its full funding.
It is further alleged that Mr. Reeves provided Representative
Boner with a 17-foot power boat in 1983. Representative Boner paid
nothing for the use of the boat in 1983, 1984, and the first half of
1985. The use of this boat, which has a value in excess of $10,000,
was never reported as a gift on the congressman's Financial Disclosure Statement. Over two years after taking possession of the boat,
he bought it for $7,500.
1. Representative Boner's Position

Representative Boner described the unfolding of events in a different light. He said in his statement to the Committee that, in the
summer of 1983, Mr. Reeves let him use the boat "to decide if he
liked it." He used it and decided to buy it. Mr. Reeves then said he
would follow up on the sale at a later date. Sometime in 1984, Representative Boner let Mr. Reeves know he was prepared to buy the
boat. Mr. Reeves responded in December 1984, saying he wanted to
close the deal by the end of the model year, June 1985. In May
1985 Representative Boner paid $7,449.14 for the boat. He never re-
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ported it as a gift because he never considered it to be one. He
always intended to buy the boat and it was Mr. Reeves' fault that
it took so long to complete the deal. (Appendix A.)
2. Legal Issues

The applicable legal considerations are House Rule XLIII,
clauses 3 and 4; the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, section
102(aX2XB); 18 U.S.C. § 201(g); and the Code of Ethics for Government Service, consideration #5.
3. Analysis
In analyzing the possibility of a gift rule violation, viable arguments both for and against were considered.
If one takes Representative Boner's version of events at face
value, certainly no violation has occurred. It was always his intention to buy the boat. Why should he list it as a gift? People are
sometimes allowed to purchase items at no money down and then
pýay for them later. And, according to Representative Boner, it was
Mr. Reeve's fault the transaction took so long to be completed.
Looking at the sequence of events in light of normal business
transactions, however, it is apparent that Representative Boner received a gift in the use of the boat. By his own admission, Representative Boner received the boat in the summer of 1983 and did
not pay for it until May 1985, a total of nearly two years. How
many business transactions are conducted in this fashion?
Added to this long lapse of time is the fact that Representative
Boner did not pay for the boat until controversy surrounding his
finances had already arisen. Also, if Mr. Reeves wanted to close the
deal before the end of the model year, why not close it by June
1984, instead of June 1985?
The critical factor in this instance is the price Representative
Boner paid for the boat once he finally bought it. The media alleges the value of the boat was over $10,000. Representative Boner
paid $7,449, the price he says Mr. Reeves asked him to pay.
Committee staff's contact with a retailer of boats of this kind revealed that in 1983 a Hyrdo-Sport Playmate 150 sold for about
$5,000. The price of a motor for a boat of this type would have
ranged from $4,200 to $5,500. (Exhibit 7.) Thus, the cost of the boat
and motor, brand new, would have been from $9,200 to $10,500. Additionally, these boats are usually sold with accompanying trailers
costing approximately $800. (Exhibit 7.) The least this boat would
have cost is $9,200 and Representative Boner paid $7,500, a savings
of $1,700. This $1,700 price differential between the value of the
boat and what Representative Boner paid for it, combined with the
fact that he used it almost two years without paying, could be
enough justification to conclude impropriety was involved.
To analyze the possible violation of the use of office for personal
gain [House Rule XLIII, clause 3, and 18 U.S.C. § 201(g)], one must
answer the question of whether it has been sufficiently proven that
Representative Boner got the use of this boat for helping Mr.
Reeves with legislation.
House Resolution 165 was a bill introduced in the 99th Congress
in 1985. It sought to block the Reagan Administration's impounding of funds for projects such as new lakes and boat ramps. Given
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that this bill was not introduced until 1985 and that Representative Boner did not vote on the bill because no vote was ever taken
on it, a strong argument exists that an allegation of use of office
for personal benefit in connection with this bill cannot be sustained.
The legislation mentioned in the media, for which Representative Boner arranged for Mr. Reeves to testify before the committee
considering it, was H.R. 2250 effecting the amendment of the tax
law to impose a tax on the sale of sport fishing equipment and
boats. Because anyone can sign up to testify before a committee,
and because this action occurred roughly two years before the boat
incident, it would be difficult to argue that there is sufficient proof
to establish an impropriety.
H.R. 2163 was introduced in 1983. It proposed the creation of the
Wallop-Breaux Trust Fund for earmarking revenues from user fees
and boat gas taxes. The bill was passed by a voice vote of the
House, so there is no record of Representative Boner's vote. This
appears to be the closest legislation in time to the boat transaction.
All three pieces of legislation do, in fact, concern the boating industry of which Mr. Reeves was a part. The facts presented here
create a suspicion that the use of the boat and Representative
Boner's actions as a congressman may have been linked. But a suspicion of wrongdoing is not justification enough to state that the
evidence is conclusive. Therefore, the Committee staff does not conclude that Representative Boner has violated House Rule XLIII,

clause 3, or 18 U.S.C. § 201(g).

While the staff does not eel an allegation of bribery (or gratuity)
or a violation of House Rule XLIII, clause 3, has been established,
there can be no question that accepting the free use of the boat for
two years from a man who had such an obvious interest in boating
legislation and for whom he had arranged to testify before a con"gressional committee, constitutes a violation of consideration #5 of
the Code of Ethics for Government Service by accepting a benefit
under circumstances which might be construed by reasonable
people as influencing the performance of governmental duties. The
fact that Representative Boner appears to have received ownership
of this boat for at least $1,700 under its retail value intensifies this
appearance of impropriety.
D. GIFTS FROM JAMES WELLHAM

The press has reported on Representative Boner's friendship
with Mr. James Wellham, owner of the Nashville company, American Specialty Metals, Inc. (ASM), which was involved in defense
contracting. It was reported that the two men and their wives often
socialized together at expensive Nashville restaurants. The friendship began in 1980 when Representative Boner's office helped Mr.
Wellham obtain $70,000 he was owed by the Department of Defense, but which it was late in paying. At one point, Mr. Wellham
gave Representative Boner a $1,200 tailored suit.
Representative Boner is also alleged to have helped Mr. Wellham
get clients. In 1982 they traveled to Los Angeles, with Mr. Wellham's company paying for the airfare, four nights' lodging, and
meals. In return, Representative Boner set up a meeting with some
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Hughes Helicopter executives and helped Mr. Wellham obtain two
contracts.
In 1983 Representative Boner also helped Mr. Wellham by obtaining information on the status of a contract dispute he was involved in at McClellan Air Force Base in California.
1. Representative Boner's Position

Representative Boner's statement to the Committee characterizes
the two men as having been good friends who often socialized together and exchanged gifts, as friends do. He states that the media
did not report the other half of the tailored-suit story, i.e., Representative Boner had given Mr. Wellham a painting worth $1,500.
They often exchanged gifts at holidays and other appropriate occasions. (Appendix A.)
As to the trip to Los Angeles in 1982, Representative Boner says
that at that time Mrs. Boner was working for Mr. Wellham's comDpany. Representative Boner viewed the trip as a way to learn about
Wellham's business and how it fit into defense issues. The congressman used the trip to do fact-finding at two or three defense
plants. He reported the trip on his Financial Disclosure Statement
or the calendar year 1982. (Appendix A.)
2. Legal Issues

The possible legal considerations involved as to these allegations
would be House Rule XLIII, clauses 3 and 4.
3. Analysis

The gift of a suit to Representative Boner by Mr. Wellham would
not violate House Rule XLIII, clause 3, if Mr. Wellham were
deemed not to be a source with an interest in legislation, i.e. if the
gift were given out of personal friendship. Representative Boner
stated that the two men were good friends and often mutually exchanged gifts. The suit was reported on his financial disclosure
form.
Given these facts, it is difficult for the Committee staff to say
that this was a gift from a prohibited source in that it would have
to make a questionable judgment call to reach that conclusion. In
light of the proper reporting of the gift, this allegation has not
been
Thesustained.
other potential gift violation is Representative Boner's acceptance of the trip to Los Angeles. Since his wife worked for Mr.
Wellham at the time, there is no issue concerning her acceptance
of it. Representative Boner has characterized this trip as a factfinding mission to learn more about Mr. Wellham's company and
how it fit into the defense industry. He did fact-finding at two or
three defense plants. Regardless of possible weaknesses in this explanation, the Committee staff cannot state that this properly-reported trip was not a legitimate fact-finding endeavor. Therefore,
no impropriety has been conclusively established.
The other possible violation of House rules, use of office for personal gain, has not been sustained. The Committee staff cannot
state that the evidence establishes that Representative Boner did
the things he did for Mr. Wellham in return for gifts. While Representative Boner did indeed help Mr. Wellham out and the two
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men did exchange gifts, the staff does not conclude that Representative Boner violated House Rule XLIII, clause 3.
VIII. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING WORK DONE BY MRS. BONER
Allegations have been raised in the media that in three instances
Representative Boner helped someone out in return for that person
either giving his wife, Mrs. Betty Fowlkes Boner, work or a salary
for no work at all.
A. WORK FOR JAMES WELLHAM

The press reported that in November 1981 Mr. James Wellham
offered a job to Mrs. Boner to work for his company, American Specialty Metals, Inc., for $25,000 per year. The work was to take place
in Washington, D.C. Mrs. Boner was on the payroll of Mr. Wellham's company for 23 months and, during that time, she received
15 monthly checks for $2,083 made payable to Betty Fowlkes, her
maiden name.
For the remaining 8 months, the checks were made payable to
Langford, Switzer & King, a law firm she had joined after moving
back to Nashville, Tennessee. Two of the partners in the firm are
reported as saying that, after receiving the checks from Mr. Wellham, the firm would write a check to Mrs. Boner for tne same
amount. Mr. Ken Switzer, one of the partners in the firm, is reported as saying that Mrs. Boner never did any legal work to justify
the retainer.
By virtue of inferior materials used in some of his defense work,
Mr. Wellham faced Federal indictment under the False Claims Act.
He then reportedly offered a deal to the prosecutors to give testimony against Representative Boner stating that the payments to
Mrs. Boner were bribes for the congressman.
Mr. Switzer is reported to have said that he attended a meeting
at which Mr. and Mrs. Boner, Mr. Howard Eley, and Mr. Robert
Langford were present. At that meeting, the Boners and Mr. Eley
tried to determine something that Mrs. Boner could use as justification for the salary she received because all she did for Mr. Wellham in Washington was to attend a few cocktail parties.
1. Representative Boner's Position
Representative Boner's statement to the Committee portrays
Mrs. Boner as having taken a legitimate job offer and then performing work which justified her salary. He states that it was Mr.
Wellham's idea to hire Mrs. Boner because her knowledge of Nashville and Washington would be useful to him. She decided to take
the job, and she and Mr. Wellham drew up a contemporaneous job
description. (Appendix A.)
In Washington Mrs. Boner did research, kept lists of potential
customers, kept up with the awarding of defense contracts, tracked
Federal legislation, and did public relations work. Mrs. Boner has
no records or copies of this work but numerous reasons for their
absence. The payments were made to Mrs. Boner in her maiden
name because she is licensed to practice law in that name and uses
it when she practices. (Appendix A.)
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Eventually, Mrs. Boner moved back to Nashville to work in a
law firm there. That firm did work for Mr. Wellham and she continued to receive payments for work she did there, including monitoring Federal legislation in which Mr. Wellham was interested.
Representative Boner disclosed his wife's employment, the people
at the firm knew of her work and the pay arrangement, and nothing was ever said about it before Mr. Wellham s allegations surfaced. And, finally, Mr. Wellham was given a lie-detector test by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which he failed. (Appendix A:)
Representative Boner admits that the meeting mentioned by Mr.
Ken Switzer occurred, but claims its purpose was only to discuss
the Department of Defense audit of Mr. Wellham, due to its potential for embarrassing the congressman. However, at no time was
any allegation concerning Representative Boner and his wife mentioned. Regarding the services he performed for Mr. Wellham, Representative Boner states they were done only as a part of his constituent services. (Appendix A.)
2. Legal Issues

The applicable legal considerations are 18 U.S.C. § 201(g); House

Rule XLIII, clause 3; and the Code of Ethics for Government Service, consideration # 5.
8. Analysis
To answer the question of whether Representative Boner accepted a bribe from Mr. Wellham, in the form of payment to his wife
for work she never did, in return for his performance of official
acts to benefit Mr. Wellham, one must first examine whether any
work was performed by Mrs. Boner.
To support his claim that work was indeed performed, Representative Boner submitted a job description he said was made contemporaneously with her being hired. (Appendix A.) Examination of
this job description reveals it is not dated and is not signed by Mr.
Wellham. Thus, its value as probative evidence can be legitimately
questioned.
Representative Boner submitted no records to substantiate all of
the work he claims his wife did for Mr. Wellham. His statement
explains this lack of documentation by stating that she worked for
a salary and did not have to keep traditional time records; she did
not have photocopying facilities to make duplicates of her wo)rk;
the originals were sent to Mr. Wellham who has probably destroyed them; Mrs. Boner did not have a secretary to keep track of
files and records; and she has moved three times since working for
Mr. Wellham and, each time, more and more unnecessary things
have been discarded. (Appendix A.)
Whatever his excuses may be, the fact is that Representative
Boner's evidence to back up his claim that work was actually performed by his wife is unpersuasive. He did, however, submit a document from the Board of Professional Responsibility of the Supreme Court of Tennessee showing that Mrs. Boner is indeed licensed in her maiden name, but this offers little proof regarding
the issue of bribery. (Appendix A.)
Representative Boner also submitted a copy of a business card
which lists Mrs. Boner as legal counsel to ASM, a photocopy of a
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post office box key, and a piece of correspondence dated March 8,
1982, which indicates that she requested a list of defense industryrelated companies from someone named Joy, who did not sign her
name. (Appendix A.) The only piece of evidence of the three which
is of any worth whatsoever is the list of defense companies. If genuine, this would seem to indicate that Mrs. Boner at least did something to earn her pay from Mr. Wellham.
As to the question of whether work was performed by Mrs. Boner
after she moved to the Nashville firm, a letter was submitted confirming an agreement between ASM and Langford, Switzer &
"King, for that firm to provide an attorney continuously on call to
give advice and counsel to ASM in all areas of government relations, to track Federal legislation, and to monitor Federal regulations. (Appendix A.)
However, Committee staff contacts with Mr. Ken Switzer, formerly of Langford, Switzer & King, have raised the question of
whether Mrs. Boner did anything at all to earn her salary from
Mr. Wellham, either while in Nashville or Washington. Mr.
Switzer recounted his recollection of the meeting between Representative and Mrs. Boner, Mr. Langford, and Mr. Eley. He also expressed his knowledge of Mrs. Boner's tenure at the law firm of
which he was a partner. Because of Mr. Switzer's statements, coupled with Representative Boner's inability to produce documentation of his wife's work, Committee staff was unable to reach any
definite conclusions for the purposes of its investigation. While
Representative Boner may have eventually been able to produce
satisfactory documentation for the work performed by his wife, at
the termination of the investigation, this issue had not been finally
resolved.
Additionally, Representative Boner's lending assistance to a man
by whom his wife was employed, with whom he often socialized
and exchanged gifts valuing as much as $1,500, would violate con"sideration #5 of the Code of Ethics for Government Service by accepting a benefit under circumstances which might be construed by
reasonable persons as influencing the performance of his governmental duties.
B. WORK FOR J. HAROLD SCHANKLE

:j

Mr. J. Harold Schankle is the man with whom Representative
"Boner had business dealings through their real estate company, B
& S Enterprises. He is the man for whom Representative Boner intervened with the Veterans Administration (VA) so that Mr.
Schankle would be allowed to raise his bid by $60,000 to renovate
the clinical laboratory at Nashville's VA Medical Center. The allegation of impropriety is that, in return for either his investment
opportunities with Mr. Schankle or for the work he gave to Mrs.
Boner, Representative Boner interceded on Mr. Schankle's behalf
to get him special treatment at the VA. The media reported that
Mr. Schankle acknowledges he has employed Mrs. Boner on a
couple of real estate closings, and then goes on to point out that
there is no mention on tax return summaries provided by Representative Boner of any payments to the congressman's wife.
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1. Representative Boner's Position
Representative Boner stated in his response to the Committee
that he did nothing improper in the help he gave to Mr. Schankle
regarding the VA. He helped this constituent with a problem he
was having with a government agency, just as he helps all his constituents having problems with government agencies. He adds that
his wife's only involvement in working for Mr. Schankle was to act
as his settlement attorney on the closings of four pieces of property, three of which belonged to the congressman as well. The work
was done by the law firm of Langford, Switzer & King, for which
Mrs. Boner worked at the time. All fees were paid directly to the
firm. (Appendix A.)
2. Legal Issues
The applicable legal considerations are, again, 18 U.S.C. § 201
and House Rule XLIII, clause 3, quoted above.
S. Analysis
Representative Boner did intercede in the VA bid on behalf of
Mr. Schankle. The questions which need to be answered are whether he improperly interceded and whether the intervention was connected to Mr. Schankle's employment of Mrs. Boner.
The documents submitted by Representative Boner show no improper intervention on the part of either him or anyone else in his
office. Mr. Schankle wished to correct his bid submitted to the VA.
Representative Boner's office helped arrange a meeting with some
VA officials. There is nothing improper in arranging such a meeting.
As to the call made to Representative Boner to the Washington
official, there is nothing to indicate that he used undue influence
or in any way did anything more than he was allowed to do on
behalf of a constituent.
Regarding the question of whether Representative Boner helped
Mr. Schankle because of their business dealings or because of work
he gave to Representative Boner's wife, no one can know for certain. It must be pointed out, however, that intervening on behalf of
a constituent is a legitimate and very common function of a congressman's job. Mr. Schankle is one of his constituents, and Representative Boner helped him out with a problem he was having with
a government agency. Whatever one might speculate as to his purpose in intervening, no impropriety has been conclusively established as to House Rule XLIII, clause 3, and 18 U.S.C. § 201.
C. WORK FOR JOE REEVES

The media reported that the same Joe Reeves who gave the
power boat to Representative Boner also hired his wife, Mrs. Betty
Fowlkes Boner, to do legal work. It was stated that when Representative Boner made public his wife's tax summaries for the preceding six years, Mr. Reeves was not listed as having been one of
"thepeople who paid Mrs. Boner legal fees. Mr. Reeves is reported
as saying he paid several thousand dollars to do trademark research for his company. Mr. Reeves never said exactly what he
paid Mrs. Boner, nor could he come up with any documentation to
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show she did anything for the money. The payments were not on
Representative Boner's Financial Disclosure Statement.
1. Representative Boner's Position
According to Representative Boner's statement to the Committee, in 1983 Mr. Reeves approached Mrs. Boner as to whether she
could do work for him concerning trademarks on his boats. At that
time she was working for Langford, Switzer & King, and a normal
retainer arrangement was made in which Mr. Reeves paid the firm
$5,300. Mrs. Boner did work researching trademark law, filing for
trademarks, and keeping track of conflicting trademarks. The omission of these payments from the Boners' tax return and Representative Boner's Financial Disclosure Statement was an oversight
caused by the manner in which the payments were made to her,
i.e. endorsement by the law firm of the checks Mr. Reeves sent to
it. (Appendix A.)
2. Legal Issues
The legal considerations applicable are 18 U.S.C. § 201(g) and
House Rule XLIII, clause 3, and section 102(dX1XA) of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978.
3. Analysis
To determine whether an impropriety has been committed, again
the questions to be answered are whether Mrs. Boner did any work
for her money and whether Mrs. Boner was given this work by Mr.
Reeves in return for Representative Boner performing some official
act.
Representative Boner provided the Committee with an application for a trademark for Mr. Reeves' company, Hydro-Sports, and
an accompanying handwritten letter from Mrs. Boner asking for
$75 and two pictures of the boat in order to file the application.
(Appendix E.) The documents submitted would seem to indicate
that Mrs. Boner did indeed do work for at least some of the money
she received.
As to whether Mr. Reeves gave this legal work to Mrs. Boner's
firm in return for official actions taken by Representative Boner,
one can only speculate. There is nothing beyond this speculation to
back up the charge. Mr. Reeves needed trademark work done in
connection with his boat business. He hired Mrs. Boner's firm.
These facts alone are not enough to sustain an allegation of impropriety regarding House Rule XLIII, clause 3, and 18 U.S.C. § 201.
Regarding the violation of the EIGA, analysis of Representative
Boner's Financial Disclosure Statement for 1983 shows he failed to
list the source of his wife's income from her alleged legal work. He
amended his statement by a letter to the Clerk of the House dated
May 21, 1985.
Representative Boner explained the omission in his statement to
the Committee. He says:
In addition to the retainer, Reeves also reimbursed the
firm for filing fees. This totalled about $300.00. Pursuant
to the arrangement Langford, Switzer had with Mrs.
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Boner, the check sent to pay for her work was endorsed by
the firm to Mrs. Boner.
Because of the way Mrs. Boner was paid-endorsement
of the check-Mrs. Boner did not make a proper record of
the receipt of the payment. Then, in turn, when the
Boners compiled documents to put together their taxes,
this payment was omitted. The income was initially omitted from their returns. When the issue of Mrs. Boner's
work for Reeves was questioned, and Mrs. Boner went
back to compile her records, she discovered that the payment had not been initially reported on their taxes. The
Boners have since filed corrected returns.
It cannot be disputed that Representative Boner failed to conform to the requirements of the EIGA. The question is what effect
his explanation for the omission and his subsequent amendment to
his form have in determining whether an impropriety occurred.
The Committee staff believes that Representative Boner's explanation for the failure to include the source of his wife's income,
coupled with the timing of his amendment to the form (May 21,
1985), give it grounds to reasonably believe a violation of the EIGA
has occurred.

IX. UNRESOLVED ISSUES
As is apparent from this report, there were numerous aspects of
the staff's investigation of the allegations against Representative
Boner that remained unresolved at the time of his resignation from
the House. Had the investigation not been terminated, additional
steps would have been taken to resolve these issues.
In the area of allegations regarding the misuse of campaign
funds, the questions of whether the equipment of Letters Unlimited and Targeted Communications had been used to do work for organizations other than the campaign committee, when this work
may have taken place, and where this work may have been performed, remained unsolved. The next step in the staff's investigation of this matter would have been to demand the journals and
ledgers of Targeted and Letters to ascertain whether any improprieties occurred.
Additionally, the issue of whether Representative Boner improp"erly received reimbursements from his campaign committee in violation of House Rule XLIII, clause 6 was not fully resolved. To complete its investigation, the staff would have demanded that Representative Boner produce vouchers for all campaign reimbursements, including those made to Mrs. Boner, and to their credit card
accounts.
In the area of allegations regarding improper business transactions, the staff felt continued investigation was required as to the
propriety of the 614 Russell Street transaction, to ascertain whether Representative Boner paid his fair share for the property.
Regarding the allegations of impropriety concerning gifts, the
issue of Mr. Boner's use of a motor home owned by the RVIA remained unanswered. The next step in the staffs investigation
would have been to obtain a reliable value for the congressman's
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use of this vehicle, as well as additional information from the staff
of RVIA, and Representative Boner himself.
In the area of the allegations regarding the work done by Mrs.
Boner, the staff had not reached a final conclusion as to whether
work was done by her for Mr. James Wellham in return for the
salary she received from him. The staff would have inquired of
Representative Boner whether he could produce any more documentation to buttress his assertion that this work was indeed performed.
Release of this staff report was authorized by the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct pursuant to Committee Rule 6(b) on
November 5, 1987.
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Stephen S.

Trott,
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1986

Esquire

Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division
United States Department of Justice
Room 2107 Main
20530
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr.

Trott:

1986,
the Committee on Standards of
On February 5,
House
of
the
United
States
Conduct
of
Official
Representatives voted to conduct an inquiry into certain
allegations which have been raised against Representative
As presently envisioned, the
William H. Boner of Tennessee.
investigation will address whether:
(1)
Representative Boner may have accepted a bribe
or gratuity within the ambit of 18 U.S.C. 5201 in connection
with legal fees allegedly paid to his wife by a defense
contractor for work she neither performed nor was expected to
perform;
(2)
Representative Boner failed to reveal certain
business interests on his Financial Disclosure Statements
filed pursuant to 2 U.S.C. S701, et seq.;
Representative Boner received a gift from a
(3)
boat manufacturer in violation of House Rules and, further,
whether he failed to disclose such gift on his Financial
Disclosure Statement; and
Representative Boner used campaign
(4)
personal benefit in violation of House Rules.

funds

for

the
Committee
press
accounts,
Based
upon
recent
understands that the Department of Justice may also be
Boner's
aspects of * Representative
investigating certain
Accordingly, we wish to
activities, as described above.
inform you of the Committee's undertaking so that our
respective organizations do not engage in duplicative or
In this light, we would appreciate
conflicting activities.
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Stephen I. Trott, Esquire
February 26, 1986
Page 2

any information that you may be willing to provide which
would allow for better coordination of our efforts and
whether any of our current investigative initiatives will
impede or overlap with those taken or planned by the
Department.
Of course, any information this Committee were
to receive would be maintained in the strictest confidence.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
look forward to hearing from you soon.

CDixon
Chairman

Ranking W

rity Member
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Sasbngton. DC 20515
March 26,

1986

Stanley M. Brand, Esq.
Abbe Lowell, Esq.
BRAND & LOWELL
923 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
Gentlemen:
Thank you for your Statement dated March 17, 1986, on behalf
of your client, Representative Bill Boner, with attachments.
The
materials will assist the Committee in its
Preliminary Inquiry
into certain allegations
raised
regarding
the congressman' s
conduct.
As you
know,
the subject
allegations
fall
into broad
categories and,
as such, are amenable to separately focussed
investigations.
In this light, Committee staff has reviewed the
March
17,
1986,
Statement with a view to identifying,
and
obtaining,
such
additional
information
and
documentation
considered necessary to each major category subsumed by the
Preliminary Inquiry, one of which embraces Representative Boner's
financial
dealings
and
transactions
with
his
campaign
committee.
To this end, there is enclosed a series of questions
and document requests relevant to this category of allegation.
We would appreciate your providing the subject materials within
30 days of the date of this letter.
As we complete our review and analysis of your Statement in
the context of the other major categories, we plan to inform you
of such additional
information needs deemed pertinent to the
category of allegation so involved, as appropriate.
Thank you for your continued cooperation.
SinEn sly,

cqhiel
Counsel
Enclosure
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AUTOMOBILES
Representative Boner's statement asserts that the Member
vehicle
automobile,
a
1984
Pontiac
Bonneville
purchased
for $17,643.88,
2G2AR69MDE2236174,
identification number (VIN)
and that he has leased that automobile to his campaign committee
According to
under various terms from March, 1984, to present.
the statement, Representative Boner received a trade-in allowance
of $5,254.84, and financed the remainder ($12,389.04) of the
Corporation
Motors
Acceptance
price with
General
purchase
the Committee with the following
(GMAC).
Please provide
In
information requested below regarding this arrangement.
fulfilling the Committee's request for copies of cancelled checks
in this portion, and all subsequent portions, of this document,
please provide copies of the front and back of the item.
1.
Copy of Representative Boner's lease agreements with
1984 Pontiac Bonneville for the
his campaign committee for
1985, to
1984, and January,
periods March, 1984, to December,
July, 1985.
in Appendix A3--estimate of
2.
Date of correspondence
Leasing Manager of Beaman
lease rate by Howard Carmichael,
Pontiac.
3.
Odometer readings for 1984 Pontiac Bonneville at the
beginning and ending effective dates of each lease period (3/84
to 12/84, 1/85 to 7/85, 8/85 to present).
4.
Copies of all automobile insurance policies carried on
1984 Pontiac Bonneville, and copies of all cancelled checks
issued to pay such policy premiums.
5.
Copies of all cancelled checks issued by Representative
Boner and/or his principal campaign committee to GMAC to satisfy
Representative Boner's obligation to GMAC.
6.
Copies
Bonneville.

of

GMAC

finance

contract

for

1984

Pontiac

7.
Copies of all checks issued to Representative Boner by
principal campaign committee to satisfy leases of 1984 Pontiac
Bonneville.
8.
Copies of all checks issued to campaign committee
reimburse for any non-campaign use of 1984 Pontiac Bonneville.
9.
Copy of service contract
for $410.99 by Beaman Pontiac.

sold

to Representative

to

Boner

10. Copies of all cancelled checks issued by Representative
his representative, or his principal campaign committee
Boner,
and maintenance costs incurred in
for payment of gas, oil,
operating 1984 Pontiac Bonneville.

-1-
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11.
List of all oil company,
or other,
credit cards
(including account numbers) used in defraying costs of operating
1984 Pontiac Bonneville.
12.
Copies of all receipts for gas, oil, and maintenance
charges for operation of 1984 Pontiac Bonneville.
13.
Copies
Bonneville.

of

all

maintenance

records

on

1984

Pontiac

14.
Ownership records, including bill of sale, for Maroon
Malibu for which Beaman Pontiac allowed Representative Boner
$5,254.84 as a trade-in, including vehicle identification number.
15.
Copies of any previous leases between Representative
Boner and principal campaign committee covering Maroon Malibu.
16.
Copies of all automobile insurance policies carried on
Maroon Malibu, and copies of all cancelled checks issued to pay
such policy premiums.
17.
Malibu.

Copies of all financing agreements pertaining to Maroon

18.
Copies of all cancelled checks issued by Representative
Boner, his representative, or his principal campaign committee,
to satisfy financing obligations for Maroon Malibu.
19.
Copies of all cancelled checks issued
committee to satisfy any leases on Maroon Malibu.

by

campaign

20.
Copies of any cancelled checks issued to campaign
committee to reimburse for non-campaign use of Maroon Malibu.
21.
List of all
oil company,
or other,
credit cards
(including account numbers) used in defraying costs of operating
Maroon Malibu.
22.
Copies of all cancelled checks issued by Representative
Boner,
his representative,
or his principal campaign committee
for payment of gas, oil, and maintenance costs incurred in
operating Maroon Malibu.
23.
Copies of all available receipts for gas,
maintenance charges for operation of Maroon Malibu.
24.
25.
Malibu.

oil,

and

Copies of all maintenance records for Maroon Malibu.
Beginning

and

26.
List of all
Boner and/or his wife.

ending
motor

odometer

vehicles

-2-

reading

owned

by

for

Maroon

Representative
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TRUCKS
Representative Boner's statement asserts that he purchased a
used 1981 pick-up truck in 1985 at a cost of $4,091.00 to replace
a stolen 1976 pick-up truck he had previously owned and used in
his 1982 and 1984 campaigns.
According to the Member's statement
he personally secured financing for the purchase and then was
reimbursed by his campaign
committee.
Please provide
the
Committee
with
the
following
information
regarding
these
transactions.
1.
Ownership records,
including bill of sale,
1981 pick-up truck purchased by Representative Boner.

for

used

2.
Copies of all checks issued by Representative Boner
pay for purchase of 1981 pick-up truck.
3.
Copies of all checks issued by principal
committee to Representative Boner as reimbursement for
price of 1981 pick-op truck.

to

campaign
purchase

4.
Copies of all checks issued by Representative Boner
Commerce Union Bank to satisfy loan for 1981 pick-up truck.
5.
Copies of lease agreements between Representative
and principal campaign committee for use of 1976 pick-up.

to

Boner

6.
Copies of cancelled checks issued by campaign committee
to Representative Boner for lease of 1976 pick-up.
7.
Copies of all checks issued by campaign
operating cost. of 1976 pick-up and 1981 pick-up.

to

defray

8.
List of all oil company,
or other,
credit cards
(including account numbers) used to defray operating costs of
1976 pick-up and 1981 pick-up incurred by campaign.
9.
Copies of all available receipts for gas, oil, and
maintenance charges to campaign for operation of 1976 pick-up and
1981 pick-up.
10. Copies of all insurance policies for 1976 pick-up truck
and 1981 pick-up truck, and copies of cancelled checks issued to
pay the premiums on such policies.
11.
Beginning and ending odometer
pick-up truck, and odometer readings for
when purchased and current.

reading for the 1976
the 1981 pick-up truck

-3-
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TELEPHONES
Representative Boner's statement asserts that he purchased a
mobile telephone in 1979 and was reimbursed by his campaign for
use on only two occasions between the purchase date and
its
1984.
The Member further asserts that he began leasing the phone
The documents provided by the Member in
to his campaign in 1984.
this regard indicate that a new mobile telephone was purchased in
following
with
the
Committee
the
provide
Please
1984.
information regarding the mobile telephone(s).
Copies of all records documenting purchase of mobile
1.
of
sale,
bills
including
1984,
1979
and
in
telephones
and
checks in payment thereof,
cancelled
installation bills,
financing notes utilized therein.
2.
Monthly
telephones.

mobile

telephone

bills

for

both

mobile

3.
Copies of cancelled checks used to pay mobile telephone
bills from 1979 to present.
campaign to
checks issued by
4.
Copies of cancelled
reimburse Representative Boner for use of mobile telephone from
1979 to 1984.
checks
5.
Copies of cancelled
satisfy any debt obligation on mobile
Representative Boner in 1979.

issued
by
telephones

campaign
purchased

to
by

mobile
for
the
service
contracts
of
any
Copies
6.
and copies of any cancelled checks for payment of
telephone,
maintenance or service thereon.

-4-
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CAMPAIGN BmAD0UART?
Representative Boner's statement asserts that the Member
According
purchased a renovated building in 1984 for $80,000.00.
to
cover
were
placed
two
mortgages
the
statement,
to
approximately $69,000.00 of the overall cost, with the remainder
of the purchase price (approximately $10,000) being absorbed by
the Member states that, after
Additionally,
the purchaser.
paying some $2,782.57 in improvements to the building, he leased
Documents provided by the Member
same to his campaign.
concerning these transactions do not make clear who is the actual
Please provide the
purchaser and deeded owner of this property.
Committee with the following information:
1.
Copy of deed for building purchased by or on behalf of
and all real estate
Representative Boner on June 15, 1984,
purchase
including
mortgages,
thereto,
records
pertaining
contract, and property tax returns.
2.

Copy of cancelled checks issued for:
(a)
(b)
(c)

$5,000 earnest money,
$5,570.52 balance owed seller,
$2,782.57 improvements,

and

by, or on- behalf of, Representative Boner in connection with
building purchased on June 15, 1984, and subsequent improvements
thereto.
Copies of all cancelled checks issued to W.H.B.
3.
Properties, or to Representative Boner, by his principal campaign
committee to satisfy obligation of leases dated June 15, 1984.
4.
Copy of bill submitted to Representative Boner, or his
representative, for improvements to building purchased on June
1S, 1984.
Copies of all cancelled checks issued to satisfy
S.
mortgage obligations on property purchased by, or on behalf of,
Representative Boner on June 1S, 1984.
List
.6.
Properties.

of

principal

officers

and

employees

of

W.H.B.

or
W.H.B.
Properties
agreements
of
Partnership
7.
employment agreement between N.H.B. Properties and Representative
Boner.
8.
Cancelled checks :ssued to Representative Boner by
W.H.B. Properties, or vice versa, in connection with the purchase
, 1984.
of the building on Jun-e
9.
List of all previous campaign headquarters, including
location and mailing addresses and copies of each rental/lease
agreement.
-5-
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LZrTZS

WLIMITID

Representative Boner's statement asserts that the Member
established a sole proprietorship in December of 1981 called
Letters Unlimited, whose principal capital asset was an IBM word
The Member states that this, and other equipment, was
processor.
leased by Letters Unlimited to the campaign committee to be used
Please
in direct mailing and letter answering operations.
provide the Committee with the following information:
List
1.
Unlimited.

of

all

officers

and

employees

of

Letters

Inventory of all equipment owned or purchased by
2.
Letters Unlimited ia the conduct of its business, listing dates
of purchase, invoices, and place and date of delivery for same.
List of all equipment leased by Letters Unlimited
3.
providing names of lessees and documentation of all lease
agreements for such equipment.
Documentation of all financing agreements entered into
4.
by Letters Unlimited for purposes of purchasing its equipment.
Copies of all cancelled checks issued by Letters
5.
Unlimited to satisfy any financing agreements on its equipment.
Copies of all cancelled checks issued by
6.
committee to Letters Unlimited or Representative Boner.
Copies of all cancelled
7.
Unlimited by Representative Boner.

checks

issued

to

campaign
Letters

to
relative
records or documents
all
Copies of
8.
maintenance and service on equipment owned and leased by Letters
Unlimited in the conduct of its business.
Check register(s)
9.
of Letters Unlimited.

for all checking accounts in the name

-6-
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TARGETED COMMUNICATIONS
Representative Boner's statement asserts that he formed
Targeted Communications, Incorporated, under the laws of the
State of Tennessee and that the corporation purchased various
pieces of equipment to be used in providing letter writing
services.
According to the statement, Targeted Communications
then leased this equipment to the campaign at various times.
Please provide the Committee with the following information
regarding these transactions:
1.
List
Communications,

of all
Inc.

officers

and

employees

of

Targeted

2.
Inventory of all equipment owned or purchased by
Targeted Communications in the conduct of its business, listing
dates of purchase, invoices, and place and date of delivery for
same.
3.
List of all equipment leased by Taigeted Communications
providing names of lessees and copies of all lease agreements for
such equipment.
4.
Documentation of all financing agreements entered into
by Targeted Communications for purposes of purchasing its
equipment.
5.
Copies of all cancelled checks issued by Targeted
Communications to satisfy any financing obligations an its
equipment.
6.
Copies of all cancelled checks issued by campaign
committee to Targeted Communications or Representative Boner in
connection with the lease.
7.
Copies of all cancelled checks
Communications by Representative Boner.

issued

to Targeted

8.
Copies of all records and documents relative to
maintenance and service on equipment owned and leased by Targeted
Communications in the conduct of its business.
9.
Inventory
of
all
equipment
Communications upon dissolution.

held

by

Targeted

10. Check register(s) for all checking accounts in the name
of Targeted Communications.

-7-
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MISCELLANEOUS

CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES

asserts that various
Boner's statement
Representative
expenditures made by his principal campaign committee have been
for bona fide campaign or political purposes. Please provide the
these
regarding
information
Committee with the following
expenditures:
Itemized list of reimbursements made to Representative
1.
Boner by his campaign for expenses incurred by the Member from
1978 through 1985.
Itemized list of reimbursements made to Doris Bland by
2.
Representative Boner's campaign for expenses she has incurred
from 1978 through 1985.
Itemized list of furniture purchased by campaign
3.
committee for use in Representative Boner's house, copies of
cancelled checks issued by campaign committee in payment thereof,
and invoices for same.
by campaign
made
of expenditures
list
Itemized
4.
committee in connection with Representative Boner's 1982 trip to
Hong Kong.
between
any,
if
correspondence,
of
S. Copies
Representative Boner and the United States Ambassador to Hong
Kong or the United States Embassy in Hong Kong, relative to
Representative Boner's trip there in 1982.
List of names of individuals with whom Representative
6.
Boner met at the United States Embassy during his 1982 trip to
Hong Kong.
List of names of all other individuals with whom
7.
Representative Boner met in Hong Kong in 1982 to discuss trade
and tourism.

-8-
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April 23,

1986

Stephen S. Trott, Esquire
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Room 2107 Main Justice
Washington# D. C. 20S30
Dear Mr. Trotts
This responds to your letter of April 15, 1986, signed by
the
requesting
Assistant Attorney General Keeney,
Acting
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct to suspend its
Preliminary Inquiry into allegations regarding Representative
William H. Boner until the completion of a Department of Justice
investigation.
At its meeting on this date, the Committee agreed to the
above-described request and will suspend action at this time
A copy of the
pending further notification from the Department.
Committee's press release is enclosed.
. Since ely,e'

PC.
Chairman

Dixon

Enclosure
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COMMdl~rITTE
ON STANDARDS OF

OFFICIAL.CONDUCT
SUITSNI-o. UE&CAPIOL

Iadudlsi. 3C 20515
OR : IMM EDIATE RELEASE

APRIL 23. 1986

STATEMNoT OF TEE HONORABLE" JULI
C. DIXON
CHAIRMAN, HOUSE COMMITTAF
ON STANDARDS op OFFICIAL CONDUCT
IN THE CASE OF REPRESENTATIVE JILLIAN

On February 5, 1986,

H. BONER

the Committee on Standards of Official

Conduct announced a Preliminary Inquiry into certain allegations
regarding

the

conduct

of

Representative

William

H.

Boner

of

Tennessee.
On April 15, 1986.

the Committee was officially requested by

the U.S. Department of Justice to suspend this investigation in
order to not interfere with similar eLforts of the Department of
Justice which had commenced prior
investigation.
suspended

to the Committee's announced

The Committee has agreed to this request and has

the Preliminary Inquiry pending

from the Department.

further

notification
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July 21, 1987

Abbe David Lowell# Esq.
923 Fifteenth Street,
Washington.

.No.

D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Lowells

As you will recall, I met with you and Mr. Brand on may It#
1987. regarding a series of questions that Committee staff had in
connection with various activities of Representative William N.
loner.
Subsequently, on June 24# 1987# you responded, in part#
to the questions raised through letter and attachments.
At the
time of your submission, you stated that certain additional
documentation is connection with the congressman's investment
activities (specifically, copies of I.R.S. forms K-1 and evidence
of the congressman's contributions to his various partnership
agreements) would be forthcoming.
To date, I have not received
from you the additional material which you said would be
provided.
Absent that material, committee staff is not in a
position to reach any final understanding of the matter or to
make any recommendation to the Committee with respect to the
allegations made against Representative Boner.
in addition, based upon your letter of June 24, 1967,
Comittes staff has certain additional questions to which
responses are needed.
These matters follow.
1.
Since the truck (Exhibit 2 to your June 24v 1987,
letter) was paid in full by the campaign organization,
did the campaign reimburse Congressman loner for the
costs of auto insurance?
(iou have asserted that the
cost of insurance would be less if title remained in
the congressman's namo.)
2. Please provide more specific information regarding
the "odd-job" projects that Letters Unlimited or
Targetted Communications did for other entities (said
to amount to $1400), including the names of the
organizations.
(Item #7 in your June 24 letter stated
that you were attempting to secure this information.
To date, you have not informed us as to the results of
this effort.)
3.
Where was the campaign computer equipment
delivered?
(In Item #9 of your June 24 letter you
stated 'As far as we have been able to check back, it
ms delivered to either the 24th Avenue North or Third
Avenue locations.' What is the result of this check?
if possible, please provide delivery invoices.

58
Abbe David Lowell. sq.
July 21.#197
Page 2
4.
Umo paid the maintenance csets for the computer
equipment and wae tatt amount included in the monthly
rental that the campaign paid to Congressme noneer?
ay It meeting we requested back-ut
At our
t
S.
documents supporting the congressman's reimbureamen
for expenses from hisIcmpaign organisation. To date,
As noted in
you have not provided this information.
our meeting, the I.B.C. reports simply reflect the
amounts of a disbursement for a reimbursement and not
the underlying charges incurred.
in your June 24
6.
Regarding Joe Reeves (Item*16
letter), you have not responded to whether, in your
Reeves had an interest in legislation -- a
view,,r.
matter which is important in the light of House Rule
XLIII, clause 4. This answer is important regardless
of whether Mr. Reeves provided "many people with boats"
since Kr. Reeves' business activities relating to other
individuals is irrelevant insofar as the cited House
Rule is concerned.
7. Finally, as noted above, you have not, as requested
underlying
documentation
provided
and
agreed,
Congressman Boner's partnership activities with Harold
Shankle (1-1 forms and evidence of the congressman's
proportionate contribution).
As you know# I have raised the item regarding the Shankle
partnerships on several occasions with you and you have
consistently replied that the information was forth-coming.
Absent that material, as well as responses to the other questions
raised above. Committee staff is not in a position to make any
recommendations to the Committee regarding whether efforts
regarding Congressman Boner should be closed without reinitiation
In order to facilitate reaching
of a Preliminary Inquiry.
disposition of this matter, I request that you respond to the
matters raised in this letter by July 29. 1987.
sin

rely,
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August 13, 1907
Abbe David Lowell, S2quire
BRAND & UNZLZ
923 Fifteenth Street# U.9.
Washington# D.C. 20005
Dear Mr. Lowell:
This confirms our conversation of August 12, 1987, regarding
the status of the Committee's information requests In connection
with your client, Representative Bill Boner.
To begin, I share your concern that there not be a
perception of what you described as *foot dragging* by either
this Committee or your office concerning requests for information
As you well know,
or responses thereto in the subject matter.
Committee staff reinitiated its review of the allegations against
Congressman boner this past Spring and to that end net with you
and Stanley Brand on Nay 19, 1987, for the purpose of setting out
Since that time, there has
those areas of concern which remain.
been correspondence both from this office and yours seeking
Information and responding to those requests. As the matter now
stands, my letter of July 21, 1987, raised for consideration
seven items that were earlier discussed in our May 19, 1987,
In that correspondence, I also mentioned that I had
meeting.
still not received from you copies of documentation in connection
Your most recent
with the Congressman's investment activities.
letter of July 24, 1987, provided that documentation and a
partial response to my July 21, 1987, request. Thus, I am still
awi tring from you response to my questions numbered 1, 2, 3, and
4 as raised in the July 21 letter.
If nothing else,# believe the foregoing amply demonstrates
that this Committee has not delayed or deferred active pursuit of
the remaining issues since reinitiatLon of the review which began
several matters remain
Nevertheless,
this past Spring.
outstanding.
In an effort to expedite completion of the current review, I
called you yesterday simply to ascertain and reach agreement on a
time frame in which those matters that still need response can be
As a result of our discussLon, you assured me that
completed.
you would provide responses to the remaining questions by the end

78-177 0 - 87 - 3
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Abbe David LowellRIequire
August 13#l1987
rage 2
of this month.

Accordingly. it

is my position that I shall

expect from you an answer to all questions raised in my July 21.,

1087,, letter by August31, 197. Said in other words, that is
the date on which the Committee will consider any response to
have been timely submitted. Of course. Welcome your answers to
the remaining questions at any time prior to August 31.

Finally# I wish again to make clear that Congressman Boner's
non-louse, political aspirations notwithstanding, this Committee
intends to sake a determination on all of the allegations that
have been raised and to take appropriate action based on all
available information an soon as possible. It is for this reason
that it is imperative that I receive tram you the agreed-upon
responses within the above-stated time trame.

•rtipbeL.
Counstke
LotiefCouns~el

in'
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EXHIBIT 7

TO:

The File

FROII$

Richard J. Powers

SUBJECT:

Telephone conversation with Jerry Loftus, General
Counsel, Recreation Vehicle Industry Association

DATE:

October 6,

1987

On September 30, 1987, 1 received a telephone call from
Jerry Loftus who identified himself as General Counsel to
Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA).
Loftus stated that he was responding to our request to David
Humpreys, President of RVIA, that he supply us with documentation
that would establish a price for the rental of the vehicle used
by Representative Boner.
Loftus stated that there is no way they could establish the
rental price for the vehicle used by Congressman Boner.
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TO:

The File

FROM

Richard J. Powers

SUBJECT:

Telephone interview with Doris Bland

DATE:

October 6,

1987

On September 25, 1987, r contacted Doris Bland by telephone
I was
at Congressman Boner's campaign office (615-242-1988).
attempting to ascertain what work, other than campaign related,
was done by Targeted Commuications and Letters Unlimited from
Bland informed me that it would be difficult
1982 to 1986.
remembering what happened back in those early years and that she
would check and get back to me.
On September 29, 1987, Bland left a message with the office
that Congressman Boner is represented by Abbe Lowell of Brand &
Lowell and that we should contact the law firm in this matter.
On September 30, 1987, I called Bland and informed her that
I was requesting information known to her and not information
She stated that she would
from the congressman or his attorney.
not know what went on with that equipment because it was in
She did not state she was represented by Brand &
another room.
Lowell or any other lawyer, but suggested I call Brand & Lowell
for any further information.

6&

TOt

The File

FRGM:

Richard J. Powers

SUBJECT:

Telephone interview with Howard "Butch* Ely,
to Representative Boner

DATE:

October 6, 1987

press aide

In an attempt to establish what outside work was performed
by Letters Unlimited and Targeted Communications, I contacted
Howard Ely, Representative Boner's press aide, on September 29,
1987.
I felt that sincenEly was identified as a director of
Targeted Communications on a Targeted statement of intent to
dissolve dated January 1, -1986, he would have knowledge of the
business
dealings
of
Letters
Unlimited
and
Targeted
Communications.
Ely informed me that he was represented by counsel, Mr.
Webley. He informed me that he was familiar with business between
Targeted and
ILT but would rather not discuss it over the
telephone. He stated that I should send the questions in writing
to him.
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APPENDIX A
STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAM H. BONER
IN RBSONSE TO PRELIMINARY INQUIRY
BY COMMITEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT

BRAND & LOWELL
Fifth Floor
923 Fifteenth St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 662-9700
Counsel to Representative
William H. Boner

March 17,

1986
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INTRODUCTION
on January 14,
Cause,

1986 Fred Werthheimer,

President of Common

a Washington based lobbying organization,

held a press
had

conference alleging that Congressman Bill Boner (D-Tenn.)

violated House rules governing use of campaign funds and arising
from certain business relationships.

Werthheimer's allegations

were essentially identical to those published over the last year
by The Tennessean,
James Pratt,

under the byline of reporters Joel Kaplan and

and also published in the January/February

issue of

Common Cause Magazine.
In some cases,

the newspaper and other articles actually

charge wrongdoing (e.g.
However,

failure to properly report gifts).

in the majority of instances,

charge at all.

these reports make no

They leave to innuendo and implication some

notion of impropriety.

Very often the "charge" is

simply that

the Congressman invested or the Congressman made money or the
Congressman owned something.

pages of

These non-allegations fill

articles which then get re-printed by other newspapers.
In response to those allegations by Common Cause,

Congress-

man Boner wrote to the Committee on Standards of Official
Conduct ("Standards Committee")

on February 4,

1986 requesting

initiation of a review of these charges to resolve any questions
surrounding Congressman Boner's activities and House rules.

i.
Following the receipt of the Congressman's letter, the
Standards Committee voted on February 5,
-1-

1986 to conduct a

App.

68
preliminary inquiry into the allegations and notified Congressman
Pursuant to Rule 11(a) (2) (A)

Boner of its action that same day.

of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct ("Committee Rule"),

Congressman Boner submits

this written statement.
A fair examination of the facts underlying each charge will
reveal that the allegations of wrongdoing are unsupported and
unfair.
made,

This statement attempts to address all of the charges

even those, which as stated before, do not include any

specific claim of impropriety.

What is

truly unfortunate is

that

most of the answers to the press charges were there for the
reporters to find.

Due to laziness or a purposeful desire to

overlook the explanations, reporters never bothered to check all.
the facts before writing.
This statement is organized according to the general
categories into which the allegations were grouped by the
Standards Committee's February 5,
preliminary inquiry: (1)

1986 resolution initiating the

use of campaign funds; (2)

in certain business transactions; (3)
spousal income.

participation

acceptance of gifts and (4)

Within each category, a complete factual

description of every allegation reasonably falling within or
concerning that category will be presented.

Where appropriate,

an analysis of relevant House rules and standards of conduct will
be presented.

Also documents which explain what really happened

also are included as an appendix.

-2-
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A. USE OF CAMPAIGN FUNDS

Alleaations
As a starting point, both the Federal Election Commission
and the Rules of the House of Representatives ("House

("FEC")

have given the broadest discretion to Members in exerci-

Rules"),

sing judgment whether a particular activity is

campaign related.

Each expenditure challenged by the press and others was
campaign related, and is attributable to a bona-fide campaign
purpose.

No "conversion" of campaign funds has occurred.
1.

Leases of Vehicles and Phone

On January 27,
bile.

1984,

Congressman Boner purchased an automo-

Far from the "luxury" car alleged in the press, this was

a mid-sized 1984 Pontiac Bonneville costing $17,643.88.

The

Congressman received an allowance on a trade-in of $5,254.84.
The remainder ($12,389.04),
payments of $344.14 a month.

was financed through GMAC with
App. Al.

Unlike the common practice among members, Congressman
Boner did

n= lease a car through the official allowances

provided by the House of Representatives.

Nevertheless,

as more

and more of his time in the district involved campaigning and
politics, he decided to offset part of the costs of leasing this
car.

In 1984, the Congressman's campaign committee leased the'

car from March through December for a total of $3,441.40.
1985,

In

the campaign committee again leased the car, this time at a

reduced rate of $286.00 a month.
-3-

In 1986, the rate was reduced

70
again to $275.00 a month.

App.

A2.

In total,

the campaign paid

for about 804 of the use and the Congressman paid for 20%.
Congressman Boner sought an estimate from the car dealer of
what a lease to the campaign would cost at market value.
estimate sent indicated that the lease,
$528.70 a month.
then,

App. A3.

on this basis,

The

could be

The Congressman's arrangement,

saved the campaign over $200 month.

Had his intent been

to provide for his gain, Congressman Boner even could have
leased the car to the campaign for below market value ($528)
yet at a price in excess of his car payments ($344).

and

He did not

do this.
The car lease arrangement was undertaken by the Congressman
in an effort not to abuse official allowances provided by the
House.

In this regard,

reference to the Report of the Clerk of

the House will readily show the widespread use of House funds by
members of Congress for automobiles.

In addition,

leases and

purchases of vehicles are commonly-listed expenditures in
campaign reports filed with the Federal Election Commission.
These are also partially described in a Wall Street Journal
newspaper article.
There is

App.

A4.

no doubt that the campaign committee could have

gone out and purchased or leased an automobile for campaign use.
Then,

use other than that for the campaign would have to be

reimbursed.
taxpayer)

The Congressman's method saved general House (i.e.,
funds and also resulted in a savings to the campaign.

-4-
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Any lease or purchase arranged by the campaign would have cost
more.
Interestingly,

the press has made no charge about the

campaign committee's purchase of a truck other than to report
that it

There was no report of the price,

occurred.

truck was new or used,
etc.

getting a truck,

whether the

whether there was anything wrong with
Yet,

the "charge" was made and wrongdoing

has been implied.
Congressman Boner's campaign committee needed a vehicle
campaign signs,

which could carry large items -literature,

printing equipment,

year between elections,

press risers,

boxes of
Even in the

etc.

such a vehicle was needed to set up

booths at fairs and festivals and to assist in campaign-related
activities (i.e., voter registration or information).

A used

1976 pickup truck that Congressman Boner owned himself was used
After this truck wah stolen,

by the campaign in 1982 and 1984.
on March 11,

Congressman Boner,

1985,

bought a used,

1981 pickup

Just looking at the truck would show that the Congressman

truck.

did not use it

for any other purpose.

his own funds.

App.

A5.

He paid $3,800.00 out of

An additional $291.00 was paid for

emissions tests and registration.

On April 19,

the Congressman

took a bank loan of $4091.00 to pay for the truck and servicing.
App.

A6.

Then,

in May,

the campaign committee reimbursed the

Congressman for the costs -service,

purchase price,

and interest then paid --

loan was paid off in June.

registration fees,

of the truck.

App.

A7.

The

Use of the truck was proper; payment
-5-
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was reasonable; and reporting was complete.
subject to question,

There is nothing

yet the press has done so anyway.

Equally without merit is

the suggestion of wrongdoing

concerning the Congressman's lease of a mobile telephone.

Any

informal survey will show that mobile telephones have become
necessities among members of Congress.
between the campaign and personal use,

Again,

by allocating use

Congressman Boner avoided

having to use official allowance funds and saved the campaign
Even though he bought a mobile telephone in 1979,

money.

his own funds,

and used it

immediately for political and campaign

Congressman Boner got reimbursement from the campaign once

calls,

in 1980 and then,
In 1984,

not again until 1984.

He let four years run.

at the start of the election year,

Congressman Boner

began leasing the phone to the campaign at $200 a month.
A8.

with

App.

This arrangement again avoided use of House funds and was

intended to help the campaign control funds.

At the same time,

the lease rate was no more than necessary to offset purchase and
maintenance of the telephone.

As compared to the actual pur-

chases or these telephones by other members,

Congressman Boner's

procedure is unassailable.
2.

Purchase And Lease of CamDaign Headquarters

Congressman Boner made a conscious decision to keep his
campaign and election activities segregated from his official
duties.

This was the goal behind a number of the decisions he

made (e.g.,

allocation of expenses for leased automobile).

-6-
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also was the reason that he purchased separate space to house
his campaign offices.
Since his first close (51t)

election in 1978, the Congress-

man has run full-time campaign activities.
these have been run from several places,
the Congressman's house See p.
however,
ters.

At various times,

including a backroom of

17, infra.

Congressman Boner,

wanted a more visible and spacious full-time headquarSupplies and equipment could then be kept separate from

his official House of Representatives office in the district.
On June 15,

1984,

the Congressman purchased a small renova-

ted building for $80,000.

He assumed a first mortgage of

$50,000 at 11% ($567.70 a month)

and placed a second mortgage of

$19,300 at 12t ($276.90 a month)

on the house.

the purchase,

App.

A9.

After

some $2,782.57 in improvements to the property were

made.
On July 1, 1984,

in the middle of the campaign year,

the

Congressman's campaign committee began leasing the building.
App.

A10.

The Congressman obtained not just one,

but three

separate appraisals of the rental value of the building.
All.

App.

While these stated that the space could be rented for

between $10 and $14 per square foot,
space to the campaign for $6.75.

App.

the Congressman leased the
A10.

This worked out to

be approximately the amount paid out by Congressman Boner on
mortgage,

maintenance,

taxes,

and insurance.

Newspaper accounts would like to paint a picture that the
Congressman set up elaborate schemes to siphon money to himself
-7-
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out of the campaign.

The facts simply do not bear this out.

His decision to purchase and lease campaign space was founded on
his deep desire to keep political and official business separate
to the greatest extent practicable.

Then,

the amounts charged

in the lease were well below the market rate and fixed to offset
acquisition and renovation costs.
the campaign more than $700 a month,
4

could have earned if

Finally,

the arrangement saved

money which the Congressman

his intent was to purchase the property for

investment and gain.
In addition,

Congressman Boner structured the purchase and

lease of this building according to directions he received

"from the Standards Committee.

In arranging for the leasing of

business equipment to the campaign committee,

Congressman Boner

sought and received advice from the Standards Committee that such
arrangements were allowed if they were conducted at arms-length
and if
App.

the amounts charged were at or below fair market value.

A14.

Like the leased equipment arrangements,

the rent

established was well within the Committee's instructions.

The

Committee's advice to Congressman Boner is discussed in greater
detail in the following section.
3.
4

Lease From Letters Unlimited

. The purpose behind and arrangements with Letters Unlimited
were similar to those with the campaign office.

Again,

Congress-

man Boner wanted to segregate campaign and official expenses.
also wanted to control costs to the campaign.

-8-
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A large expense to the campaign and to the political
activities of all members is
inquiries.
--

In

order to address this

formed Letters Unlimited,
1981.

direct mail and answering written

App. A12.

need, Congressman Boner

a sole proprietorship,

in December 9,

The principal piece of equipment owned by

Letters Unlimited was an IBM Word Processor.

Letters Unlimited

purchased and financed this equipment through a note at First
American Bank, secured by the equipment itself.

App A13.

The campaign paid $950.00 a month to Letters Unlimited for use of
this equipment.
As with the campaign offices, the plan here was to lease
the equipment to the campaign committee in a manner which saved
money but provided no gain to the Congressman.

Congressman

Boner contacted the Standards Committee to seek advice concerning
applicability of House Rules to the lease arrangement.

The

Committee responded on June 11, 1982 that the arrangement was
permissable under House rules so long as it

was "an 'arms-length'

arrangement conforming to standard commercial practices in the
lease of such equipment and at a rate that does not exceed the
fair market value of the lease of similar equipment in the area."
App. A14.

In addition, the Committee letter advised that one

effective way to demonstrate campaign use was to physically
locate the equipment "with the campaign committee .

.

.

.

This

was another reason the Congressman decided to open separate
campaign offices in the house purchased at 619 3rd Avenue,
described above.
-9-
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The Congressman

-eceived a written estimate from IBM

itself, stating that leasing the equipment would cost the
campaign committee $1,008.00 a month, without maintenance and
service fees.

App. A15.

In 1982, Letters Unlimited leased the

machine to the campaign committee for only $950.00, which
included maintenance and service fees.

App. A16.

this arrangement at $1,146.90 a month.

App. A17.

From October,

IBM valued

1985 to the present, however, the campaign

committee has used the equipment free of charge.
on the equipment was paid off, the Congressman,
having any personal gain from the arrangement,
equipment to the campaign.

Once the note
intent on not

donated the

This has caused and will continue to

cause a savings to the committee of $950.00 a month.
In total, this purchase/lease arrangement will save the
campaign committee in excess of $10,000.00.

All money paid by

the committee to Letters Unlimited went to paying the loan on the
equipment and additional operating costs.

Once the loan was paid

off, the Congressman was paid nothing.
Quite the opposite from resulting in any gain to Congressman
Boner, this arrangement actually has caused him a loss.

The

national accounting firm of Touche Ross & Company, has stated
that the arrangement resulted in tax liability to the Congressman
because the arrangement was in the form of a sole proprietorship
without providing any off-setting gain.
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4. Lease From Taroet2ed Communications.
The purpose of Targeted Communications,
Unlimited,

Inc..

Inc.,

like Letters

was to assist in letter writing services.

so

However,

that he could take advantage of limited corporate liability and
Congressman Boner established Targeted

different tax provisions,

as a Subchapter S corporation,

owned solely by him.

App.

A19.

Since a candidate is not restricted in contributions to his own
campaign,

the Congressman intended to have th&s arrangement,

like

provide him with a way not to realize

his sole proprietorship,

allowing him to donate the services

any taxable gain while still

or the actual equipment (when the loan for its purchase was due).
Targeted purchased a Pitney Bowes Mail System for $6,420.31,

a MEL 3000 telephone dialing

a Xerox copier for $2,613.56,

machine for $36,000 ,and IBM and other computer equipment and
supplies for $67,874.99.
by Targeted.

App.

A20.

Each of these was financed

The total monthly payments for financing and main-

tenance and additional related costs were approximately the same
amount as the total the campaign committee paid for the lease of
the equipment.

App.

The arrangement was designed to make

A21.

sure the income to Targeted was offset by its disbursements.
Targeted then leased this equipment to the campaign committee at various times.
Targeted Communications,

App.

A22.

Inc.

The lease of equipment from

followed precisely the procedure of

Letters Unlimited except that the Congressman set Targeted
Communications up as a Subchapter S corporation.
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Following the procedure approved by the Committee,

Congress-

man Boner obtained written estimates for the lease of each piece
of equipment.

App.

A23.

agreements were made,
in its

own offices.
In addition,

the equipment,

In each case as well,

written lease

and the equipment was used by the campaign
App.

A22.

as soon as notes were paid on the purchase of

Congressman Boner donated the equipment to the

campaign so that he would not be gaining income from this
arrangement.

For example,

Xerox itself valued a lease of its

copier to the campaign at $245.00 a month plus the cost of
copies.

App.

A23.

Targeted leased the machine to the campaign

for $220 a month with no limit on copies.
June 1,

1985,

App.

when the copier was paid off,

A22.

Starting in

the copier was used

by the campaign at no cost.
Similar estimates were received from Pitney Bowes, MEL
and IBM for their equipment.
were in writing,

App.

A23.

and in each instance,

In each instance,

these

Targeted leased the

equipment to the campaign for less that the fair market value as
stated in these estimates.

App.

A22.

Also,

in each instance,

the campaign got to use the equipment free of charge after loans
on the equipment were paid off.
dissolved,

App.

A24,

In fact,

Targeted has been

so that all use of the equipment is

now

free of charge.

As with the other arrangements,

money paid by the campaign

committee was applied directly to the loans on the equipment and
related expenses.

Each arrangement also followed the guidelines
-12-
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set out in the letter Congressman Boner received from the
This arrangement has saved and will save

Standards Committee.

the campaign committee money in two ways.
has saved the difference between what it

First,

the campaign

would have paid for

leasing the equipment and what Targeted has charged.

This is

approximately $950 a month for a total of over $35,000.

Second,

now that the equipment loans have been paid and Targeted is
longer charging any lease,
was paying every month,

no

the campaign saves the total amount it

$8,970.00.

lasts for only two more years,

Even if

this arrangement

the savings to the campaign would

be over $215,000.00.

Again,

the Congressman could have struc-

tured these leases in

a way to provide him with a profit.

He

did not do so.
There is
the house,

no doubt that each of the leasing arrangements --

Letters,

and Targeted -- had tax effects.

However,

whatever tax gain Congressman Boner enjoyed as a result of the
lease of the campaign headquarters was more than offset by the
unfavorable tax effects of the equipment leases in Letters and
Targeted.
5.

Employment Of Doris A. Bland

No better example exists of the unfair and distorted
charges made against Congressman Boner,
wrongfully employed his sister.

than the claim that he

The background behind his

sister's work makes clear that her employment was justified,
proper,

and,

if

anything,

that she was underpaid.

-13-
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Congressman Boner's sister, Doris A. Bland, worked on the
She worked literally

Congressman's first election in 1978.

hundreds of hours and was paid $1,225.00.
man won with only 51% of the vote.

It

the Congress-

In 1978,

was clear that he would

have to work very hard in the "off-year" in order to keep his
The one person who had worked most closely with constitu-

seat.

ent and political groups during the campaign was Doris Bland.
was natural,

It

that her knowledge and contacts

indeed necessary,

not be lost.
Consequently,

the Congressman hired Ms.

paid her out of his

Bland in 1979 and

For all the hours of work in

own pocket.

her payment was only $7,154.78.

1979,

Ms.
1980.

Bland's husband became seriously ill

After her husband's death,

Ms.

Bland again started to

Until March,

work for the campaign committee.

worked no less than 40 to 50 hours a week.
1980)

and died in

1985,

Ms.

Bland

She was paid as

and never more than $11,000 (in

little

as $6,948 (in

1983).

So, while news reports have pulled one fact out --

total of some $40,000 paid to Ms.

Bland --

they have failed

to report that the payment occurred over 8 years.
yearly payment,

the

Her average

for more than 40 hours a week of work,

was only

about $5500-

-

Most important, there is absolutely no bar, rule, or

law which prohibits the Congressman paying his sister to work on
his campaign or to "vethe

campaign committee hire her.

family working on campaigns is

Indeed,

an American political institution.
-14-
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In 1960,

Bobby Kennedy was a paid campaign manager for John
In 1976 and 1980,

Kennedy's run for President.

various members

of the Carter family worked and were reimbursed out of Rublic
campaign funds for work on Jimmy Carter's Presidential campaign.
Also,

upon entering Congress in 1979,

Congressman Boner

solicited advice from the Committee on whether he could employ
his sister for the help she was then providing.
responded on January 18,

The Committee

1979 and approved employment as long as

U.S. treasury funds were not involved.

App. A25.

This allegation about the Congressman's sister is just
another example of the press and others trying to make an issue
where none exists by presenting only part of the facts and by
taking a fact,

in this case the amount of money paid,

out of its

ccntext, payment over 8 years.
6. Reimbursements to Congressman Boner
Like all members,

Congressman Boner routinely pays out

money for a variety of campaign-related activities and then
seeks reimbursement.

Given the style of Nashville politics,

a lot of entertaining is
Congressman's home.

done.

Often this is done in the

Aside from some miscellaneous expenses,

reimbursements fall into four categories: constituent presentations,
A26.

food and receptions,

travel, and donation and dues.

App.

All of these are routine expenditures made by members for

campaigning.
Constituent presentations include those items which Con-

gressman Boner, like all members, provide to their constituents:
-15-
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plaques,
pens,

desk ornaments with House emblem,

book-ends,

American flags,

have such items.

etc.

glasses,

cuff-links,

Most all elected officials

News articles have even appeared comparing the

kinds of cufflinks given by Presidents Carter and Reagan.
Food and receptions included the many events hosted by
members for constituents.

Some of these also are campaign events

hosted by the Boners in their own home,
for staff and volunteers,
Congressman Boner,
fl•

etc.

Here,

meals on the road,
it

meals

should be noted that

unlike many other members of Congress,

does

use House funds to pay for lunches he has with constituents

in the House of Representatives dining room.
sees such lunches,

like so many of the other expenditures that

have been reported by the press,
Therefore,

Congressman Boner

to be political in nature.

he prefers to use campaign funds.

Donations include the charitable contributions the Congressman's committee makes to a wide variety of organizations,
including the March of Dimes,
others.

the United Negro College Fund and

They also include payments by the campaign committee for

receptions and other activities hosted or spcnsored by other
candidates or groups which the Congressman wants to attend.
Travel involves cab fares,
out of the district, etc.

gas,

hotel and trips for travel

Out of the district travel is done

for a variety of purposes recognized by all members:

fundraising,

attendance at the Democratic National Convention in 1984,
helping other candidates in other parts of the country,

-16-
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Over three or four years,

the total for AUj

of these

Comparison with

activities that were reimbursed was $30,000.

the election reports of other members show that this total and
the activities engaged in were consistent with the practices of
most incumbent members and candidates for the House.
7.

Purchase Of Office Furniture

Before purchasing the building to house his campaign
Congressman Boner used part of his home for his year-

offices,

round campaign offices.

The reasons for this,

as stated before,

was his interest in making sure campaign and political activities
did not mix with his official office duties.
his close election in 1978 made it

before,

full-time office.

As also stated

clear that he needed a

Until some place could be found,

his home was

used.
On this basis,
desk,

swivel chair,

the campaign paid for a few pieces (e.g.
chairs) of office furniture to use

credenza,

in an office that was set up in the upstairs backroom of the
Congressman's house.
specificity,

App.

A27.

by their lack of

would imply that the Congressman furnished his home

with campaign funds.

That is

was office furniture,

and it

home.

Press reports,

not the case.

The furniture bought

was used in an office set up in the

Campaign and personal activities were kept separate.

Finally,

the Congressman did not seek reimbursement from the

campaign for the rent or for utilities for use of this room as an
office.
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S. Hona Kong TriD
Congressman Boner was elected to be Chair of the

In 1982,
U.S.

Congressional Travel and Tourism Caucus.

That Caucus has as

its principal goal the promotion of tourism and travel to
While the Congressman's critics in

and within the United States.

the press see activity by this Caucus as "perks" without substance,

the fact remains that Congressman Boner and those in the

Caucus have worked hard to promote its goals.
The Caucus also has helped Congressman Boner make political
and other contacts with other members and with people all over
the world.

doubt that the Congressman has

There can be little

been able to increase his political stature and position through
work in the Caucus.
to Caucus work are

However,

travel and other expenses related

n=tprovided for by the House of Representa-

tives under any official allowance.

It would be very expensive

and unfair for the Congressman to undertake his Caucus activities
using only personal funds.

So,

given the great discretion

provided to campaign-related activities and the fact that his
activities for the Caucus do so clearly help with his securing
his political position,

the Congressman has used campaign funds

to defray some of his Caucus activist.
In 1983,

the Congressman andMrs.

Boner, along with other

members of Congress and some family members,

were invited to

visit and did travel to the Republic of China by the Sino-American Cultural and Economic Association.
Taiwan,

the Boners flew to Hong Kong,
-18-
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another three days.

Congressman Boner had arranged to meet with

the United States Ambassador and other Embassy officials in Hong
The Ambassador could not meet as planned,

Kong.

but the Con-

gressman did talk with other Embassy officials about American
In

relations and repossession of Hong Kong by mainland China.
Congressman Boner also met with hotel managers and

addition,

merchants to discuss trade and tourism.
The Taiwan portion of the trip was paid for the by SinoAmerican association which sponsored the travel.

Such payment

fully conforms with all rules of the House of Representatives and
was properly reported on Congressman Boner's disclosure forms.
Congressman Boner had the campaign committee pay for the Hong
Kong portion of the trip.
Hong Kong,

He certainly had business meetings in

and he most definitely was meeting people in his

capacity with the Caucus.

All of these meetings enhanced

the Congressman's knowledge and contacts and,

were

in turn,

related to his political activities.
If

this,

has made,

or anything other travel that Congressman Boner

raises questions,

the fault lies with the current law

and rules on use of campaign funds.

As noted above,

in many

instances when the laws and rules were being debated the discretion given to members was reiterated.

Analysis
The allegations surrounding Congressman Boner's use of.
campaign funds involve application of H.R.
which provides:
-19-
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A Member of the House of Representatives
shall keep his campaign funds separate from
his personal funds. He shall convert no
campaign funds to personal use in excess of
reimbursement for legitimate and verifiable
prior campaign expenditures and he shall
expend no funds from his campaign account
not attributable to bona fide campaign
purposes.
Constitution, Jefferson's Manual and Rules of the House of
Representatives,

£ 939, H.R. Doc. No. 277,

98th Cong.,

2d Seas.

681 (1985).
As a general proposition, the House,
Election Commission (OFECO),

like the Federal

has given the broadest discretion to

Members in exercising judgment whether a particular activity is
campaign related.
Congressman Boner has meticulously complied with every
aspect of this rule, and his use of campaign funds comports
with current standards of both the Committee and the Federal
Election Commission.

1

First,

"bona fide campaign purpose'

0.

.

.

no specific definition of

is provided in the rules.0

Ethics

Manual For Members and Employees of the U.S. House of Representa-

tives,

98th Cong.,

Moreover,
that it

2d Sess.

125 (1984)

(sEthics Manuals).

House debate over this provision of the rule reinforces

vests great discretion in the judgment of Members.

2

1 There is no allegation that Congressman Boner has comingled campaign funds with personal funds and the focus here will
be on reimbursements to him from the campaign for legitimate and
prior expenditures or direct payments by the campaign for such
purposes.
2 House precedents involving violations of H.R.Rule XLIII,
cl. 6 are not discussed here, since the facts in those cases

appear so clearly distinguishable from the reimbursements for
-20-
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What is political is a matter of fact rather
than of definition.
We believe that if a
Member travels home for a political purpose
and it is covered by his volunteer committee
out of political accounts, that this is a
political expense.
However, what we have tried to do is to
confine expenses from political accounts or

volunteer committee accounts to expenses
that are political. By and large. that

definition will be left uM to the Member and
to his volunteer committee, and as it
broadly defined under the election law.
123 Cong. Rec.

5900 (1977)(remarks of Rep. Frenzel)(adoption of

amendments to House ethics code).
Hamilton)

Sea also
oI.

(OWe really do not make any change in the definition

of what is a political expense . . .

There are essentially no

rules and regulatioh• today, as I understand it
that.

(remarks of Rep.

Tt is

which defines

left up to members and stays that way under the

recommendations of the (Obey] CommissionO).
To the extent that the House rule looks to FEC interpretations of legitimate campaign expenses, which the legislative
history indicates it

does, the FEC has specifically ratified

Members broad discretion in this area and approved the purchase
of automobiles with campaign funds, AO 1976-64,
Camp.

Fed. Election

Fin. Guide ¶ 5230, paying for the biography and screenplay

campaign expenses made by Congressman Boner. In The Matter of
Representative Charles H. Wilson, H.R. Rep. No. 930, 96th Cong.,
2d Sess. (1980) involved transfers from campaign accounts to
so-called office accounts from which personal checks were drawn
and from campaign accounts to personal accounts with the Sergeant-at-Arms.
In The Matter of Representative John J. McFall,
95th Cong., 2d Sess. 20 (1978) involved admitted use of campaign
funds to defray purely personal expenses.
This brief description
of these precedents demonstrates how they are inapposite here.
-21-
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or the life of a candidate,
Fin. Guido 1 5235,

AO 1976-116,

attend a presidential salute,
Guide 1 5288,
firms,

Election Camp.

purchase of Christmas cards,

Fin Guide ¶ 5274,

Election Camp.

Fed.

AO 1977-60,

Fed.

payment of the expenses to

AO 1978-2,

Fed.

Election Camp. Fin.

purchase of Christmas gifts to individuals and

AO 1978-3,0I.

¶ 5292, and renting office space by a

candidate to his committee,
Certainly, therefore,
mobile, mobile phone,
campaign work,

AO 1978-80,0d.

¶ 5669.

the Congressman's lease of an auto-

payment to his sister to perform important

purchase and lease of campaign space and travel

which enhances his political standing are all within specific
definition of "bona-fideO campaign purposes.
On a more general note the committee has recognized the
difficulty in separating NpoliticalO from official and other
duties:

".

. . because of the various public,

political and

official roles which a Member may assume in connection with his
position in Congress,
tion is

there may be instances where this distinc-

less clear than in others,

into another."
The courts,

Ethics Manual,

or where one area may intrude

sra,

at 132.

too, have noted the lack of strict legal

standards against which to measure political and official
activities.
1373,

United States en rel.

1380 (D.C.

Cir.

1981)

Joseph v.

Cannon,

642 F.2d

(no statutory directive perforce

bars public compensation of congressional staff for the performance of campaign activitiesO); Common Cause v.
Supp.

672,

683 (D.D.C.

1982)

(three judge court)
-22-
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obvious,

it

is simply impossible to draw and enforce a perfect

line between the official and political business of Members of
Congress").
unrealistic to impose conventional work hours

Just as "it is

on congressional employees" to preclude their work on campaigns
Advisory Opinion No.

in their "free" time,

Comm.

reprinted in Ethics Manual,

of Official Conduct,
it

2,

on Standards

supra,

at 151,

unrealistic to impose hermetic and artificially rigid

is

requirements on the use of campaign funds.
Indeed,

Congressman Boner's defrayal of expenses which
that is arguably political or

might be viewed as "overlapping",
official

(or partaking of both) with campaign funds guarantees

that in close cases taxpayer funds will only be used for activity
that is clearly and genuinely official.

Any doubts about the

legitimacy of the Congressman's use of campaign funds for these
activities should be resolved in his favor when viewed as a
whole,

particularly given that "no specific definition of

'bona-fide campaign purpose'
Manual,

is

provided in the rules."

Given the lack of standards,

supra, at 125.

truer in view of the "directive in House Rule X, cl.
to apply the laws,

rules,

Ethics

this is

even

4(e)(2)(C)

regulations and standards of conduct

in effect at the time the conduct under consideration by the
committee occurred."

MANUAL OF OFFENSES AND PROCEDURES,

INFLUENCE INVESTIGATION,

95th Cong.,

1977)(emphasis added).
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A review of both the Reports filed with the Clerk of the
House and representative FEC filings indicate that Congressman
Boner's use of campaign funds is well within the customary
practice of other Members and meet any reasonable definition.
These reports from others include:
-

auto leases ($245.00/month)
campaign car rental ($ 734.68/quarter)
air travel to Mexico ($790.66)
dues to House gym
reimbursements for constituent gifts

(S 920.41)

reimbursement for art books
reimbursement for call to Saudi Arabia
reimbursement for flowers
ten speed bike ($299.99)
reimburse car use ($ 1,335.00)
- baseball tickets ($ 1,214.00)
"- fundraiser gifts ($ 700.00)
- Christmas cards ($950.00)
- miscellaneous flowers and gifts
($ 1,208.06)
-

clothing

-

reimbursements for flowers and gifts
($692.42)
Christmas gifts for campaign officers
St. Patrick's Day cards
reimburse spouse's air travel ($ 1,950.00)
Christmas gifts ($ 2,050.00)
European trip reimbursements (5 700.00)
babysitting (5 225.00)
VCR for the home (5 467.99)
golf tournament ($8,791.62)
reimburse constituent gifts ($ 601.71)
desks
vehicle lease (5 2,915.00)
mobile phone lease ($ 174.20/month)
mobile phone lease ($ 865.37/quarter)
mobile phone lease ($ 228.78/ month)

($ 359.50)

office furniture ($400.00,

constituent lunches ($500.00)
furniture rental ($ 335.00/quarter)
Congressional record plaques ($207.00)
campaign automobile rental ($ 339.07/month)
sheep ($224.40)
purchase of campaign automobile ($ 18,244.-

77)

-

-

$500.00)

airline trips
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- car purchase ($6,138.00)
- office furniture ($2098.09)
- 100 cookbooks ($500.00)

- household expenses ($2,000.00)
In providing so much discretion for use of political funds,
Congress clearly indicated that issues about use of these funds
were to be political and not legal.

While the press or even

another member might not agree with a certain use,
create a violation of any rule or law.

that does not

It certainly does not

justify singling Congressman Boner out for investigation.
Common Cause also has made much of the fact that some of the
campaign expenditures were made in non-election years,
years when no candidate opposed Congressman Boner.
legislative history of the H.R.

Rule XLIII,

fact of political life which is

as true today as it

or in

But as the

cl. 6 notes --

a

was then --

"(t]here is also a need for recognizing that the political
process is
but is

not one that takes place in a selected period of time

rather a continuing thing."

(remarks of Rep.
Halleck)
0. . ..

Price) fir&also

("now,

Cong. Rec.

8779 (1968)

ji. at 8782 (remarks of Rep.

the sixth item: Keep your campaign funds separate

there again,

when you come to draw that line between

what you spend campaigning and what may ve for something else,
it

is

thing,

a little

tough to draw .

you know,

. . Because,

there is

another

and some of you young people who are here just

remember the only way you can come back here is to start running
the day after election.

An that means spending a lot of money

and doing a lot of things,

feeding your constituents

-25-
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and
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buying prize calves

that").
XLIII,

.

.

.

Z believe we have allowed for all of

The intent of the framers and managers of H.R.

Rule

cl. 6 was to allow precisely the kinds of expenditures

made by Congressman Boner, and no violation of H.R. Rule XLIII,
cl. 6 has occurred.
Common Cause Magazine, the group most responsible for making
the allegations of wrongdoing against Congressman Boner, has a
long record of criticizing campaign finance practices.

The

group's well-known point of view is especially important to keep
in mind when reviewing its "charges" about campaign fund abuse.
B. CERTAIN BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS

Common Cause and The Tennesmean have suggested that for

disproportionately small investments,

Congressman Boner was given

disproportionately large interests in various business deals.
For example,

the reporters state that for amounts like $5 or

$50 the Congressman was given interests in property.
reporters never go on to explain,

however,

that no other investor

in these transactions put up more than $20 or $250,
They also "reveal"

The
respectively.

that the Congressman had no liability in each

venture without stating that AU limited partners have no
liability.

That is why they are limited partners.

getting any special treatment,

Rather than

Congressman Boner was treated like

any other investor in each instance.

-26-
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Allegations

Investments With Gary Price

1.

Greeneville Hotel Associates.

a.

Ltd.

Congressman Boner did take part in Greeneville Hotel

1983.

November,

a Tennessee limited partnership formed in

Ltd.,

Associates,

There were five general and three limited

It is absolutely true that Congressman Boner only

partners.

what all

However,

invested $5.00 and received a 5% interest.

the stories have omitted to report is that the total capitaliThe general partners put

zation of the partnership was $100.00.

in $20.00 a piece for 20% interests; one limited partner put in
$10.00 for a 10% interest; and Congressman Boner and the remaining partner put in $5.00 for 5%.
Pursuant to Tennessee law,

App.

B1.

none of the limited partners

could sign or would be liable beyond their individual investments.

Therefore,

chased land in

when,

in August,

1984,

the partnership purnone of the

South Carolina and sought financing,

limited partners could or did guarantee the loan.
The partnership sought a franchise from Radisson Hotels.
Ultimately,

this arrangement did not occur.

Then,

certain of the

partners tried to arrange a similar relationship with Hilton
Hotel Corporation in August,
franchise,
investors.

1985.

In order to pursue this

a new partnership was formed,

Of the original partners in Greeneville,

generals and two of the limited partners,
Boner,

with additional

including Congressman

did not participate in this new partnership.
-27-
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None of these facts was reported by the press.

Instead,

they raised various innuendos by stating that, as a condition of
financing the new partnership,

the Third National Bank insisted
App.

that Congressman Boner not participate.

B2.

This charge is

just another good example of how poorly the press has done its
homework on this story and of how they would rather leave a
suggestion of wrongdoing rather than doing the follow-up to see
nothing improper occurred.
After reading that charge,

an official at the Third National

Bank wrote Congressman Boner on December 9,

1985 to repudiate the

accusation and to state "At no time did (the Bank) ever intimate
in any way whatsoever the reluctance of Third National Bank to
finance a project if you were involved."
As he has stated publicly,

App.B3.

the Congressman did not accurate-

ly report his holding in Greeneville for 1983.

This was because

he mistakenly believed that the partnership was not activated
until January 1984.

There was no sinister motive behind this

omission, which was corrected as soon as it was discovered.
Indeed,

there is a very good example of the Congressman's good

faith.

Congressman Boner's participation in Greeneville produced

certain tax benefits to him in 1983.

However,

because he did not

think the partnership was activated then, he did
tax benefits,

not report these

just as he did not include this holding in his

disclosure form.
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b.

Richmond Hotels Developers Unlimited

Richmond Hotels Developers Limited was a Virginia partner-

ship formed in October,
limited partners.

1984.

There were five general and two

it is true that Congressman Boner's

Again,

capital contribution was $50, but it also is true that this fact
has been published out of context.
Richmond was $1000.00.

The tot al capitalization for

One general partner contributed $250.00

for a 25% interest; three general partners contributed $150.00
each for 15% shares: the remaining general partners contributed
$100.00 for 10l interests; and the two limited partners, of which
Congressman Boner was one, contributed $50.00 for 5% interests.
App.

B4.

So, the simple report that Congressman Boner got a

significant interest in property for $50.00 is accurate as far as
The Congressman's share

it goes; it just does not go far enough.

was absolutely proportionate to the other partners and not small
when compared to the total capitalization.
The partnership applied for and received a $5 million
loan from Sovran Bank for use in the purchase of land and
construction of a building in November,

1984.

Again,

the

reported fact that Congressman Boner did not guarantee this loan
is true as far as it goes,

but it

ignores the compelling fact

that, as a limited partner, Congressman Boner and any other
limited partner were not supposed to or authorized to guarantee
any investment above their capital participation.

In addition,

the Bank insisted that guarantees come from those with a net
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Contrary to press reports,

worth of over $1 million.

the

Congressman did not qualify.
In November 1964, the partnership then applied for and
received a franchise with Shoney's Restaurants.

A year later,

the partnership was reformed with capital contributions ranging
from $420.00 to $50.00.
limited partners,

Congressman Boner, along with the other

became Class a investors.

for construction was then secured.

Additional financing

Thereafter,

investors were brought in, and each of these,

35 additional
in turn, were

given priority status (Class A) over the Congressman and the
original limited partners.
All of these transactions were properly documented and
reported.

The Congressman's participation in this partnership

was in no way different than the other limited partners or with
limited partners in generally recognized business transactions.
It should be noted that the Congressman gave his interests
in this partnership to one of the original partners.
Obviously,

App.

B5.

this did not result in the gain to the Congressman

that has been alleged.
c.

West Atlantic City Associates.

Ltd.

West Atlantic was a never-completed limited partnership
to be formed in 1984 under the laws of New Jersey.

The partner-

ship never was able to purchase any of the sites the partners
wanted and so no investment of money ever was required.
partnership, which was never activated,
in 1984.
-30-
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2.

Investments With J. Harold Shankle
a.

B.S.

On October 23,

& S Enterorises (Destin.

Floridal

1981, Congressman Boner purchased a one-third

interest in a condominium unit in Destin, Florida.
was made by BB & 8 Enterprises,

a partnership.

The purchase

The other

partners were J. Harold Shankle and Ronald P. Boyle, Jr.
purchase price was $167,000.

The

There was a $33,838.70 down-payment

and a $135,827.17 mortgage (existing mortgage was assumed).
App.

56.
Each partner paid the RAM amount -- one third of the down

payment; each shares equally in all expenses and liabilities.
Again,

Congressman Boner has disclosed the ownership interest

and it

is difficult to understand why this property has been

raised by the press.

Here the partners contributions were

equal; their responsibilities and risks were the same; and,
property was purchased at market value.

the

There simply is no

issue.
All that Common Cause or anyone else has charged is

that

the Congressman "purchased a luxury condominium in Destin,
Fla., a popular and expensive beach resort on western Florida."
Common Cause Magazine,

p.

21.

It

is

interesting to note first

that the press has learned of these investments not through any

great investigation, but through simple reference to the
Congressman's own financial disclosure statements.
been no effort to hide these holdings.

There has

Also, the reporters'

use of expressive words like "luxury" and "expensive" without any
-31-
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attempt to list the costs or the Congressman's interest reveals
the misleading intent of the story.
B & B Enternrises (East Nashville ProDertiesl

b.

Congressman Boner made other investments in property.
these were "revealed" in various news reports even though

Again,

they have been reported on his financial disclosure forms.
Also, there has yet to be a charge made about these investments
other than the fact that they involved J. Harold Shankle.

Common

Cause states that Shankle's "major source of business has been
through federal and municipal contracts."
p.

Common Cause Magazine,

The intent is to somehow link Shankle's getting such

21.

The reporters,

business with Congressman Boner.
actually make that connection.

however,

never

They never point out that

government contracts are sent out for closed bids and awarded to
the low bidder.

And,

they never explain that there is no record

of Congressman Boners involvement in the bid procets.

Rather,

the reporters are satisfied to cast a broad innuendo without
specificity,

without proof,

and without one allegation of

support.
This unfair and shoddy treatment aside,

the facts will show

acain that these are all arms-length transactions at market value
where the Congressman's interest was purchased for value and was
proportionate to any other interest which exists.
B & S Enterprises,
the only partners,

in which the Congressman and Shankle are

was formed on November 23,

of the partnership was to buy,

1981.

The purpose

sell or lease real estate.
-32-
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all there were five pieces of property involved: 943 Russell
Street,

1413 Stratton,

2034 Greenwood.

auction.

614 Russell Street,

2115 Early Avenue and

Three of these were purchased at a public

All five were sold at public auction.

simply were not involved.

App.

Private deals

87.

Financing for the transactions was provided by United
Southern Bank and First American Bank.
into bankruptcy,

B9.

When USS went

B8.

outstanding debts were taken over by the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation.
App.

App.

B & S paid these off in

Each loan was arranged at market rate.

1984.

The property

and improvements on the property secured each loan.
Press reports were quick to point out those investments
with Gary Price in which Congressman Boner's capital contribution
differed from other partners'

or in which his risk was limited.

Some negative implication was intended.
ignores the fact that here,
risk were the same.
same,

The press totally

the Congressman's contribution and

Each partner's capital contribution was the

and each shared equal liability and risk.

If

property did not extinguish debt on that property,
contributed equally to pay back the debt.

a sale of any
each partner

Any expenses which

were required were paid equally by both partners.
The worst charge leveled by the press concerning these
transactions appears to be that "Records indicate that B&S
Enterprises has been a beneficial venture for Boner."
Cause Magazine,

p.21.

Common

Common Cause seems to have decided
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that Members of Congress should not make a profit in legitimate
business transactions.
Even so, the report about profits is unfounded.

The

reporters make their claims about "profits" by looking only at
purchase and sales, prices of various properties.

There is no

analysis of the costs of improvements or the costs and interest
To put these transactions in proper

involrd with mortgages.
perspective,

it should be noted that the total value for all five

properties was less than $300,000.
App.

Indeed, when all loans are paid and all accounts

5o.

received,

Loans went to about $150,000.

the properties will have resulted in at least a

$50,000 loss to the partnership.
Reporters concerned about finding facts would know that
building permits in public files at Nashville's codes department
include rough estimates of building improvements.

There permits

describes at least approximate improvement costs and could
easily have been found.

App.

87.

The reporting on dne property,
further scrutiny.

614 Russell Street, bears

Common Cause charged that Congressman Boner

did not pay for the property and received profits from its sale.
This is not the case.
In order to hold a piece of property that the Congressman
and Harold Shankle knew was going to be auctioned,
on November 12,
personal funds.
$21,000.00

Shankle did

1981 initially pay $3,150 as a deposit from his
App.

B10.

The total price for the property was

The remaining $17,850.00 also was first paid by
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Shankle on November 23.

App.

However,

Bl1.

Shankle had repre-

sented tnat the purchase was on behalf of B&S Enterprises and the
the receipt from the County Clerk's Office on November 23 lists
"William Boner" as an owner along with Shankle.
week later,

App.

9.12.

the B&S account at United Savings Bank was debited

$21,150.74 to pay for 614 Russell Street.

Shankle got back the

money he had payed in order to secure the property,

and Congress-

man Boner was debited for half the purchase amount.
In other words,
addition,
This is

A

App.

B13.

Congressman Boner did pay his one-half share.

In

the article alleges that no improvements were made.
Over $23,000 in

simply wrong.

improvements occurred.

Some $17,500.00 of these improvement were done and paid for in
March, 1982.

App.

B14.

Finally,

Common Cause reports that the

property was sold back to the partnership by Shanikle.
only half the story.

That is

&fter Shankle first bought the property,

and after he was reimbursed from B&S funds (Congressman Boner
being responsible for half),

Shankle decided to convert the

property for low income rental and receive federal money to do
so.

When Shankle stated his intent,

Congressman Boner quit-

claimed his interest in the property so as not to have any
business interest which received federal funds.

The Congressman

took this action to avoid any impropriety or the appearance of
impropriety.

Then,

when Shankle changed his mind,

man was given back his interest.

the Congress-

Ccntrary to press reports,

absolutely no money changed hands in this paper exchange and
absolutely no federal funds ever were used.
-35-
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I
facts,

then,

are that the Congressman paid his proper share for

the property and paid his share for the substantial improvements
that were in fact made.

Given the improvements that were made

and the costs of the loan,
on this transaction.

there was virtually no profit realized

This is yet another thing the press has

wrong.
The 614 Russell property provides a good example of what is
wrong with the allegations that have been made.
sentence in one article to suggest a charge.

It

takes one

A reporter does

not have to do all the research to find out the true facts.
Then,

after a careless assertion is made,

it takes a great deal

more effort to explain the transaction and to show that nothing
improper occurred.

One newspaper article reported that Gary Price,

who intro-

duced Congressman Boner to some of the above investments,
referred to one of these partnerships as a "gift."

Common Cause

then has asked why this was not reported as a gift,

as if

wrongdoing occurred.

The answer is simple and obvious.

Gary Price was asked the question,

some
When

he was asked it in the context

of why he was bringing these opportunities to the Congressman's
attention.

To that he said it was a "gift" because he thought he

"gave" Congressman Boner the opportunity to invest.

In addition,

the reporters who have been writing the articles about the
Congressman asked Mr.

Price what he expected to get in return for

his partnerships with Congressman Boner.
-36-
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reporters'

very leading question, Mr.

got or expected nothing,

in order to show he

Price,

used the word 'gift.'

Once any investment was identified, the Congressman's
His

participation was not a gift in any sense of that word.

contribution in each instance was proportionate to the other
His limits of liability were dictated by operation of

partners.

law and also were the same as other limited partners.

His 'risk"

in these business investments was not greater or les

than the

Finally, he paid value

others in his same partnership class.

absolutely proportionate to the value paid by others.
In addition,

the House has defined 'gift'

to mean 'a

payment, subscription, advance, or anything of value . . .
uls consideration of equal or greater value is received by
the donor.'
Se"

H.R. Rep. No.

a"2 2 U.S.C.

Boner was "given'

1837,

J 107(3).

95th Cong.,

Since it

2d Seas.

10 (3979).

is clear that Congzvnsman

nothing and that he gave fair market and

totally proportionate value for his investments,

it

is clear

from House precedents that his investments were not 'gifts.'
Members are also aduinished not to accept 'favors
benefits'

or

under circumstances which might be construed as

influencing thcir governmental duties.

Code of Ethics for

Government Service,

72 Stat.

H.R.

(1958); In the Matte,
Rep. No.

891,

Con.

Res.

175,

p.

2,

B 12

of Reoresentative Georae V. Hansen,

98th Cong.,

2d Seas.

325 (1984).

H.R.

Even had the

true facts shown that Congressman Boner had not made equal and
fair market value investments,ethen,
-37-
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shows that his conduct was still
be emphasized here that,
stories,

completely proper.

It

should

even in the most accusatory press

there has never been a charge that Gary Price asked

Congressman Boner for anything in return for providing the
Congressman with a chance to invest nor that Congressman Boner
did anything.

The reason is simple and also dispositive of any

suggestion that the investments were improper --

there was no

such request and nothing done.

C. ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS
Still another area in which Common Cause and The TennesMean
demonstrate their lack of knowledge about or understanding of the
rules are their claims that Congressman Boner improperly received
or reported gifts.
defined,

The facts show that "gifts," as that word is

were not involved or that they were exempt from report-

ing.
1.

Joe Reeves Sale To Conaressman Boner
of Hvdro-Sport Boat.

In the spring of 1983,

Congressman Boner approached Joe

Reeves abcut buying a power boat.

Reeves let the Congressman use

P Playmate 150 Hydro-Sport boat and engine in the summer of 1983
to decide if he liked it.
it,

The Congressman did use it,

and told Reeves he wanted to buy it.

did like

Reeves said that he

would follow up at a later date.

As the iumner was over,

further use of the boat was made,

and it

water and put in a barn.

no

was taken out of the

Both Reeves and the Congressman did not

follow up until the following summer.
-38-
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Sometime in 1984,

Congressman Boner let Reeves know that he

was prepared to pay for the boat.

Reeves did not respond until

December of that year; at that time he said that he wanted to
close the sale by the new model year, June 1985.

In May,

pursuant to Recves instructions, Congressman Boner paid him
$7,449.14 f'~r the boat.
The Yeason the boat was not reported as a gift was because
it was not a gift.

From the start, the Congressman's expressed

desire and intent was to buy a power boat.
approached Reeves.
a long time.

That is how he

It is true that consummation of the sale took

Nevertheless, the length of time, not caused by

Congressman Boner, should not change the nature of the transaction.

In fact, there are a number of consumer-credit transac-

tions in which an item can be purchased, with no money down,
payments postponed for a length of time.
ment usually is
not unusual,

and

No doubt the postpone-

less that a year, but the type of transaction is

especially between two people who know and trust

each other.
In addition to alleging inaccurate reporting, Common Cause

also tries to raise the spectre that Congressman Boner got use
of the boat for helping Joe Reeves with legislation.
not have the facts any more wrong.
Common Cause's article states:
Reeves was very interested in blocking the
Reagan administration's threat to impound
millions of dollars earmarked for projects
such as new lakes and boat ramps. Reeves
says the congressman arranged for him to
testify before the congressional committee
-39-
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considering the legislation in July 1981.
When Reeves could not make it, he sent one
of his employees.

.

.

. Later,

Boner voted

for the legislation and then co-sponsored a
resolution calling for its full funding.

Common Cause Magazine, p. 21.

The first sentence might be the

only accurate one in the paragraph.
Reeves was scheduled to testify in 1981 on H.R. 2250,
in the 97th Congress, introduced by Rep. John Breaux.
to the allegation,

a bill

Contrary

the bill had nothing whatsoever to do with

impounding of funds.

The main effect of the bill

was to amend

the tax law to impose a tax on the sale of sport fishing equipment and boats.

Congressman Boner did become one of a number of

co-sponsors of this bill,

but the bill died in Committee.

Neither Congressman Boner nor any other member ever voted on it,
as no vote ever occurred.
to testify on their own,

Also, as people can arrange to sign up
the Congressman's minor action is

worth mentioning, that is,

hardly

unless the intent is to give the

impression of wrongdoing where none exists.
There was a bill seeking to block the Reagan Administration's impounding of funds.
the 99th Congress in 1985.

This was H.R. 165, introduced in
Neither Reeves nor any of his emplo-

yees were supposed to or did testify on this measure.

Also,

Congressman Boner never voted on this bill because no House vote
was taken.
The only even-remotely related legislation in this area was
H.R. 2163, which had still
Studds,

a different sponsor, Rep. Gerry

and was submitted in the 98th Congress in
-40-
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legislation created the Wallop-Breaux Trust Fund for earmarking
revenue from user fees and boat gas taxes. Again, neither Reeves
nor an employee testified on this bill.
a voice vote of the House,

This bill was passed by

under suspension of the rules, and so

there is no record of the Congressman's or any other member's
vote.
These bulls were in three different Congresses, three
different years, and had different sponsors.
provisions of the bills differ markedly.
role in each bill also differed.

Indeed, the

Congressman Boner's

There is some circuitous

allegation that Common Cause is attempting to make about the
Congressman's participation in some legislation that effected the
boating industry.

However, the legislation and events on which

the article bases its

"charge" simply do not exist, and Congre-

ssman Boner did not take the actions or cast the votes alleged.
This does not mean that Reeves did not make his interest or
concerns in specific legislative topics known to Congressman
Boner.

However,

that is

legislative activity in

a far cry from being able to link any
1981 or 1983 with the Congressman buying

a boat from Reeves in 1985.

The allegation, whatever it

is

trying to say, ends up as a n=nseqLitur
2.

Congressman's Use Of A Recreational Vehicle (RV1

It also has been reported that Congressman Boner failed to
report use of a recreational vehicle (RV) in 1983.
use the RV, no reporting was required.
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From 1981 to 1983,

David Humphreys asked Congressman Boner

to try an RV to see what it

was like.

Humphreys,

who promoted

the use of RV's, wanted the Congressman, as chair of the Travel
and Tourism Caucus, to learn more about RVs.

In 1983,

Congressman did make arrangements to use the RV.
it

one two weekends: July 23-24 and July 30-31.

the

He asked to use
In order to

accommodate Humphreys, the Congressman picked the RV up on July
Also to accommodate Humphreys, he dropped it

22.

1.

off on August

However, Congressman Boner used it only for four or five

days.

The other days, caused by Humphreys'

schedule, the RV was

kept parked.
The fair market value of the RV was $40 day.
congressman used it

for five days.

At most,

This resulted in a "gift"

with a value of less than $250, the threshold for reporting on

financial disclosure forms.
The facts, again something that the Congressman's accusers

have not been so diligent in getting, which confirm this explanation are. contained in a letter from David Humphreys.
3.

Contributions. Honoraria.

App. Cl.

and Travel

Even while acknowledging the Congressman's position on the
Travel and Tourism Caucus, Common Cause throws that much more
mud when it

"reveals" that the Congressman gets campaign contri-

butions or honoraria from travel industry representatives.
now,

By

everyone knows Common Cause's position in support of public

financing of elections.

Everyone knows the positions the group

has taken against honoraria.

These policy positions and prejudi-
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ces explain Common Cause's opinions, but they do not explain why
that organization has singled out Congressman Boner for practices
followed by virtually every member of Congress.

His campaign

contributions are within all limits and are fully reported.

His

honoraria also are within the limits set by the rules and are
fully reported.
Reporters have pointed out the Congressman's trips to
Hilton Head, London, Providence, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Detroit,
Taiwan, and others.

Again, this is not an instance where some

skillful investigative reporting has uncovered some startling
new fact.

Each of these trips was reported on Congressman

Boner's financial disclosure forms.

Each fell within allowable

honoraria and travel rules which apply.
attended by other Members.

Some of these were

Virtually all members take such

trips and accept such honoraria, and honoraria are, of course,
exempt from the definition of gifts.

Advisory Opinion No. 2,

House Select Comm. on Ethics (1977) reprinted in H.R. Rep. No.
1837, 95th Cong.l,

2d Seass. 59-60 (1979).

If all Common Cause is left with is the fact that the
Congressman gets contributions and honoraria, then there is
nothing to which to respond.
4.

Gifts From James Wellham

As will bediscussed in more detail in the next section,
before he tried to save himself by lying about Congressman
Boner, Jim Wellhax and Bill Boner were friends. The Boners and
Wellhams socialized as friends do, and they exchanged gifts as
-43-
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friends do.

Before it soured, the relationship was quite like

most friendships except that the Congressman was required by law
to report certain gifts, even by friends, if their value exceeded
certain amounts.
Press reports again have included only one side of the
story -- the gifts Wellham gave the Congressman.

However, the

complete story was that there was an exchange of gifts, at
holidays and other occasions where that would be normal between
friends.

For example, the press has pointed to the $1300 suit
There has been no report,

Wellham gave Congressman Boner.

because private citizens do not have to file financial disclosure
statements,

that the Congressman gave Wellham a $1500 portrait.

Since the suit has attracted so much attention, some
additional facts should be known.

The tailor who made the suit

has said that Congressman Boner had no idea of its costs until
after it was made.

In fact, the tailor also has stated that

Wellham specifically told the tailor to allow the Congressman to
choose only from among expensive bolts of cloth and specifically
told him not to reveal the cost.

Since the suit was properly

reported (indeed that is again the way the press has "found" out
about it), there really is no issue of impropriety to address.
Nevertheless, since some implication of wrongdoing clearly was
intended, this explanation has been provided.
The press also has reported on a trip the Boners took with
the Wellhams to Los Angeles in September, 1982.

At this time,

Mrs. Boner was working for Wellham's company, American Specialty
-44-
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Metals.

Wellham said he was going to California to meet with

the company's west coast sales representative, Robin Coop.

He

specifically suggested that Mrs. Boner might take on that same
role for the east coast.

He wanted NM. Boner to meet with Ms.

Coop to see what she did.
Again, at this time, the Boners and Wellhams were friends.
The Congressman viewed the trip as a way to learn more about
Wellham's business and how it fit into defense issues.

The

Congressman used the trip to do factfinding at two or three
defense plants and offices (e.g. Hughes Helicopter).
The trip was four days.

The couples flew on commercial

airlines and stayed at a hotel.

The entire trip was accurately

included in Congressman Boner's financial disclosure forms for
Once again this is how the press "discovered" it.

1982.

And, once again, the trip is unassailable.

In addition, as Mrs.

Boner was working for ASK, her portion of the trip was not a
"gift" as defined in the law and was exempted from any reporting.
In fact, that trip and discussions Mrs. Boner had in Los Angeles
actually provide additional proof that she was a bona fide
employee of ASK, was assigned real tasks, and performed those
tasks.
D. CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING SPOUSAL INCOME

Common Cause, as well as others, have raised three serious
allegations of wrongdoing against Congressman Boner.
the charge is

In each,

that the Congressman helped someone out in exchange

for that person providing his wife with employment or with a
-45-
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salary without work.

While the press is attempting to show some

type of pattern so that one "incident" spills over onto the
other, a review of each charge shows that they are not related
and that nothing improper occurred.
1.

Work For James Wellham

One charge was that Congressman Boner accepted a bribe
(i.e., fees to his wife for no work done) by defense contractor
James Wellham.

No one

This charge was made by Wellham himself.

disputes that the charge was made only after Wellham was arrested
for massive government fraud and was facing possible conviction
and jail.

In order to get out of having to face a jail sentence

for defrauding the government, Wellham volunteered that he had
information against Congressman Boner. In other words, Wellham
was perfectly willing to say what he had to about the Congressman
to protect his own hide.
As Common Cause and others have pointed out, Congressman
Boner was and is known for his work in his district and attention
to constituent needs.

When Wellham, a defense contractor in his

district, had problems dealing with the federal government,

it

was natural for Wellham to ask the Congressman for help and it
was natural for the Congressman to provide assistance.

This

arrangement occurs hundreds of times a week in every member's
office.

Indeed, this Committee has recognized that "(i]t is

[members'] duty, directly or through our staffs, to assist
constituents with their problems before the agencies of the
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Federal government." Ethics Manual, aim=, at 37, quoting March

14, 1974 letter from Standards Committee.
There is also no doubt that Wellham and the Congressman
Occasionally, they would see each other social-

became friends.
ly.

Together, they also tried to get more work for the Congress-

man's district, again something that is done by virtually all
members trying to bring more jobs to and improve the economy in
their districts.
1981, the Congressman, his

At one social dinner in November,
wife, Wellham,

and his wife were discussing why Mrs. Boner stayed

in Nashville.

Wellham said that he could help get her to

Washington by hiring her and using her knowledge of Nashville
and Washington.

Mrs. Boner did not accept the position immedi-

Only after discussing the situation did she agree to the

ately.

Also, Congressman Boner, as was and is his practice,

job.

called and spoke with someone on the staff of the Standards
Committee to make sure there was no general prohibition which
applied.

Neither the Congressman nor the Standards Committee

followed this call up with a letter.
$25,000.00 a year and a cjnt

-o

prepared by Wellham and Mrs. Boner.

Mrs. Boner was hired for
0^21M

ob description was

App. Dl.

Her employment was

properly reported on Congressman Boner's financial disclosure
forms.
In Washington, Mrs. Boner did research, kept up with
various lists of people to whom Wellham could sell his products,
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kept up with the awarding of defense contracts,

tracked federal

legislation, and did certain public relations work.
To prove the allegations of a bribe, reporters have pointed
out that Mrs. Boner has no records or copies of her work for
Wellham.

However, she worked for a salary and did not have to

keep traditional time records.

In addition, she did not have

photocopier facilities to make duplicates of her work.

The

originals were sent to Wellham who, by now, probably has destroyed them in order not to undermine his tale.

Similarly, Mrs.

Boner did not have a secretary to keep track of files and
records.

Finally, Mrs.

Boner moved three times since then and,

each time, more and more unnecessary things have been discarded.
Reporters also have raised the question of why payments by
Wellham were made to Mrs. Boner in her maiden name.
the implication is
identity.

Of course,

that the Boners were trying to hide her true

The fact is that, when she did practice, Mrs.

used her maiden name.

That is

how she is

licensed.

Boner

App.

D2.

Nevertheless, that documentation which does exist supports
Mrs.

Boner's position.

There were business cards and stationary

printed for her.

App. D3.

Washington.

D3 (address on card); D4 (copy of box key).

App.

She did open a post office box in

Job description was prepared for her, App.

A

Dl, and she did

arrange to have Wellham send a typewriter and desk brought to the
Boner's Washington home.

The Boners reported the use of their

home on their taxes for these office purposes.

Also, Mrs.

Boner

has found some correspondence from the time which would be in
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App.

keeping with her doing the work she had claimed.
Finally, a Los Angeles trip on which Mrs.

DS.

Boner met a westcoast

employee of Wellham's firm and discussed with Wellham the
possibility of going into sales already has been mentioned. AjM
p. 45,

mura.

arrangement,

All of these would have been unnecessary if

the

as Wellham claims, was to be a pay-off for no work.

Eventually, Mrs. Boner moved back to Nashville to work in a
law firm.

That firm also did work for Wellham,

to receive payments for the work she did there,

and she continued
including

monitoring legislation in which Wellham was interested.
Despite Congressman Boner reporting his wife's employment
and despite the fact that people at her law firm knew of her work
and the payments made,

no complaint was made and no question ever

was raised until Wellham made up his story to try to cut a deal
and alleged that he had "bribed" the Congressman.
Again,

some of the facts are not in dispute.

company was audited by the Department of Defense.

Wellham's
The audit

revealed that Wellham was providing material below specifications.

The DOD auditors brought the case to the attention of

the Department of Justice.

Confronted with the discovery of his

wrongdoing, Wellham took a well-worn path to save himself -to focus attention on someone else.

try

The higher the person the

better, and Wellham had a candidate in mind, his friend Congressman Boner.
Wellham fabricated a movie-plot story that all along Mrs.
Boner had done no work for him, and her salary was a bribe.
-49-
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This was a statement that law enforcement officials could not
ignore.

Enticed by the prospect of a bigger "catch," the
Aware

prosecutors and FBI were willing to use Wellham as bait.

that Wellham might be lying, the Government arranged for him to
be wired for a meeting with Congressman Boner.

1984 at

They met in March,

the Congressman and asked to see him.
a hotel in Washington,

Wellham called

and Wellham tried all he could to get the

Congressman to say something to incriminate himself.

Finally, he

came right out and said: "It will look like you took a bribe."
The Congressman,

surprized, upset,

and puzzled, replied: "Jim,

you know she did work for you, just tell

them the truth."

If

that were not enough explanation to completely repudiate
Wellham's charges, the FBI provided even more.

Upset that they

had made what was beginning to look like a bad deal and concerned
that they might not get their prized "catch," a U.S.

Congressman,

the prosecutors and FBI gave Wellham a lie-detector test about
the events he charged.

He failed.

Apparently,

Wellham now

claims to have passed another such test which he arranged for
himself.
That ended the matter until someone in Government,

still

upset about the bad deal made with Wellham and trying to vindicate their own error in trusting Wellham,

tried to create a story

that the Congressman knew that Wellham was wired when he made his
exculpatory statement.
this explanation,

The press has picked up (or been leaked)

and they have the facts here as wrong as any.

They have reported that Wellham told a colleague of Mrs.

Boner

that the FBI was investigating his relationship with the Congres-50-
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sman and that this colleague then told the Congressman.
is

The fact

that someone who worked for Wellham may have told Ken Switzer,

a then colleague of Mrs.
tion.

Boner, that Wellham was under investiga-

However, the statement was that the Department if Defense

had been auditing or investigating.
Switzer has been quoted in press reports as saying that he
was told that the FBI was involved and that he tried to reach
Congressman Boner.
Congressman.

He admits he did not get through to the

He says he told another lawyer in his firm, Bob

Langford, to pass the information onto the Congressman.
Langford,

however,

says that the FBI never was mentioned and that

he did not tell the Congressman in any event.
There also have been news reports about a February 1984

meeting at the Congressman's house.

The Congressman, Mrs.

Boner, Switzer, Langford, and Butch Eley, an aide to the Congressman, were present.

Press reports have stated that Switzer

claims that the FBI was mentioned at this meeting.

All of the

other participants at this meeting state that the DOD audit was
the only thing that was mentioned.

In fact, the participants

specifically remember reference to the inferior quality of
Wellham's work.
The purpose of the meeting was, frankly, to discuss the DOD
audit of Wellham.

Mrs. Boner worked for him; he was a friend

of the Boner's; and, he had contributed to the Congressman's
campaign.

The group was concerned that revelation about

Wellham's DOD problems could be politically embarrassing.
-51-
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is what they gathered to discuss.

At no time, however, was the

Justice Departmenit, the FBI, or any involvement by or allegation
about Congressman or Mrs.

Boner mentioned.

Congressman Boner never has denied that he knew of some DOD
audit.

Indeed, Wellham told the Congressman of this himself, but

no one ever mentioned the FBI to the Congressman.
at most, all Congressman Boner "knew"
looking into Wellham's contracts.

was that DOD auditors were

He did not know whether the

audit was routine, looking for overcharges,
etc.

In addition,

looking at quality,

He had no reason in the world to connect that knowledge

with the suspicion that he was being accused of being involved.

In the midst of all of these "what did he know and when did
he know it"

questions, a few things have been overlooked.

The

allegation is that Wellhau bribed the Congressman, but there
really has never been any explanation of what the bribe was for.
Congressman Boner did make efforts on Wellhan's behalf, but he
did this, as he did with so many others, as part of his constituent services.

In addition, it

is not as if Congressman Boner

started doing anything for Wellham only after Mrs. Boner was
employed.

Probably two-thirds of any activity that did exist

occurred bfora

Mrs. Boner was employed.

What also has received

too little attention is the fact that no matter what the order
of conversations with Switzer or Langford or anyone else,
Wellham failed the FBI-administered lie detector test.

This

should seriously undermine the whole basis for this story being
investigated in the first place.
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man know,

rather than on whether anything wrong ever occurred

makes no sense at all.
While the Congressman's accusers will continue to try to
fabricate facts and tidbits which explain how the Congressman
might have known or could have known or could have been tipped
of,

all that is

after-the-fact attempts to make something which

does not exist.

As one example, some have asked why Congressman

Boner did not report his conversation with Wellham.
whom?

Report to

Wellham told the Congressman that he (Wellham)

being investigated.

already was

Congressman Boner had no reason to suspect

he had been implicated.

Wellham said it

would look like a bribe,

and the Congressman told him to tell the truth.
to report and why?

What was there

This was not a statement that Wellham was

going to lie and say it

was a bribe.

In that event,

gressman might have reason to protect himself.
thought his "friend" would tell the truth.

Here,

the Conhowever,

he

There was nothing to

report.
The undisputed facts remain that every paper (e.g.
disclosure form)
Wellham)

and every conversation (e.g.

financial

wired meeting with

and every piece of collateral evidence (e.g.

Wellham's

failed lie detector test) support the Congressman's statement.
On the other side is

the unsubstantiated word of a person

convicted of defrauding the Government by providing cheap
material which did not meet specifications
this country's missile silos.

"story has failed.

Every attempt to collaborate his

His motive to lie is obvious,
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to support that lie has failed miserably.

Nevertheless,

this

allegation continues to be made without any additional proof.
2.

Work for J. Harold Shankle

As previously explained, J.

Harold Shankle is

business partner of Congressman Boner.
gressman have been partners in
Like Wellham,

Shankle and the Con-

B&S and BB&UEnterprises.

Shankle's company,

a construction firm which

does work for the federal government,
district.

a friend and

is

in the Congressman's

Over time, as he has done with other constituents,

the Congressman also has helped Shankle when he has had to cut
through Government red tape.

That is AU Congressman Boner ever

did.
The charge has been made that either for his investment
opportunities with Shankle or for work Shankle gave Mrs.

Boner to

do, Congressman Boner interceded on Shankle's behalf to get him
special treatment at the Veterans Administration.

The facts

already have shown that the Congressman's investments were all
for fair market value paid and all properly reported.
addition,
profit.

In

these investments have not necessarily resulted in any
The rest of the facts will show that Shankle did not get

special treatment at the VA, that any intervention by Congressman
Boner's office was that normally done by members on behalf of
their constituents, and that,
legal work that Mrs.

in three of the four occasions,

the

Boner did for Shankle was on those proper-

ties in which her husband had an interest.
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was Congressman Boner who had his wife do the ministerial acts
involved in real estate closing in ordur to save fees.
In 1983,

the VA did request sealed bids for the renovation

of a clinical laboratory in Nashville.

Bids were requested in

three separate ways: one included the total cost of the project;
another was just for the cost of asbestos removal alone.
There were at least eight different bidders, Shankle being only
one.

There has been no allegation whatsoever that Congressman

Boner had anything at all to do with bringing the project to
Shankle's attention, with providing information to Shankle on
how to bid, or in any other way with the submission by Shankle
of his bid.
On April 15, the bids were opened.
by a little

more that $70,000.00.

Shankle's was the lowest

His bid was $ 1,049,552.00.

A few days later, after being informed of the bids and the
disparity in the prices, Shankle discovered that a completely
innocent mistake had been made.
been requested,

Because of the way the bids had

his total bid amount did not include the cost of

asbestos removal.

However, while he did not include it

in the

total, Shankle did state, on his original bid, that asbestos
removal would cost $60,000.00.

Shankle wanted to have his bid

revised to reflect this mistake.

As it turned out, the final

amount would still be lower that the others and would save the
Government money.
On April 20,
Nashville.

Shankle called Congressman Boner's office in

He asked who to contact at the VA and whether
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mistakes were provided for in VA procedures. They were.

An aide

to the Congressman then arranged for a meeting between Shankle
and the VA.

The meeting took place on April 21 with Shankle, a

Vice President in his office, and various VA officials.
meeting, the VA Contracting Officer, Ralph Tramel,

At the

asked that

Shankle substantiate his claims.
Later that same day, Shankle delivered to Tramel information
to substantiate what had occurred and a corrected bid (with
asbestos removal) for S 1,109,972.00.

On April 25,

the Nashville

VA Director forwarded the request to VA Assistant Deputy Administrator for Procurement and Supply in Washington,

D.C.

without

a recommendation.
Contemporaneous file memoranda made when these events
occurred (and released pursuant to the FOIA) show that Congressman Boner's inquires about this matter were perfectly legitimate.
App.

D6.

A notation on Hay 5 indicates that the Congressman

called "to inquire about the status of a mistake on the bid from
VA Medical Center Nashville,

TN."

the VA officials taking the call is

The response indicated from
instructive:

I told him I had the file (rec'd
4/28) but had not reviewed it yet.
I said it would be reviewed

shortly and that it would then be
sent through General Counsel for
the required legal review. He
asked me to call him back after I

had reviewed it to let him know
what my recommendation would be.

There is nothing in that contemporaneous record to indicate that
Congressman Boner did anything more than to make a status
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inquiry.

That is

more than that.

because Congressman Boner never did anything
Both the caselaw and the Standards Committee's

interpretative rulings approve status inquiries of the kind
Congressman Boner's office made to the VA.
Quinn,

United States v.

141 F. Supp. 622 (SDNY 1956); Advisory Opinion No. 1,

(Jan. 26,

1970),

reprinted in Ethics Manual, &M", at 148.

Common Cause's article states that the local VA office
refused Shankle's request, raising the suggestion that it

was

the Congressman's intervention which caused the VA to change its
mind.

The facts, as shown in the VA's own files, do not bear

this out and undercut the entire allegation.
On June 1, the VA office made a recommendation that the
request be approved.

In doing so, the official specifically

recognized how the asbestos removal part of the bid could have
been left out:
The key to verification of the
alleged mistake here is that the
estimator consistently treated
asbestos removal as a separate
item. It was never made part of
the pricing of bid item I or 1I.
0 . We conclude that their worksheets confirm clearly and convincingly that a mistake did occur
and also that the total amount
of the intended bid is equally
clear . .

.

.

The memorandum goes on to acknowledge that the correction will
not displace any other bidder because the corrected amount is
still

the lowest.
Almost a year later, when press began to inquire into

everything that Congressman Boner ever did, calls were made to
-57-
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the VA about this correction.

Again, a memorandum created at

the time the press inquiry was made also reveals that the
Congressman's role was proper and consistent with the discharge
of his responsibilities.

Mr. Richard D. Isaac of the South-

eastern Region wrpte that, to the question about Congressman
Boner's involvemenqt; he stated: "To our knowledge, Mr. Boner
attempted to have no influence on the award of the contracts
involved."

App. DG.

Still not content with the answer media

then sought VA interviews on whether even this involvement by a
congressman was unusual.

Again, VA memorandum kept about the

press inquiries show 'he

innuendo of the press questions, the

appropriateness of the Congressman's actions, and the consistency
of the VA's reply:
A. Isn't it unusual for a Congressman's office to represent
a contractor on such %& iasUe? ANSWER: Not unusual. Many individuals contact their congressman for assistance whenever they are
having difficulty dealing with the government.
E. I note that the contract exceeded the original completion date. Is this not unusual? ANSWZR: In a contract of this
size, normally a number of change orders are required due to
unforeseen problems. If the change order is substantiated, the
contract completion date may be exceeded. I see to recall in
the laboratory project that there was a problem with a supplier
going out of business and a new supplier having to be located.
F.
Did Congressman Boner ever contact you personally with
regard to Mr. Shankle's problems? ANSWER: No, Mr. Hunt contacted

me.

H. Was the decision to allow the change in the original
bid made locally? ANSWER: No, it was approved in Washington.
1. Is this unusual?

AN•WMER: No.
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M. Did Congressman Boner or his office apply unusual
pressure in the Shankle case? ANSWER: Not that I am aware of.
On both occasions, Walter Hunt and I merely expedited the

meeting between the officials involved so that a resolution
could be achieved.
App. D6.
Finally, Mrs.
Shankle.

Boner did not do a great deal of work for

Her only involvement was to serve as a settlement

attorney on the closing of four pieces of property. Three of
these (943 Russell Street,

1413 Stratton, and 2034 Greenwood)

belonged to Congressman Boner as well.
was done by the law firm of Langford,

Mrs.

Boner worked at the time.

What is more,
Switzer & King,

paid approximately $150.00 for each closing,
App.

has been raised with Wellham,
Once again the charge -Congressman Boner --

is

for which

Congressman Boner wanted to have

his wife's law firm do the closing to save fees.

paid directly to the firm.

the work

D7.

The firm was

and all fees were

There is

no question,

as

that this work was not performed.
special treatment arranged by

not supported by the evidence.

That

evidence which does exist supports Congressman Boner and is not
contained in after-the-fact statements or unsubstantiated charges
by those trying to save their own hides.

It exists in contem-

poraneous memoranda kept in the normal course of business by

people with n2 interest in the results.
lity of this type of evidence,
man Boner's statements,

Despite the availabi-

completely supportive of Congress-

the media and others have raised the

charge of wrongdoing and influence peddling and ignored telling
the rest of the story.
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3.

Work for Joe Reeves

Finally, Mrs. Boner did do legal work for Joe Reeves.

This

work has been lumped by the press with the allegations by Jim
Wollhan in order to suggest some pattern of Mrs. Boner being paid
for not doing any work.

However, this is clearly not the case,

and Reeves would be and has been the first to say so.
In March or April of 1983, Joe Reeves asked Mrs. Boner
whether she could do work for him concerning trademarks on his
boats.

She said she would like to do the work.

she was working for Langford, Switzer.

At the time,

A normal retainer

arrangement was made in which Reeves paid the firm $5,300.00.
Following this, Mrs. Boner did do extensive work researching
trademark law, filing for trademarks, and keeping track of
conflicting trademarks.

She spoke with and corresponded with

officials at the Trademark and Patent Office in Washington,
D.C.

App. D8.

A file at the firm was created and kept current.

In addition to the retainer, Reeves also reimbursed the firm
for filing fees.

This totalled about $300.00.

Pursuant to the

arrangement Langford, Switzer had with Mrs. Boner, the check
sent to pay for her work was endorsed b

Q2 ZjjM to Mrs. Boner.

Because of the way Mrs. Boner was paid -- endorsement of
the check -- Mrs. Boner did not make a proper record of the
receipt of the payment.

Then, in turn, when the Boners compiled

documents to put together their taxes, this payment was omitted.
The income was initially omitted from their returns.

When the

issue of Mrs. Boner's work for Reeves was questioned, and Mrs.

S~-60-o
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Boner went back to compile her records, she discovered that the
payment had not been initially reported on their taxes.

The

Boners have since filed corrected returns.
There is simply no basis to any charge that Mrs. Boner did
not do the work for Reeves she claimed or that the work was in
any way improper.

Indeed, Reeves himself confirmed to the press

that it occurred.

So, despite the attempt by the press to paint

Mrs. Boner's work for Reeves in the same color as the Wellham
A payment to

allegations, the plain facts do not permit this.
the law firm was made for work done.

The work done was private

legal work, and it did not involve Congressman Boner in any way.

CONC~LUSION
From the start of the press allegations against Congressman
Boner, there has been one overwhelming problem.

For some time

now, public officials have been scrutinized with far less
benefit of the doubt than at any time in American history.

An

allegation, standing alone and with little support, often has
been enough to cause an elected official's defeat.
tions, then, can be devastating.

Two allega-

Knowing this, press often have

taken advantage of public officials' special vulnerability.
know too well that it takes a sentence to make a charge and a
ream of paper to rebut it.
*

While this should result in even

greater caution before an allegation is made, if too often
results in less.
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Similarly, there is the adage that where there is smoke,
there is fire.

Sometimes, however, where there is smoke,

there

only was a very small match that was allowed to smolder too
There have been so many allegations leveled against

long.

Congressman and Mrs.

Boner, that there is the legitimate fear

that the number alone will dictate the conclusion.

Rather than

closely examining each and every allegation to determine the
source,

the proof, and the follow-up,

could easily take an easier way out.

the Standards Committee
It could decide that

there must be something wrong simply because there are so many
That too would unfairly exascerbate the situa-

things alleged.

tion in which public officials find themselves.
However,

if a truly impartial review of each charge is

done, the result will be fair and just.

What will that review

find?
It will find a series of campaign fund expenditures which
might be unique in how they were structured,

but which meet all

the requirements and rules concerning elections.

It also will

find that, rather than providing for his personal gain, Congressman Boner took extraordinary steps to separate his political and
official activities without making any money.
That impartial review will also find that,
members of Congress,
mate, arms-length,

like hundreds of

Congressman Boner participated in legiti-

business investments.

He did this for fair

market value paid and for value equal to that paid by others in

-62-
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He did not get special treatment, and

his same partner class.

he did not do anything in return for his business opportunities.
An impartial look will reveal that the issue of improper
Gifts were either properly reported or

gifts is a red herring.

they were omitted from reports based on a legitimate clahm of
Even if this claim is

exemption.

of any motive to conceal.

in error, there is

no evidence

The value of all the so-called

unreported gifts (e.g. use of an RV,
payment) is less than $500.00,

use of a boat before

and those who "gave" these "gifts"

got nothing in return.
Finally, that impartial review also will find that Mrs.
Boner did actual legal and other work for each person she has
claimed.
suspect,

Jim Wellham's accusation to the contrary is

facially

and all of his attempts to support his lie have failed.

Both Harold Shankle and Joe Reeves have confirmed that Mrs.
Boner actually did work for them.

This work was completely

proportionate to any fees (e.g. a $150 fee for a real estate
closing) paid.

There was no attempt by the Boners to hide the

work or the fees paid.
Mrs.

Boner's law firm.

These certainly were known to lawyers in
Some might like to create a pattern of

favors done by Congressman Boner for money paid to Mrs.

Boner

for non-existent legal work, but the facts show that both parts
of this allegation --

the favors and the payment for no work --

are untrue.
Congressman Boner never has claimed that he made no mistakes.

Perhaps he and Mrs.

Boner were naive in allowing their
-63-
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friendship with Jim Wellham to grow.

Perhaps the Congressman

should have turned down arms-length business investments simply

because he was a public official who receives greater scrutiny.
Perhaps he should have followed the lead of so many of his
colleagues and used House funds for more of the political aspects
of his job.

Perhaps he should have had a battery of accountants

and lawyers advise him in every decision he made.

All of these

are after-the-fact conclusions with which the Congressman might
agree.
The unbelievable scrutiny which Congressman Boner has been
given has revealed mistakes.

Some of his disclosure forms were

late; some transactions were reported in only one part (rather
than in two parts) of the appropriate form; and, perhaps he
should have taken a more inclusive approach in dealing with
still
is

other events like his purchase of the boat.
no argument that, having it

Again,

there

to do again, there are a number

of things the Congressman would do different.
However,

it

is

a long way from acknowledging these short-

comings and mistakes to the serious allegations of bribery and
influence-peddling that the press have tried to make.

Too late

for the defense industry and for Congressman Boner, Jim Wellham
has been revealed to be the liar he is.
allegation,
Boner.

there really is very little

And, without Wellham's
there against Congressman

The questions raised over the use of campaign funds,

tardy financial disclosures,

and investments in which the

"Congressman paid market value simply do not justify Congressman
-64-
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Boner being singled out for press sensationalism, federal
investigation,

and House ethics inquiry.

The outrageous allegations and the almost weekly front page
newspaper stories already have damaged Congressman Boner's
reputation and standing.
that which has been lost.

He may never be able to fully recover
There is no doubt that there were and

are legitimate issues and questions to be raised.
excuse,

however,

This does not

the press sensationalism, shoddy research, and

either purposeful or lazy failure to print all the facts that
easily could be found.
What Congressman Boner seeks now is

this chance to present

all of the facts and his side of the story.

He wants an expedi-

tious review so that these charges no longer can be used politically.

This review may indicate that he could do things better

in the future, but it also will show that the serious charges of
wrongdoing that have been made are untrue, unsupported,
unprovable.

-65-
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BRAND & LOWELL
FPTMFOOR
923 FFrTW4TfH STREET.
WAS,•MGTON.

NW

C 21IN

wam 62-9700

March 17,

1986

BX HAND
Ralph L. Lotkin, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.
20515
Dear Mr. Lotkin:
We are forwarding Congressman Boner's statement in response
to the preliminary inquiry voted by the Standards Committee on
February 5, 1986.
As Congressman Boner states in his cover letter to the
Committee, he is very anxious to provide the Committee with
anything it needs in order to facilitate the inquiry and resolution of this matter. Along these same lines, we Iook forward to
working with you and John Hoefer to follow up on the Congressman's statement.
Let us point out one continuing concern that we have.
Certain members of the press have shown that they will go
to great lengths tc print half-truths or actual incorrect
charges about the Cc.ngressman.
These same reporters have also
been able to encourage and benefit from leaks that have occurred
These leaks all have been from the law enforcement agencies
involved with the case. The Committee and its staff, as is its
practice and reputation, has been able to maintain the confidentiality that Members deserve in these procedures.
We want to
thank the Committee for its practice and reiterate the importance
of confidentiality in the future. The premature release of any
of the information contained in the Congressman's statement
would seriously undermine the Committee's procedure.
As you and the staff review the Congressman's statement and
hate questions or went additional documents, please let us know
We also would appreciate your letting us know what the Ccmmittee's schedule for r-isolving this matter will be.

133
Ralph L. Lotkin,
March 17, 1986
Page 2

Esq.

Again, we want to thank you for your continued consideration.
Please let
us know what else we can do to facilitate
an
expeditious resolution of this matter.
Sincerely,

Stanley M. Brand
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March 17,

1986

Honorable Julian C. Dixon
Honorable Floyd D. Spence
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House of Representatives
20515
Washington, D.C.
Dear Chairman Dixon and Ranking Minority Member Spence:
On
begin a
against
offered

February 4, 1 wrote you and requested that the Committee
review of the many press allegations that had been made
me.
In my letter, I pledged my complete cooperation, and
to provide the Committee with all the information I had.

The following day, February 5, the Committee did vote to
initiate a preliminary inquiry into the allegations that were
made.
The Committee's resolution organized these charges into
four categories concerning use of campaign funds, business
transactions, gifts, and my wife's income.
Following up on my earlier pledge and pursuant to the
Committee's own rules (Rule 11(a)(2)(A)), I am enclosing my
My statement
statement in response to the preliminary inquiry.
tracks the Committee's resolution to present my side of events
In
addition,
I am
in the four categories mentioned above.
providing the Committee with copies of documents which further
In all, the over 60 pages of narrative
set out my explanation.
and 100 or so exhibit should provide the Committee with the
information it needs to resolve this matter completely and
expeditiously.
Certain member*; of the press have been totally irresponsible
You will see that many of
in their reports about my activities.
the so-called char.'et could easily have been disproved had the
I have tried to include every
reporters been seeking the truth.
allegation that hir baen raised in this statement even though,
to do so, gives more credence to the allegations than they often
deserve.

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE WITH RECYCLED FIBERS
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Honorable Julian C. Dixon
Honorable Floyd D. Spance

March 17, 1986
Page 2

In addition to providing this material, I would be happy to
cooperate in any other way that will facilitate the Committee's
review.
What I seek now, is what I always have sought -- a fair,
impartial review of the true facts and an expeditious resolution
to this matter.
Please let me know if the Committee needs anything else,
and please let me know the Committee's schedule for reviewing
the allegations and my statement and it making its report to the
full House.
Thank you again for your consideration.

ill
nor
emb r of Congress
Enclosure
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February /.,
1986
Honorable Julian C. Dixon
Honorable Floyd D. Spence
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20S15
Dear Chairman Dixon and Rinkiiag i'.,,ortl Ni*rlser Speotte
Over the past few weeks, .liere
newspaper articles which raise quest
campaign finances and transactions.
inquiries raised as thoroughly as I

have be',l a number of
ions about certain of my
I hive tried to answer the
could.

Already my opponents
It is, of course, an election year
and potential opponents are beginning to use these newspaper
articles for their own political purposes.
When these articles first began appearing last year, I
specifically told Chairman Dixon that I looked forward to having
a feir and impartial forum in which any allegation could be
cleared up. I nov realize that there are those wbo do not want
to have these issues aired and who are content with allowing
these unfounded charges to snowball, without answer, straight
through to the election. This one-sided, political approach is
not fair. As I stated some months ago, I want only a fair forum.
Jig which to set the record straight.
Consequently, I am formally requesting that the Committee 0o
Standards of Official Conduct take immediate action to investigate
and review my conduct in any or all of the areas identified by
the press. Whether this review occurs as a preliminary inquiry
or under sooe other procedure of the Committee, it is my desire
that there be no delay and that I have the opportunity to answer
all of the questions which have been raised.
On my part, I pledge my total cooperation to the Committee's
review. I will provide information and documents which readily
will show just how unfounded and unfair the charges that have
been made against me really are. In fact, I also will be able to
show that the campaign and personal spending decisions I made
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Honorable Julian C. Dixon
Honorable Floyd D. Spence
February 4, 1986
Page 2

were supported by the ruleb of the House dad the ii.terprctations
the Committee has made to various standards of conduct.
I as not sayLng that I might aiot hd(' lrbeen able to file
clearer statements or reports or that, given decisions which have
been recognized to be discretionary, someone might disagree with
a decision I made. I am stating, and as confident that the
information 1 have will prove, that I followed accepted
practices and procedures sad that I have committed no violation
of law or rule.
Perhaps, the financial and reporting decisions that I and
other members have had to make will demonstrate that further
clarifications in the rules are necessary. If that is the case,
then the charges against me, even if improperly motivated, and
the review that I as requesting will serve a useful purpose
Please let me know when, at the Committee's earliest
opportunity, the review that I have requested can begin. Then,
please also let me know how I can expedite this review and
cooperate with the committee
I appreciate your consideration and prompt attention to this
matter.

Bill Boner
Member of Congress
BB/dsj
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LEASE AGWLL..N1

This is to signify an agreement between William H. Boner and
the Re-Llcct Congressman Boner 1986 Lomlmttee for the lease of a
1984 Pontiac Bonneville owned by William II. Boner.
pay to G.M.A.C.

The campaign shall

the sum of $275.00 per month for the lease of said

of all maintenance during this period.
automobile and shall pay 80%E

/

WILLIAMIi.

BUNE-"

WILLIA'IH.

FREEMAN, TREASURER

142
.lune 10,

1985

Mr. William il. Freeman,
Treasurer
Re-Elect Bill Boner Congressman
P.O. Rnx 60685
Nashville, TN 37206
Dear Bill:
Since January 1, 1985 the campaign has paid $344.14
Though the amount
a month for lease of the 1984 Pontiac.
Is undar the rair Market Value. I have decided to reduce the
I will be
lease amount even more to $275.00 per month.
paying the entire amount of $344.14 in July which will more
than make up for the amount over $275.00 that the campaign
paid the previous 6 months.
The difference between the $275.00 that campaign pays
each month will be paid by me personally which will account
for approximately 20% of the tinoe I use the car personally.
In addition all maintenance and other expenses will be
handled at the ,dine perLentage.
Sincerely,

Bill Boner
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LEASE AGREEMENT

This Is to signify an agreement between William H. loner and the
Re-Elect Congressman boner 1984 Committee for the lease of a General
Electric Kobil Telephone (GL2021)

owned by William H. Boner.

The

Campaign Committee will pay to William H. Boner the sum of $200.00
per month for the lease of said Mobil Telephone and shall pay for all
service repairs for the duration of this lease agreemnt.
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October 11, 1S

Honorable Conresarmn William H. Boner
P. 0. Box U*80
Nashville, TN 37206
Deor (ongressomn Boner:
The lease price on the Mobile Telephone is $330.96 plus tax with the
option to purchase for 105 FdV.
if you have qnV questions please let -m know.
Sincerely,

Glenin . Clever
President
GXC/pw
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C19 3-d A--4

S80,000 O0

6/15/84

Purchased rrice
2.

5Ceýth

Terr•s of Furchase

a.

SCO,0 00

First Vort;d3e
11) W P. !tt.tnson. Sr
4124 Frarrlin ;.ad
ki)

7c, s of 'Iortqd~e

a

StO.% O 50 at the irterest rate of 11,
a,,.- a.rtar,:cd on a :0 ,Ear

cer

vcredule .wth

a call (,n t',e note at toie end of 12 ,ears frum
'ate of the 'cdn.
11

ý.'

e'ntg

are tc,!e

(%,v

30,
19;9 -,soy.

(1)

.ack I'aw and 'et~rah ihaw
Hill :rive
4A1I ',ina
",aShvil e, IN J,,JS

12)

Ter's of mortgage

00

$19.:00.00 at the interest rate of 12% per arnnm
a-vtiaried cn a 10 ,ear perlc
.Xre 15.

b

1991).

.19.i00

A "ortI - i e

a.

30.

5!IC 70 per -crth.

F

(June 15,

1994)

tr-ts are to be S276 90 per nonth.

1984.
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SHIPLEY & BIliMI
206 Reallor'b IluIlding
Slrewl
Narlhvllie. Tenihsyt- 37201
HbAS)254-0582

"306 Ga)

SELLER'S SLTLI MILNT SHEET
DATE June 1S, 1984
SELLER Jack Shaw and Deborah Shaw
BUYER V. H. 9. Properties
PROPERTY
621 3rd Averas
Nasihvie, 1;

PolNo
ACCOUNT

PROPERTY SOLD
Proration
of
Current Taes

$S 60,000.00

s$.
...
310.96

SS

S__
S

Insurance
Loan Assumed
lit
mortgAO
EKsrow Funds with
Rent Ad)ustmtnt
Eaflest Money inHands Of"Seller
Amount Necessary to pat IIttig
Amount Netessary to pay 2nd milt
VevnJ 'rsLien retained by setle r
Release of Lien
t- e
7er9r
ps)erni
mt
v1•"cllanouust

D•ld

C11
dill

Debr,

_

S

.

S
S

S"$ .
S1$

s

prjimpraEti.01

_

_

--

Q.0

990Q00.
35.00

S

I ie Puhicy
LiAruw ( lus, Fee
(C ,n ,%,,,,n to Agent
Total [)eJ.'.Alons
PRO( I EDS TO SEI! FR (D41trence tetwceer Del,•tun & Dal
otA

-

S

_S _
S
.3- S
S
S...

4L.a

$

0

1__Ii
0 C .Q0__
$ 6_5 -093 . 24
u SIA4-906 7 2

F01At S
We have Liaunuwtd the abovestatement and (ind it cruteCt 7lis a~knuv.lLjeS litat the abuve aniurits have
been paid anstated with out aptroval and for our a •countand btnertt [)eti

-.

SIlI'LEY & IBIIIM
206 eI'allot S Iuildilig
306 (,ay SIteel
'tnies "17201
Na Ih tileTen
((0S) 254-0582

BUYLR'S SETTLL'IENT SlI.LT
LATL June 15. 1984
SELLER Jack Shaw & Deborah Shaw
BUYER W.H.B. Properties
PROPERTY
621 3rd Avenue
Nashville, TN

Pol No
ACCOUNT
Debi,
Ct.hS

PROPLRTY PURCHASED

$ 80.000.00 S

with
Alent. "S••e"" ofrC T Co
Larnesi Money Deposited
Probation of
Taxes
Current
Heat Adjusnment
Insurance

$s

Escrow Funds With
Recordig Deed S
M. S
RecordingMt
Macellaneows Charge .
•

Motgage

. .
TaiS
Tax S

S

3

S

S

S
S

S
S
S

....

310.96

214.50
2T.90

S
..

.

.S.....

tqg9S

wseAmd
eve
lira

Vendot's leo retained by Selkrilrta•g;P4

•CASH TO REPAID BY MUER .

TOTALS"

.
.

5.000-00

s

.

SS,.6•
.

..

S

3
80,000.00 It

1

5..70.5$
0.,000.0 ct

We have eamiMed the above statement and find it correct. This acknowledges that theaboveamoutls have
been paid asstated with our approval and foer ac6
KCOunt and benefit Date
.
.19

I[a,., Aleao

78-177 0 - 87 - 6

OVesikow
Affaes
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LEASE AGPEEMENT

This is to signify an agreement between W.H.B. Properties and the
Re-Elect Congressman Boner Committee for the lease of 2.016.29 square
feet of property located at 619 3rd Ave. So.
monthly by the campaign.

All utilities to be paid

The Campaiqn committee will pay to U.N B.

Properties the sum of $1,134.16 per month for the lease of said property.

July 1. 1984

V

ere
1
.- gresman, TB
WRieltaon
Re-Elect Congressman Boner. 1984
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July 20,

1984

RE:

Third Avenue

Mrs. Doris Bland
P. 0. Box 60685
37206
Nashville, TN.
617

South

Dear Doris:
In accordance with your request, we have studied the
bui!d-nc located at 617 Third Avenue South and reco-.iend that
you ch=rge a rental rate of from $10 to $12 per square foot
on an an-ualized basis.
If
e may be of help to you in
please give us a call.

the leasing

of this property,

Since rei'y,

'Ja
JA W. .nw

s A. Webb,

III
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(615) 255-73S6

July 17. 1984
Mr. Dutch flay
P. 0. Box 60685
Nashville, TIC 37206
Re:

Rental Property
617 3rd. Ave. So.

Dear Dutch:
I reviewed your property on 3rd. Avenue South and the rental
arl.attio the area.
I would estimate the fair r-arket rental to
be between $11.25 end $14.00 per sq. ft. per year.
This is based on space we control io the area; some of which is
.arehousa at $5.00 to $6.00/sq. ft.. some of which is luxury office
with top lease cost of $16.32/sq. ft.
If you should have more questions.

please don't hesitate to call.

An,

rasL. RIam

CAX/dl

R G Swuriesi. In:

Equity C-p-ua Corloratios
-,;;ai;-AdM.z Con'pany. Lid.
Equity Ci.pital ?.,.w encmt Co.-Pratmio
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LETTERS UNLIMITED

No

SIIS0 -4TH AVE NORTH
NASHVILLE.TENN 37M06

March 7,

123

19 83

%aytothe
First American National Bank
rderof

W

$ 2,446.94

.
Two thousand four hundred forty six and 94/100 ---------------------------------WA
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-
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l

k&%hdWn/.TenremaW
O-

Acct. 0 8701917-Note 0 6505873
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June 2. 192

JulII

honorable Bill Boner
United States House of Representatives
116 Cannon House Office Puilding

Washington.

D.C.

20515

Doeer Colleague
This will respond to your letter of May ?4. 1982. requesting the
advice of this Ccmittee with respect to the appliýation of House
Rules to your leasing an IbH0S/6 Word Processing I machine personally
oed by you to your cau•ign cittee.
You ask specifically If you may lease the above-noted office

mchine to your campaign cowittee in an "aims-lengtho transaction at
a fair market value or below, based an the written confirmation from
IBM officials In the district of prevailing market rates for such
eQunpent leass.
Ishall
expend
House Rule 1LIII. clause provides that a Mmber
no funds from his campaign account not attributable to bona fide
campaign purposes' and shall *convert no campaign funds to personal
use In excess of reimbursisent for legitimate and verifiable prior
camign expesditures." It Is the opinion of this Cnittte that
the Inme received by a Nwder frim the lose of office equtlat
to his c agip comittee would not constitute a conversion of
campaign funds to personal use prohibited by House Rules if the
transaction Is an arms-length" arrangement conforming to standard

cinorcial practices in the lease of such equilawnt and at a rate

that does not exceed the fair market value of the loose of similar
equipment in the arm.
The Co•ittee Is of the further opinion that any such business
transaction between a Nmber and his campaign comittee should be
undertaken with extraordinary car* and caution because of the
appearance that could arise that the arrmgmant is a prohiblte4
other
conversion of capaign funds. Such caution should. a
things, result in the equipment's physical location with the campaign

174
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Pogo 2

comstt•
tam an
rental amount that reflects the lOvel of actual use
of te
equivalent by the Campaign commItce.
All rental tnco
jou r4eelve
In 1962 frvm Vpa ciant%"
ast
be wepOrted bj
•ul•ca eand category of value in Soctale
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1942 finCI
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May 17, 1982

Peal011w86
NSi4i

l

.

Office of Congressman Bill tUoiier
Federal Building
U. S. Courthouse
Nashville, Te.vncssee 37;'03
Dear Sir:
Per your request, I have prcvided the Lnclosed information on
IBM's Office System 6/450 Inforrratoun Processor.
As you can
see, L have included the 36-month leese, 24-month Idase, moAthly
rental, and purchase price of this iqui;.rient, along with pricing
information for optional features
If you have any questions regarding this information, or if I can
be of further assistance to you in any %.ay, please feel free to
contact me.

I

David W. Dodson
Office Systems Specialist
National Marketing Division

SDWD:

3toa

Enclosure
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P R I L E

EQUIPMENTT

MONTHLY
RENTAL

2,-r'ONTH
3C i.Ot I H
I 0 A F ',FWO Lr v r/Mao.

PURCHASE
PRICE

4021,610 O00

1!)/4 W,

'". j1 0()

"1,A (#0

$ 32 00

$280

$270 0

$

$ 9G 00

$ 84 00

$ 81 00

$2,430

IIA Interface
Att.ichnient 3/01

$ 13 90

$ 12 30

$ 11 80

$

Irittrrnal t-lod,-m,
Non-Stitcted
L'ine

$ 31 00

$ 27 30

$ 26 00

$ 1,015 00

IBM Office Systcm
6/4ý50 Info, n,,ton
Processor

V

/Optional
F..eature

0

Processing

Ccmmunicating
Feature Adapter

750 00
00

3100

I'

V

with Swivtc.cd

)1",

,

I,

250 00

I

Net%%ork Rackup,

5508
Prices contained herein will remain firm for a period of thirty days from
the date of this quotation and are subject to state and local taxes.
The terms dhd Londitions of the current Iease,

Rental,

and Purchase

Agrc~nients dpply to the above prices.

Undet the terms and cor,ditions of the Rental Agreement, this equipment
may he d'scontinued after 180 days of installation by either party by
giving the otrer party thirty days prior written notice
If not discontinued at the i-nd of 180 days, the equipment may then be discontinued
at any time thereafter upon thirty days prior written notice.
Under the terms and conditions of the Lease Agreement, the equipment
will be initially installed for a contract period of 24 months or 36 months,
whichever is applicable.
The equipment may be discontinued withinn this
period provided thirty days written notice is received by IBM and
termination charges are paid as set forth in the contract.
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This i;,

to signify ,n

[

! " .!

a~,,i %mitI

H. Boner and the Re-Elect Co,.jret-:i.;n
for the lease of an IBM Office SybLLr
Serial No.

t,

.. ',cr

19F%2 Contmittee

.SixWord Procesor,

6651-50-0100081 and .n ,ptiont I

ourned by Letters Unlimited.

n.:Willia•,

procv,.sing feature

The Campaign Co-n'-ittee will pay

to

..%LttersUnlimited the sum oi W.50.00 per month ror the
Letters Un) Iii,,
Led
lcý--e of said Systcm Six and shall pay for all service repairs
for the duration of this lease agreement.

Re-Elect Congressman Boner.

.
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TARGETED COMMUNICATIONS,

INC.

The undersigned natural person, having capacity to
contract and acting as the incorporator of a corporation under
the Tennessee General Corporation Act,

adopts the following

charter of such corporation.
1. The name of the corporation is TARGETED COMMUNICATIONS,
INC.
2.

The duration of the corporation is perpetual.

3.

The address of the principal office of the corpora-

tion for the State of Tennessee shall be P.O.
ville, Davidson County,

Box 527,

Goodletts-

Tennessee.

4.

The corporation is for profit.

5.

The principal purpose for which the corporation is

organized ii

to engage in mass communications,

advertising.

duplicating and

In addition, this corporation may engage in any and

all lawful businesses other than the ones to which specific statutory business provisions apply beyond the scope of the Tennessee
General Corporation Act.
6.

The maximum number of shares which the corporation

shall have the authority to issue is One Thousand (1,000)
each of which shall be no par value,
7.

shares

common stock.

The corporation will not commence business until

consideration of an amount not less than $1,000.00 has been
received for the issuance of shares.
This

/I'"-day of August,

1982.

.1W UANN HAYNES.incorporator
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BY-LAWS

OF
TARGETED COMMUNICATIONS,

INC.

ARTICLE I
MEETINGS OF SHAREHOLDERS
1.

The annual meeting of the share-

Annual Meeting.

holders shall be held on
or without this State,

September lit

either within

of each year,

from time to time by

as may be designated

the Directors.
2.

Special

Meetings.

Special

holders may be called by the President,
Directors,

meetings

of the

share-

a majority of the Board of

or by the holders of not less than one-tenth (1/10)
entitled to vote at such meeting.

all the shares
said meetings

shall be the principal

office

of

The place of

of the Corporation,

unless otherwise designated by the Directors.
3.

Written or printed

Notice of Shareholder Meetings.

notice stating the place, day and hour of the meeting,
case of a special meeting,
meeting is

the purpose or purposes

tion of the President,

Secretary,

Officer

in the

for which the

called and the person or persons calling

shall be delivered either personally or by mail

and,

the meeting,

or at the direc-

or person

calling the

meeting to each shareholder entitled to vote at the meeting.

If

such notice shall be delivered not less than ten (10)

nor

mailed,
more

than sixty

(60)

days

before the

date of

the meeting,

and
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shall

be

deemed

States mail

to be

addressed

delivered
to the

when

deposited

appears on the stock transfer books of the Corporation,

received

actually

by the

as

it

with post-

nor more than sixty (60) days

be delivered not less than five (5)
before the date of the meeting,

United

such notice shall

If delivered personally,

age thereon prepaid.

the

his address

at

shareholder

in

and shall be deemed delivered when
The

shareholder.

person

giving

such

notice shall certify that the notice required by this paragraph
has been given.
4.

Quorum

A majority of the shares en-

Requirements.

titled to vote shall constitute a quorum
A meeting may be adjourned

business.

for the transaction

despite

of

the absence of a

and notice of an adjourned meeting need not be given if

quorum,

the time and place to which the me4ing is adjourned are announced
at the meeting at which the adjournment is
is

present at any meeting,

there represented

a majority

interest of the stock

shall decide any question brought before

unless the question is

meeting,

in

When a quorum

taken.

one upon which,

vision of the charter, these by-laws,

such

by express pro-

or by the laws of Tennessee,

a larger or different vote is required,

in which case such express

provision shall govern the decision of such question.
5.

Voting and Proxies-.

Every shareholder entitled

to

vote at a meeting may do so either in person or by written proxy,
which

proxy

shall

before being voted.

be

filed with

the

Secretary

of

the meeting

Such proxy shall entitle the holders thereof

- 2 -
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but shall not be valid

to vote at any adjournment of such meeting,

months from the date of its

(11)

the expiration of eleven

after

execution unless otherwise provided

in the proxy.

ARTICLE II
BOARD Or DIRECTORS
1.

shareholders or residents of this State,
They

Directors need not be

Qualification and Election.

but must be of legal age.
the votes cast at the

shall be elected by a plurality of

annual

meetings

of the shareholders.

Director

Each

shall hold

office until the expiration of the term for which he/she is elected,

and thereafter

until his/her

successor

has been elected and

qualified.
2.

Number.

The number of directors shall be fixed from

time to time by the shareholders,
Board of Directors,

or by a majority of the entire

but shall never be less than

the number

re-

quired by law.
3.

Meetings.

The annual

meeting of the Board of Direct-

ors shall be held immediately after the adjournment of the annual
meeting of the shareholders,
Corporation shall be elected.

at which

time

the officers

of

the

The Board may also designate more
Special meetings may be

frequent intervals for regular meetings.

called at any time by the Chairman of the Board,

President or any

two (2) Directors.
4.
regular

Notice of Directors'

Board

meetings

may

be

-3-

Meetings.
held

without

The annual and all
notice.

Special
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meetings

shall

be held upon

notice

sent

communication not less than three (3)
5.
Directors
ness.

Ouorum and Vote.
shall constitute

by

any

usual

means

of

days before the meeting.

The presence of a majority of the
a quorum for the transaction of busi-

A meeting may be adjourned despite the absence of a quorum,

and notice of an adjourned meeting need not be given if

the time

and place to which the meeting is

adjourned are fixed at the meet-

ing at which the adjournment

taken,

is

journment does not exceed thirty (30)

and

if

the period of ad-

days in any one adjournment.

The vote of a majority of the Directors present
which a quorum is

present shall be the act of the Board,

the vote of a greater
By-Laws,

number

required

by a resolution

adopted by

Charter,

these

committee

committee,

or committees

desirable,

any

The Board of Direct-

a majority of
consisting

who may or may not be directors,
and all

its

members,

of two or more per-

and may delegate

such

may

authority as

to such
it

deems

including the right to delegate to an executive commit-

tee the power to exercise
rectors

by the

Executive and Other Comzittees.

designate an executive
sons,

is

unless

or by the laws of Tennessee.
6.

ors,

at a meeting at

in

the management

all

the authority of the

of

the

affairs

and

Board of

property

of

Dithe

Corporation.
ARTICLE III
OFFICERS
1.
secretary,

Number.

The Corporation shall have a president and a

and such other officers as the Board of Directors shall

-4-
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from time to time deem necessary.

Any two or more offices may be

held by

the

the

same

person,

except

offices

of

president

and

secretary.
2.

Election and Term.

The officers shall be elected by

the Board at its annual meeting.

Each officer shall

the expiration of the term for which he is elected,

serve until

and thereafter

until his successor has been elected and qualified.
3.

Duties.

perform such duties

All officers shall have such authority and
in

the management of the Corporation

as are

normally incident to their offices and as the Board of Directors
may from time to time provide.
ARTICLE IV
RESIGNATIONS.
1.

Resignations.

REMOVALS AND VACANCIES
Any officer or director may resign at

any time by giving written notice to the Chairman of the Board.
the President.

or the Secretary.

Any such resignation shall take

effect at the time specified therein,

or,

if

no time is

specified,

then upon its acceptance by the Board of Directors.
2.

Removal of Officers.

be removed by-the Board whenever

Any or all of the Directors may
in its judgement the best

into-

rests of the Corporation will be served thereby.
3.

Removal of Directors.

Any or all of the Directors

may be removed either with or without cause by a proper vote of
the shareholders;

and may be removed with cause by a majority vote

of the entire Board.

- 5-
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4.

Vacancies.

from an increase

in

Newly

created

the number of directors,

ring in any office or directorship
moval of an officer or director,
majority of the

directorships

directors

then

and vacancies occur-

for any reason,

may be
in

resulting

including

filled by the vote

office,

even

if

less

reof a

than

a

quorum exists.
ARTICLE V
ACTION BY CONSENT
Whenever
permitted

the

shareholders

or

to take any action by vote,

without a meeting on written consent,
taken,

signed

by

all

the persons

directors
such

required

action may be

setting

or

are

or

taken

forth the action so

entities

entitled

to vote

thereon.
ARTICLE VI
AMENDMENT OF BY-LAWS
These By-Laws may be amended,
by: 1) a majority vote of the shares

tituted shareholders'
board of directors,

meeting,
which may,

added

to or repealed

represented

either

at any duly cons-

or 2) a majority vote of the entire
however,

by the shareholders.

-6-

may be amended or repealed
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CERTIFICATION
I

certify

that

these

By-Laws

were

duly

adopted

organizational meeting of the Corporation held on the
September

1l982,

1st

at

the

day of

and were approved by all the shareholders on that

date.

President

Secretary

-7-
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10:

JMUARY Z8TH

DATE:
RE:

EQUIPMENT PURCHASED

Type of Equipment
1.

ISM-System 34
(a)

ProcessOr with 128K,

20 Diskette Drive. IfWUN5
(b) System Software
(c)
2.

*Date

modem Eliminator

8/27/84

S14,DOM00

9/14/84

7,723.00

101/4/84

431.00

11/19/64

12,500.00

11/1/84

4,777.50

word Con
(a)

Specified Software

3.

5211-2 Printer

4.

information Utstributor:4WUOlPS
(a) Laser 6670

8/29/84

23,756.24

S.

IBM- PC-XT and supplies

2/1/8S

4,187.26

6.

xerox Copter

9/20/82

2,613.56

Pitney boes Nailing Equip.

9/20/82

6,420.31

7.

S. MEL 3000 (Ccmpydialer)
9.

ISM - System Stx/450

9/23/82

36,000.00

3/22/62

25,464.25

TOTAL

WOateof payment, not delivery.
** Amount check was written for

$138,37J.11
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and the Re-eleu",...

'.r.i
Fll

31-0 Xerox Copi.es

'tia1 lKu4:r

Inc.

The CS-; ion ...

%go of $220.00 ,".,t

.lAon%,
.•&:t

"

Thits Is to S..'fy er .-. t

.-".*.ed

.It

Lh for Ut' 1P..I.c ,.;
(iolid,

II'

I

Cc-. j1cati0on

Inc. the
lar•tted Commncatll
,, a C',i4 ;OInd stillapq fio
,

;trte .•QII s.v.

all service repa,|,, :or the dar.tim:n

r

*%
# of
i tI*e

(
.*.
.,for

,

r

,

lc.

..icat:gns,

oI, '

d ,'.Ce nt.

'., tlI

LJ'L.IICATIONS, INC.
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This
1i

to

*i (YMf
an &givt.W.."' I t eIw,an ,toget'id €CowunicatIons9 INC.

An Wi1I-eleAt Congressman$ Iill ieuo.r, COs.i.,0jn

SaLtneM
014306

rC,
ft IttII

for the lease of

loBes Fast Mai System (Insit.,ter, '%%IlrNo. 3107, Serial Noer
Naill Ki.hine. model No. 'a4,0O. ,t.0 i t i"ur:.o . 1'f110? FId/Insert

Hiode No 1631. Serial Number 0143bS) owned o yTargeted CoMunlcations. INc.
The Campign Coiwittee will pay to TarVcted Cvuwunicattionse INC. the so.
of $700.00 per month for the lease of said Pitney Cowes Neil System and.,Jrpt
Inc.
CIO ~nications
shall
Pay for ieýIservice rel.airs for the'.1s .itLIon of this lean agrei.

I

'

.'

'.

' :'~.IIoils,

NC.

, t C.6 tI,'./LASIJRtr
t fnritjr..'..anloner
•/

a.'r
.
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LLAS[ A.-WirLHmS
This iS to bltonfy an agreement jLtvwven Targeted Comwwnlc"Iltl
Inc. and the Re-elect Congressman Bill rfaner Campaign ComItte 14W
the lose of a OIL 3000 System owti..' Ly larget^4 Communlcations, 11Af.
The Campaign Car.*'*v. shall pay tv
sum
Of $1.S00.03
T riled

i.;..I

(e.1 ,uf.ications.

Inc. the

m't
month frI

tt,, '. *. s.($•t. '.L 3000 Systes and
Communicattu,,s,
ShIsV pay
Inc.
for a11I vicee
rep.sits fur it. duration of this leass

agreement.

TAt4,ETED CONMUNICAT 015,

Reelect Congre

e

198
LEASE AIIII?1

This IS to signify and agreement betvK.:n Targeted Copmicat&Ims.
1
Inc. and the Re-Elect Congressman Soner 191 1 (omnittee for the lesse

of an ISP Syste' 34 Computer, 34 Software a-it GlOO Laser Priftsr
(Includes S.O0

prints and cost schedule fu, additional prIntl will

be 715 of the cost that 1S would charge).

will pay to Targeted Cominications. Inc. th,. sum of

S5.M.0

month for the lease of said System 34. 34 $ot tware and "
Printer and shall pay for maintenance

* 'Ii

The Campaign CamtgWe

a70

oads,' vice repairs fopr.

duration of this lease agreenc"t.

L i.

Ir

r.

..

Cressower

Co•'rvir.esan Goer
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Congress,:an Bill Boner
Federal bui•eiUg

U. S. Courthouse

N&AhVdle, IN

37,203

Dear C•rr."..m:
ee*,,'.• ii.h., you lot the continued
I uould lke to take this ,
" . e .. s Y'e . requested, I have
trust and coff;dence you have p:.r er .,,
I. "

1. current rental reI.

listed belob
Xerox 3100

, vtnx 1100:

'ular Pr.cii,

"*Aor:hly M. 4i-

., (:ncludi l,,

'1 . .

Co;zes$'r,-:n t.00 to ),000GIJ..
Cnp~es frorn, ,'.00 *o 6,000 C,'' I
Copies o,.: I"I'D, (0 $.02? u. h

.)

Mon.hly :.,,...

..

h

,e(,i,,.

,.udes
'. .. .

Is
Copies front 1,004 3,000",@ $.41 Cop'ie from 3,000t o 6,000 (0 $.04P .... h4I

(@$.019
,Re;mml

Copies over 6..,70

,lonilhly .%tenimum., (includes 625 culm".)

Ikllvery Ciiisr'
Thimk you for :..e business you ha•,c given us%.
Sincerely,

Dale Williams
E
Aaar'kelingicciEive
XEROX CORiN)RATION

$,1/7.50

e.,rh

Copies froa. 6ii5o 3,000( 5$.047 aite1.
Copies fromn ,OO to 6.000 $.S•l em, Ih
Copies from b.0)00 @ S.019 each

D1 ISa.

O0

I

A~nnt.:.:lR~r..

Two-Year

2.

'I"

io
$ 1ws7.

$ /9.00
1.
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XEROX 3100 - Rental Rates.

298t4Nu.,'

.Up 10
I oIflio

monthly
anne,.l
Iao- year

S24S.00
183.00
Sf..SO

"1PILC..

.065
I.otf

.0S4
.01

Note: "Xrrt.% is
Yea, mdy want tn I,.f h having a peite intear,. 4-n
0onaeproducts f(lraw
1ihtme to sc- if ytoIr r'riega, will C€qr;
.

1~

Ob.kem
wip.
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552 U S Court :
tast.vile, TIK
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0

1470 3

Dca; Ftty:

IHvro are our PitrLy rewes #.urrcnt 1'-z
Thcse bould be u.at. all major lealtin,
using as their fact.rs.
Oki; (1)

;..

rates.

Ct,-panics are

YEARt LEASE

$714.29 PrR Mc•TrH
(WUR CF. YEAq)
.0.0

(2) •*&q

I ."

S1 5 (c D 'l, I(*.
(24 ".

,i.93 '. .
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CCNGtS-S.KJ N bII L bONER
$52 U 8 Courthouse
Kashville, TN
37203
Atten:
Betty farray

,L;cP" I.S.

Muzr,,y:

Frnclosod Is the information yc.u a .1m
(xistirng Pitney Bowes Mallinq
r
yjttm.

ted in regards to your

'I

I

1)

Onc-)car rtnthly

2)

N•.o-y'.',

• .r.I.,

-onttly

F4pzeciatc

I

*'

.tiL~n
AiuCn

C.3*

•

CLd~~

!

~

Lc .aC a

ilk you.

".I

S

-z uIy,
//

-J . C.a)e ;jnik
E A R
..h

In

A/)US

L,

ý A...,,

Coca*

h.o.

~'eC~w
*" .37220.1w
,..

615252-2424
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Congresomln EP:I

"'r

F.,dosra| Co.it

U..

hlewsIle*'.

It..

Dea'r ctmevressr .

• *Wr :

ii

anl 64 Eqy1
l:12i
*,tal

10-Nalst) C-11 .,
the
Please note that
.- ,1$.
similar to th& one you Are gli
$.&6CK.XO0/sOhuIiOf-.
appro-imtely
Th.,l

you

for doing bLosineA

itwatt, I.i :

*

30W0Syl

would

I.tectrrnic Labe,

""l.
SzlAm,

CEO"i
4.

s

MELI

b

.4

*Woo
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DIC~laber
,
7. 1984

CergC~ae'.",sn
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Srj
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-IC

W1.07. 3964

Mg:.

lutch Elty

'.1

4, Rill Bo.A,4a
Office of Cootg;s
U. S. Courthouse
'asbville, Tenoes.see 37201

S'I
,w4~

Deas Dutch:
I ,l..rdinlg cetOl Of li
is theg iufomnattis.I 'vuc ,s,'
The follobufa
aototlmo,
,we ,d a price
tqu)pI.est. These figures ste cot to, I. .I. (,.- I liomstiMs"
o ,
y ).,o ..
tathelir are t% '..r used
,ut
&old local t"e0 sbeIs "1
• ".tlt
IuIrses0oily. Thcve prices •d. wt ,,tI!
they be applicable.
COST3

'..

I ~
.11.

.4,

I

124I SYSTI/34 (0'CUTER
B4 YSTIh/3
IE1

1,'4

$

WARE

$:'"( "000

I181
6670 LASE R, RIN f.Rl
aocludes ',0C'0 Points
Add* I Fe izil,,.. 5,001 10,t1,,0
30,0014

atab. oif . e c a n to, all fI- t

:',90oo

et

'

to

$ 01/Eacb
S 009/Eacb

Vs

'

,*

,

.t

fit

I ? ,0.

to ContCt

US.

I

Saw*I Iely,

i64'6W.(l4z
. Al Pouk
Advisory liarct ant I
National Harketing Uvisiou
NAN: 40n. 2534.A

v''stnLetve
I.,'.
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U.S

,.DhrS

JA•

*.#

.

•

"-

V•

*,.oI.
.
£•w*. ,,

Tertificute
.1.c:l 'i.srke of *talc iof tile .*lat eof
.1
i
Z 1 r ubcs vicb,
aclueb shessrnt (vas rtcripeb for filing oil b5hnif of
ti
lltrtbl cerlific. t It1 tl
TRGEi) PCO•CAILATI(.

IhU...

fun. baaIl extulac•b in mccorbasce lalli flje ernaesere 0c•r.'ral Corjporntion .Act.
Ivas founb to conform to Ian anb Wa.s lihb ip• lfli unbi'rrigab, as $*crelargof
$1alt. oi thie bati ,oleb on tih ba.cumnt.
41hereforc, file unbersi•gu•b, as *tcrtnrg of senate, anb bg birtur of tihe
MutlioritU besteb il Ihim bV lain. ljcrcbV iesurs ijie certifirate anb atlache's iher'lo
86
february 5ch
tii boc-menl iallicl faun buig filtb o
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FRO" 61S 251 7479

ARTICL€I

O2.1-.P,6 09:1e

P.04

*CD.

a

OF DISSOLUTION PURSUIT TO 8CTOION 40-I-100l

aL C0bOmATIa

OF Muu=W==si8 GX
TAUGIT

Pursuant

CHUUICATIOUS.

to the provisions

ACT or

MNC.

of the

of Section 48-1-1007

Tennessee General Corporation Act# the undersigned corporation
submits the following articles of dissolution for the purpose
of dissolving the corporations
The name of the corporation As

1.

TARGETED COMNUNICATIONS,

The approval and Intent to dissolve the corporation

2.
was

INC.

given

by

Its sole

shareholder

on

September

30,

1965,

and the written consent to the dissolution of the corporation
Is

hereby

pursuant

given,
to

the

nunc

pro

tunc,

provisions

of

and

submitted

Section

herewith,

46-1-1002

of

the

of

the

Tennessee General Corporation Act.
3.

All

corporation

debts,
have

obligations

been

paid

and

and

liabilities

discharged,

or

adequate

provision has been made therefor.
4.
and

As.a corporation for profit, all remaining property

asset¢

of

the

corporation

its sole shareholder in

have

been

distributed

among

accordance with his respective rights

and interests.
5.

There are no suits pending against the corporation

in any court of law.

Y

XARGIT? chTIONS.
kCOU INC.

0.01
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STATUZN•T Or iiwT2

TO DXISOLV2

TA3G3TW COIUWNICaI'IOUSt 1W.
BY WRITTEN COUWKNT

To the Secretary of State of the State of Tennessees
Pursuant to the provisions of
Tennessee General Corporation Act,
submits the

following

statement

Section 46-1-1002 of

the

the undersigned corporation
of

intent to dissolve upon

written consent of its sole shareholder.
1.

The name of the corporation is
TARGE'IbD COMNUNICATIONS,

2.

INC.

The names and address of its officers are:

Wallsom H. Busa~w

PresidenL

714 Russell SLXe*L
Nashville, TN 37206

Lee Ann Lley

SecretaryTreasurer

1725 Gen. George Patton Dr.
Unit 101
Franklin, TN 37064

3.

The names and addresses of its directors ares
Lee Ann Eley

1725 General George Patton Drive
Unit 101
Franklin, TN 37064

Howard N. Eley 1725 General George Patton Drive
Unit 101
Franklin# TN 37064
4.
was given

The approval and intent to dissolve the corporation
by

itS

sole

shareholder

on September

30#

1985,

and the written consent to the dissolution of the corporation
Is hereby given, nunc pro tunc.

DAME

~

94

TARGETED COMMUNICATIONS#

By: iew

'ý

--

-go,

p•

INC.

209

OF

VI2T=i

couiini or DiSSOWaTIOU

?ARGNM

is the undersigned,
Comuninstions,
vote,

the

on

pDr@ tunc,
that

day

corporation
State

of

the

sole

dissolution

of

shareholder
Targeted

entitled

to

Coamunications,

1965, and hereby give my written consent,

Inc. on September 30,
sun

INC-

being the sole shareholder of Targeted

and

Inc.

approved

COUUWULVAYWW.f

that such approval was given and intent made
to

dissolve

organized

Tennessee.

Targeted

Communlcations,

and

existing

under

This

written

consent

the

laws

has been

Inc.,
of

a
the

signed

by the sole shareholder of said corporation.

D•flD.iamm....
P wT
&ý

OF

3

L./. l~yf_.

..
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VA. youe ot Aep'iccntatiud
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF
OFFICIAL CONDUCT

WablngIon. D.C.

20515

18 January 1979

Honorable 5111 boner
118 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515
Dear Colleague:
This is in reply to your letter of January 9, 1979, wherein you
request an advisory opinion concerning the propriety of your personally
employing your sister in your district office and compensating her
entirely out of your own salary as a Mlember of Congress.
The applicable House Rule in this situation is Rule 45, which
prohibits private contributions for official purposes. However, this
Rule Is not intended in any way to restrict a )Member'suse of his
personal funds; therefore, Rule 45 would not serve to prohibit you from
hiring additional staff members and paying them from your own funds.
There in also a statutory prohibition against federal employment of
certain relative&. Section 3110 of title 5, United States Code, provides
that a public official my not appoint, employ, or promote any of certain
relatives of hie to a civilian position in the agency in which he is
serving. This restriction is intended to prohibit a public official from
employing or advocating for employment a relative of his to a position in
the federal government for which the relative would receive formal compensation as salary from the U.S. Treasury. In the situation you describe,
your sister would be paid from your own personal funds, and thus would not
be considered a federal employee. Accordingly, there is nothing improper
in this proposed arrangement whereby your sister would work in your district
office and you would pay her entirely out of your own funds.
If you have any further questions on this matter, please contact the
Committee staff on ext. 57103.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,

Charles t•, ennett
Acting Chailman

211
REINBKIRSEVENTS

kROM CAMPAIGN 10 BILL BONER

I1 1985 the campaign reimbursed Bill Boner for expenses incurred
for bona fide campaign purposes in the amount of $3,837.04. The
catagories in which the expenses are broken down and their amounts
are as follows:
A. CONSTITUENT PRESENTATIONS
$

126.51
796.28
92.49
165.10
39.60
9.90
190.10
$1,419.98

B.FOOD, RECEPTION EXPENSES

$ 98.01
7

115.83
31.57
201.00
92.24
10.39
19.54
107.64
84.60
22.23
38.43

80.06

30.00
6.00
$937.48
TRAVEL

C.
$

15.00
69.77
17.00
95.63
31.95
7.25
21.00
5.25
2.25
18.20
50.10
12.00
10.91

D. DONATIONS
$ 25.00
50.00
60.00
144.00
75.00
115.00
100.00
145.00
$714.00

$ 356.31
E.

DUES
$91.00

F. MISCELLANEOUS
$150.00
12.14
69.50

36.63
50.00
$318.27

212
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GREENVILLE HOTEL ASSOCIATES,

LIMITED

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

THIS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT,
this

J4

day of

1983,

__________

made and entered into

between Gary L.

Price,

Thomas Vernier, Harry K. Weisiger, Bruce Mahon, and Robert
sometimes hereinafter referred to collectively as

D. Nabholz,

"General Partners'

9

and James E. Jones, Jr.,

Bill Boner and Douglas

C. Lance, sometimes hereinafter referred to collectively as the
"Limited Partners', establishes Greenville Hotel Associates,

Limited,

a Tennessee limited Partnership.

1.

GENERAL

Formation.

1.1

The parties hereto desire to form a limited

partnership, sometimes hereinafter referred to as the 'Partnership'
under the Uniform Limited Partnership Act, as enacted in the State of
Tennessee,

for the purpose of purchasing and developing real property

and constructing and operating a hotel in Greenville, South Carolina.
Simultaneously with the execution of this Limited Partnership
Agreement,

sometimes hereinafter referred to as the 'Agreement',

the

parties shall execute a Limited Partnership Certificate which will be
filed forthwith in the appropriate public office pursuant to the
Uniform Limited Partnership Act as enacted in the State of Tennessee,
which filing shall complete the formation of the Partnership. Whenever used herein, the term 'Partners'

shall include all the general

and limited partners unless otherwise expressly designated.
The name of the Partnership shall be Greenville

Name.

1.2

Hotel Associates,

Limited.

Office.

1.3

The principal office and place of business of

the Partnership shall be Suite 404,

50 Music Square West, Nashville.

Tennessee, or such other location as may be determined by the General
Partners, upon notice to the Limited Partners.
9
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1.4

Term.

The Partnership shall terminate on July 1* 20300

unless terminated sooner pursuant to this Agreement.

I.

POWERS

2.1

Authorized Powers.

The Partnership is authorized to

develop, construct, own and operate a hotel to be located in the City
South Carolina,

of Greenville,

a.

and in connection therewith:

To acquire property for investment in the name of

the Partnership or its designee until such time as,

in the judgment

of the General Partners, the purposes and objectives of the Partnership can best be served by disposing of such property;

b.
such time as it

To lease, rent or otherwise use property during
is held in the name of the Partnership or its

designee in any manner consistent with the objectives of the Partnership;

c.

To borrow funds, execute and issue mortgages,

and other evidences of indebtedness,

notes

and to secure the same by mort-

gagee deed of trust, pledge or other lien, for the purpose of securing the purchase price of the properties developed;

d.

To enter into a franchise agreement with the

Radisson Hotel chain.

e.

To enter into, perform, and carry out contracts,

incur and discharge obligations, and engage in other activities which
may be necessary and proper for the protection and benefit of the
partnership and the accomplishment of its purposes and objectives.

f.

To purchase the land on which the hotel is

developed from M.A.D.A.,

to be

Inc. for a price of One Million Five Hundred

Thousand and No/100 Dollars ($1,500,000.00)
usual and customary closing adjustments.

in cash, subject to the
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g.

To do any other acts which may be necessary or

appropriate for the accomplishment of the purposes and objectives of
the Partnership.

111. CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND ACCOUNTS.

3.1

Initial.

The Partners shall make the initial contri-

butions to the capital of the Partnership provided in Exhibit A
hereto.

3.2

Additional.

The General Partners recognize that their

initial contributions to the capital of the Partnership may not be
sufficient to effectively carry out the goals and purposes of the
Partnership and to pay all of the Partnership's debt.

Consequently#

the General Partners agree that they shall make additional contributions to the capital of the Partnership* if.

as# and when requested

by the Managing Partner.

3.3

Personal Liability.

The General Partners shall have

personal liability with respect to their respective liabilities and
The

obligations to contribute to the capital of the Partnership.

General Partners' obligations to make additional contributions to the
capital of the Partnership shall be pro rata and in accordance with
their relative interests in the profits and losses of the Partnership.

Such additional contributions to the capital of the Partner-

ship shall be made in cash.

3.4

Capital Account.

A capital account shall be estab-

Aished on the books of the Partnership for each Partner.

Each such

capital account shall be credited with the amount of the respective
Partner's capital contributions as they are made and with such
Partner's share of Partnership income,

gains, and profits.

Each

Partner's capital account shall be debited with his respective share
of losses and distributions.

46
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a sworn verification and certificate of the General Partners, be
filed for record ,-nd serve as a Certificate of Limited Partnership or
for any other lawful purpose.

IN WITNESS WHEREOPF

the parties hereunto have executed this

Agreem-nt as of the day and year

first

above written.

LIMITED PARTNERS:

GENERAL P1

'Ja es C. Jano

'BllBner

Harry V. Weis7ger

CluYsU.
Lance

Oe,

on

1 4ruce
Irc

MA

A

,

A

Jrl
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EXHIBIT A

INITIAL

INITIAL

CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION

NAME

PROFIT/LOSS
SHARING RATIO

Cary L. Price

$ 20.00

20Z

Thomas Vernier

20.00

20Z

Harry K. Welsiger

10.00

10I

Bruce Mahon

20.00

202

Robert D. Nabholz

10.00

10O

5.00

52

5.00

51

10.06

lox

"3ames

3. Jones, Jr.

B311 goner
Douglas C. Lance

$100.00

100O
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j

198,5

Pvk. ..
414jwntm eIn wpqu.
%ohboll k I.W..•" I P.'

De.cembor 9, 1985

The Honorable William H1.Boner
United States House of Representativps
Federal Building, U.S. Courthouse
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Personal and Confidential

Dear Congressmen Boner:
I read yesterday the article written by Jafe% Pratt and Joel Kaplan, relative
to your Involvoement in the proposed Hilton project in Greenvl.11o, South Carolina.
Pioase be informed that office-s of Third Ndtional naik and Third National Mortgage Company are at a lnss to Pxplain the %ource of tha information outlined
within The Tennqssean dated December 8, 1985. At ro time did 1. who had been
otFhe negotiatio-s. or Jim Kjlo, who was involved in 5% of the
involveiTn
negotiations ever intimated in ary way whttScpver thp reluctance of Third National
Bank to finance a project if you were invclvrd.
To the best of ny knowledge. thq only Third ,titinLai Hark officer who wua contacted by The Tennesspan was Gene Southwood. Mr. Southwond indicatod that
The TennessT1iTnd asked if you were involved currently in the developoont in
or which he replied that his people had inforrmed him that they had
G'reenvi•-.,
been informed by Gary Price some time ago that ynu were no longer involved. Mr.
Southwood indicated this was the extent of his conversation with the reporter
from The fennessean.
Relative to the comment by "one person involved in the deal" which said,
"Bank officials told Price that they were embarrassed by the publicity involving Boner., I have only this comiuent. Gary Price did not disclose tn "we
until publicity hit that you were Involved with Gory Price on another real estate
transaction and you were also Involved In the Greenville Hotel Associate's partnership. The only thing that was said at that tim- to Gary Price Is that, Olt Is
embarrassing when we don't know who our borrowers are and the people involved
in a transaction and do not let It happen again." We want to have full disclosure of all parties involved in any of our loans. At no tive was it ever
intimated that we did not want you InTolved in this transaction or any other
transaction, where Third National was involved. Relative to the article stating
that Third National Bank would finance the venture if Price could guarantee,that
you were no longer involved is totally false. The commitment language relative
to this area of concern, taken fro" our commitment says, "As a pr4-condltinn to
the extension of the loan, the borrower must make a full disclosure to lender
of all persons having an ownership interest, direct, beneficial, or nthorwisQ.
the borrower, showing the amount of ownership Interest therein, together with
an annual affidavit regarding any changes thereto. ... Additionally* at the

78-177 0 - 87 - 8
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Congres5,mIs V. H. goner
December 9, 1985
page two
closing and updated annually, the borrower shall certify to the lender the
persons, other than the Deli Group, who own an interest in borrower and the
amount of the ownership Interest therein." As you can see from this language,
we were only looking to have a disclosure as to the general and limited partners
involved In this transaction.
I hope this will clarify for you any involvement thdt officer$ or employees
of Third National had relative to the article in The Tenrieasean. I am
trying to find out the source of this InformatIcn7,ho'-veai Tican pretty WPll
assure you it was not trom an employee of Third National.
With my best wishes.
Very tr y yuuts,

P sident
KER.mja

.~

~.

~-

)
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AGREEMENT Of LIMITED PARTIERSHIP
OF RICHMOND !07W.

THIS AGREEMENT,

DEVELOPERS UNLIMITED

entered into this/svisay of October* 1984s

by and between GARY L. PRICE# JAMES A. WEBBD
LANCE,

JR.,

PAUL R.

HOLMES. J.

TII, DOUGLAS C.

STUART SARGENT and ROBERT D.

NASMOLZ# hereinafter collectively referred to as the OGeneral
Partners,'

and GENE R. GUNN and WILLIAM BONER, hereinafter

referred to as the *Limited Partners'

(all of whom may sometimes

be collectively referred to as the OPartners')l
N .1 2 A A A
s A
WHEREAS,

it

is

2 Is

contemplated that the Partnership, as

hereinafter defined, will be conveyed certain parcels of real
estate and will be assigned certain other contractual rights
pursuant to an agreement under the terms of which the Partnership
will acquire title to certain additional lands (hereinafter
referred to in the aggregate as the "Property')y such Property
being more particularly described in the attached Schedule "A's
and
WHEREAS,

the parties are desirous of acquiring and holding

title to the Property and maintaining,
--;roving, operating,

planning, developing,

leasing and perhaps selling portions or all

of said Property upon beneficial terms and conditions; and
WHERZAS,
development,

the parties wish to provide for the acquisition#

improvement, operation and management of the

Property, the division of profits and losses from the operation
and sale thereof,

and other related matters.

NGW, THEREFORE, the parties do, in consideration of the
mutual covenants and undertakings herein contained, hereby form a

Limited Partnership, pursuant to the provisions of the Virginia
Limited Partnership Act, as amended, subject to the following
terms and conditions,
1.

CRE2Yon

pflInT.

X

The General Partners and the

Limited Partners have entered into a limited partnership (the
*Partnershipe) for the purposes set forth in this Agreement.

The

Partnership shall be governed by the Virginia Limited Partnership
Act, as amended.

The Partnership shall be conducted under the

name of RICHMOND HOTEL DEVELOPERS UNLIMITED.
2.

,CAR

oP ¶fL3E R

MERR.

The character of the

business to be conducted by the Partnership is to acquire, plan,
develop, construct, hold, improve, maintain, operate, manage,
lease and dispose of the Property and to engage in any and all
general business activities incidental thereto as may be permitted
by law.
3.

Z)CA!TION OF PKACE
INCIPAL

OP DURINERS.

The principal

place of business of the Partnership shall be located at 50 Music
Square West, Suite 404, Nashville, Tennessee 37203.
4. *

N

AND PLACE or

R0ERII2R

OP RACE PAR

0I. The names

and addresses of the General and Limited Partners are set out In
the attached Schedule
incorporated herein.
be GARY L. PRICE.

5B68 which by this reference Is expressly
The initial Managing General Partner shall

A majority in interest of the General Partners

nay remove the Managing General Partner upon thirty (30) days
notice.
5.

The Partnership is to exist from

TERN OP PARThERRHTP.

the date this document is fully executed until December 31, 2004,
unless sooner terminated in accordance vith this Agreement.

6.

CERTIPICAT' OP LINTTED PARTJRREIp. ETC..

The parties

hereto villa execute A Certificate of Limited Partnership vhich
shall be duly recorded in accordance vith Section 50-45 of the
Code of Virginia of 19S50, as amended.
-2-

In addition, the General
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Partners shall file such fictitious name statements as may be
r equi red by law.
7.

CApIXTAL MUTHUiONn.

The capital account of the

Partnership shall consist of the Partners'

capital contributions,

and each Partner shall own such amount of the total capital of the
Partnership as is in direct proportion to the percent that his
capital contribution bears to the total amount of capital
contributions made by the Partners.
(a)

The Partners shall initially contribute to the

capital of the Partnership the sums set out in the attached
Schedule B.
(b)

An individual capital account shall be maintained

for each Partner.

The capital account of a Partner as of any date

is hereby defined to mean (i) the amount of any cash contributed
to the capital account of the Partnership plus the value of any
property contributed to the capital accounts (ii)
such Partners'

increased by

distributive share of profits of the Partnerships

and (iii) reduced by such Partner's distributive share of losses
of the Partnership and any distributions by the Partnership to the
Partners.
(c)

The General Partners shall each contribute to the

capital account of the Partnership such additional sums of money
as shall from time to time be determined by a majority in interest
of the General Partners to be necessary to meet operating
expenses, interest, taxes, costs of repairs, or other obligations
of the partnership provided, however, that all such contributions
shall be made concurrently and in the same proportion as the
General Parti ras share of profits and losses set forth herein.
Notice of the need for such capital shall be given by the Managing
General Partners to each of the Partners.
(d)

In the event any General Partner fails to

contribute his additional share of the capital determined by a
-3-
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maJoEIty in interest of the General PartneLS to be necessary
within thirty (30) days after the giving of notice as aforesaid,
then (i) such defaulting General Partner shall be permitted upon
his written request to the non-def•ulting General Partners, to
borrow such required sam of money from one or more of then and
immediately thereafter pay such sum of money into the Partnership
as his share of the additionally required capital, provided that
such loan of money to the defaulting Partner shall not be made for
a term in excess of six (6) months and shall be borrowed at an
annual interest rate of two (2) points above the prime lending
rate as published by United Virginia Banks or (ii) not receiving
any written request from a defaulting General Partner# any
non-defaulting General Partner may give written notice of such
default to all of the other General Partners, and each such other
General Partner who is not in default shall have the right,
rAtA with the other such non-defaulting General Partner or
Partners, to purchase the defaulting General Partner's interest in
the Partnership at a price equal to the amount of such defaulting
General Partner's capital account.

Any General Partner electing

to purchase a defaulting General Partner's share shall give
written notice of such election within ten (10) days after receipt
of notice of such default, as hereinabove provided for, and
settlement shall be held within thirty (30) days after the giving
of notice of such election, with payment to be made in cash at
settlement.
(e)

Losses in

Excess of Capital Contributlion.

Nothing

herein shall require a Limited Partner to bear actual cash losses
of the Partnership In excess of his capital contribution to the
Partnership.

Further, nothing herein shall prevent allocation of

losses in excess of actual investment herein, so long as the same
is permissable under applicable provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, as amended (the Olnternal Revenue Code').
-4-
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However, death or incompetency of all of the General
Partners will terminate the Partnership.
XIV.

A Limited Partner shall have no right to demand

or receive property other than cash in return for his
contribution.
The names of the General Partners and the Limited
Partners are signed hereto and each swear that the foregoing
Certificate is true and correct to their best knowledge and
belief. O
DATED:

October /Sv 4

1984.

Ibojuf

C. -Lance, Jr.
(SEAL)

Paul I$. Holmes

J. Stuart SargEnt

oe D o

_Robert D. tNabholz

-

(SEAL)

LIMITED PARIIERS:

(SEAL)

Wiiam

Gene R. Gunn

William Boner

-3-

~

(SEAL)
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CAPITAL (M)NRTRBUYIOM

NANE and ADDRERR
General

Partners

Gary L. Price
122 Prospect Hill
Nashville* Tennessee
James A. Webb, III
117 Westover Drive
Nashville, Tennessee

$

250

37205
IS0
37205

Douglas C. Lance, Jr.
3807 Hilldale Road
Nashville, Tennessee 37215

100

Paul B. Holmes
Route 5

IS0

Hattiesburg,

Mississippi

39401

J. Stuart Sargent
16901 Davenport Court
Dallas, Texas 75248

1S0

Robert D. Nabholz
55 Brookfield
Convay, -Arkansas 72032

100

Limited Partners

Gene R. Gunn
965S Lamont Drive
Dallas, Texas 75216

s0

William Boner
714 Russell
Nashville, Tennessee

s0
37206
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WS

FROM

Congressman

,

1

Bill Boner
07 Cannnn Hnisi Ofri fltitddg.l $ Washoni'mn, n F

FOR I'MEDIATE RELSE

f

(0'*

F

1O 02/121-43 II
Contact: Jeff Eller
51-7•-'g95 (1Jashville)
202-225-4311 (Washington)
7034893-6121 Wnmo,)

(Nashville) -- Congressman Bill Borer today announced that be Is selling his
prnrperty inManassas, Virginia wlerip a Sticney's restaurant is located, as
well as his int#'reqt tn a Richmond Viryinia hotel development where a
Shoney's Inn 1s located.
"For the past thirtoon years I have devoted PW life to public service.
My primary interest and responsibility Is to represent the people of the
fifth Congressional District. like any other hushand and fathefp, I a"ialso
interested inmy family's financial security. However, under no circurstances,
do I want even the appearance that the two are In conflict.- That is why I an
takirg these steps tnday. Over the post few moonths there have been qiestfors
raised about whether or not T havoc enhanced ny personal financial situation
tnrounh tlie nffice T hold. I have not. HiOwever. In order to remove any doubt
thdt Vhave Used my office for personal gain, ! an divesting ryself of these

projects."

'In 1983, 1 made an Investment in a piece of tiroperty In Hanm5as, VA
with Hitch 0oyd,
an old friend of nlie who owns several restaurants including
a Shnnoy'% franchise. It was recently announced tnat Mitch Boyd will become
Vice Chairmanand Chief Executive Officer of Shoney's Inc. and that his
company SHOCAP, INC. is being acquired by Shoney's Inc. Since Shoney's would
have a direct interest In thvs property, In order to re-rove the appearance
of any impropriety. I have decided to sell tf.e property for what . owe to t.ee

FranchIsee."

L,,igrossman Boner said.

"Tte original cost of the property was $543,796.37.

I am selling the

property for 5535,048.70 which isthe r',ount of the remaining indebtedness,
plus any tax liability owed."
"I was also a limited partner In a Richmond hotel development and I have
Diven my intorest In that ifnvestinent to the developer."
"Seven years ago, I comited myself to serving the people of the Fifth
District in Congress. That Is still nlynumber one objective. By taking these
steps today, I am reaffirming that commitment to the public."

0
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1-27-866
Re:

RR&S

Cnndo in Deslln,
JETTY CAST

Florid.

Purchased:

23. 1981

OcT.

Purcha-e Price.:

$167,000.00

Prete Including ClIoi,nU Cosl

$172,n6O.23

Uownpayment:
153,U88.70
(each of the 3 partnu•T paid 1/$ for 133,838.70)
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BUYER'S C0SING STATVqW

Bewcr:

H=lL BONER. JOSEH.HAPD SWHWME, and IOWD
WILLIM
PRM04• BDYLE

Seller:

HOW CAR= KIRK and KA1J M. KIRK, husband and wife

Property:

Apart. No. 504-0 Jim

Date:

October 23, 1981

EkAST, unit 1, Okaloosa County, FL

Credit

Debit

81-1986

$167,000.00

Purchiase Price
First Federal Sayv & lan - Defuniak Springs
loan 163602 Balance Assumed

$135,827.17

Earrmt Money Deposit

1,000.00

Pro-ration 1981 Taxes
295 days @ 1.91/day

563.45

Pro-ration Assessment Fee
295 days @ .21/day

61.95

Pro-ration Ma4intenance Fees
9 days @ 3.23/day

29.07

Pro-ration October Interest
22 days @ 57.68

1,268.96

Expenses:
Title Insurance
Record Assignment
Holiday Isle Izqxwanent Assoc:
First Federal Savings and loan:
Mortgage Transfer Fee
Nmws= Mortgage Payment
Credit Report
Statement Account Deosit

770.00
16.00
10.00

Transfer Fee

2,716.54
1,901.12
116.50
1.00
$138,721.53

$172,560.23

Total Debits and Credits

33,838.70

Balance due from BUYER

$172,560.23

$172,560.23

GRAND 70TRW

We do hereby certify the above to be a true and correct accounting of all
funds involved in the above transaction.
SECURITY TIME ANID
ABS7%At
By:.
Closing officer
The correctness of the abov

admclodged.

satatemnt and receipt of copy of saew is hereby

william HiU

~ Il/

8orner

"
(kIT

~II1TOl.

"/

d

/
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RE:

Apartment 504-0 of JETTY EAST, UNIT I, a Condominium according to the
Declaration of Condominium thereof, recorded InOfficial Records Book
826, Page 878, of the Public Records of Okaloosa Counts, Florida, on
the 19tn day of December. A.D., 1975. together with all of Its appurtenances according to said Declaration. Together with Hortgagor's
leasehold estate in the above described apartment, the term of which
leasehold estate extends until September 1, 2060, Including all rights
to renew or extend the said leasehold estate Insofar as It pertains to
the aforementioned apartment. Ithe terms of Said leasehold being more
particularly described inPdragraph I-S of the Declaration of
Condominium cited aoove.

STC FILE I: 81-1986
Please oe advised tnat at tnis time we are unable to determine the 1981 Real
Property Taxes. We nave prorated the taxes for the closing of the described
property sale based on the 1980 Real Property Taxes which were paid in the
amount of $698.24 .
upon receipt of the 1981 tax bill oy the ouyer, it is understood and agreed that
if these taxes are inexcess of the above amount, the seller snail reimburse the
ouyer his prorated snare from January 1, 1981 to Octooer 23 , 1981; if they are
less, buyer shalt reimburse seller.
SELLER:'

Henry Carter Kirk

BUYER:

t"

a,

Karen N. Kirk

IDate: Uctooer-.-I . 1981

Date: Octoer); 3 , 1981

[
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B & S Enterprises
ADDRESS:

614 Russell

DATE OF PURCHASE:
AMT.

OF PURCHASE:

PURCHASED FROM:

St.

11-23-81
321,000
Rollie L.

PURCHASE AGREEMENT:

Woodall,

Guardian

(Bill Colson Realty)

$21,000 paid by Harold Shankle

AMT. SOLD FOR: S42,000
SOLD TO: Jim Stansell
(Jim Stevens Realty)
Date Sold:
3-19-83
FINANCIAL AGREEMENT OF SALE:$1O,647.20cash to sellers
Sellers to carry note for $31,500 to be paid quarterly
amt. of 12,448.69 10 3/4 % per annum for 4 yrs.
IMPROVEMENTS:
.Making upstairs into Apt.
$17,500.00 and $6,277.37

in the

& remolding the house

B & S Enterprises

ADDRESS:

1413 Stratton

DATE OF PURCHASE:
ANT. OF PURCHASE:
PURCHASED FROM:

11-28-81
$30,000

Frances Lindler
(Frank Roberts Realty)
S.E. Stafford, Jr., Conservator of Frances Lindler
PURCHASE AGREEMENT:
Borrowed $30,000 from United American Bank
AMT. $0,0 FOR:
$72,000
SOLD 10:ianuel Alvelo
DATE SOLD : 4-22-83
FIThNANTALAGREEI4ENT OF SALE: Sold By Jbm Stevens Realty
Cash tO
Seller 19,830.53
Seller carriesloan of $54,000
at 103/4%
to repay Quarterly $4,983.75 for 12 Installments
Final payment 4-85
IMPROVEMENTS:
Mr. Avelo sold property 5-15-84 Paid us 139,507.34
Additional Apt. & Remolding $16,973.00 & $1,897.94

237
B & S Enterprises
ADDRESS:

2115 Early Ave.

DATE OF PURCHASE:
AMT.

3-5-82

OF PURCHASE:

PURCHASED FROM:

$37,500
Larry Stovall

(BIll

Dorris Realty)

PURCHASE AGREEMIENT:
S5,331.13. cash to Seller & seller carries
Date Sold:
1T-r2-84
Mortgage
AMT. SOLD FOR:
S36.100
SOLD TO:
James R. Watts
( Jim Stevens Realty)
FINANCIAL AGREEMENT OF SALE:
pays ott larry -tovall

"S'ller

$30,796.56 cash paid

to seller

IMPROVEMENTS:

B & S Enterprises
ADDRESS:

2034 Greenwood

DATE OF PURCHASE:
ANT.

3-24-82

OF PURCHASE:

PURCHASED FROM:

$23.500
J.

Trawick Green

(Jim Stevens Realty)

PURCHASE AGREEMENT:
$23,567.60 Cash to Seller
Date Sold:
7-16-63
AMT. SOLD FOR: $38,600
SOLD TO:
Bud Calvin
(Jim Stevens Realty)
FINANCIAL AGREEMENT OF SALE:
$4,030.52 Cash paid to Seller & seller
carries loan of $28,95O to repay quarterly at 11 1/2$ per annum
11-9-85 Bud Calvin paid off his loan with. B & S Enterprises
Amt. of S27,211.74--B & S paid that amt. to 1st American
IMPROVEMENTS:
Made upstairs Apt.

& Remolded downstairs 119,500

In the

B & S Enterprises
ADDRESS:

943 Russell St.

DATE OF PURCHASE:
AMT.

7-2-82

OF PURCHASE:

PURCHASED FROM:

$85,000
Mr. Lee Long (owner)

$5,000 down. assumed $15,000 loan, & owner
carried Note of $65,000
AMT. SOLD FOR: $92,500
SOLD TO: David Rawlings & Greer Tidwell of Hunter Properties
DATE SOLD: 6-24-83
Sold by Jim Stevens Realty
FINANCIAL AGREEMENT OF SALE:
PURCHASE AGREEMENT:

Cash to seller $13,551.10
114PROVEMENTS:
$12,877.76

& buyer to assume

loan with Lee Long

Estimates

for Remolding

_J

0

r-

I

ri
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S & S Enterprises
Misc.

Information

$7.205.31
S12,00O

for Construclon & Labor on B & S Enterprises Propertlos

Loan with lst American

(unsecured by a property)
Loan with United

Southern Bank $155.000

Amt. paid to FOIC S 38.480.98

IV part of t

5155,001)
S.

4,p
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THIS AGREEMENT IS SUBJECT TO THE ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS SET FORTH ON THE REVERSE SIDE HERETHE SAME BEING INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE.

MAKER AGREES TO THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS H
TED. FILLED-IN COPY OF THE NOTE. THIS THE DATE
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BILL COLSON

AUCTION &REALTY CO.. INdC.

REAL ESTATE * STOCK LIOUIDATIOD;S e FARM MACHINERY e ANTiQUES

"Most Money In The Shortest Time"
• NASHVILLE. TN. 37204 a PHONE 292-6616

2012 BEECH AVE.

Nov. 23,

1981

Received oLarold ahankle, check to IP~w;Aan l".nty
Cnurt in
the amount of $J
.
O in payment of balance of purchase
price of house and lot at "lA Rus.selStreet.

If the Davidson County Probate Court should fail to approve

the sale of this property the total purchase price ($21,000.)
is to be returned to the purchaser.

Glen E. |'ele;
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MASTER NOTE

REQUEST FOR DRAW
United American

D

200 Fourth Avenue. North
Nashville. Tennessee 37219

Ank

Gentlemen:
Under the terms and conditions of that certain Master Note in file dated
(Note) in the amount of
the undersigned (as Maker and1ir Guarantor(s) of the Note) hereby apply) for a
draw of
a
% Per annu.
under the terms and conditions of the Note.
The undersigned hereby represents to you and acknowledges that the undersigned has the power and authority to make this draw under the Note. (2) has received the proceeds of the draw requested hereunder pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Note. (8) has not committed or Permitted to occur any violation or
breach of any of the term and conditions of the Note or any losn agreement pursuant to which the Note was executed and delivered, and (4)wigl pay interest on this
draw in accerdanc with the stipulated interest rate in the Note.

Ds

t

L~iL
~ZZd~~

FOR BANK USE
Amount of Master Note
$
Amounts previously drawn

$

This draw

8

New balsane

$.

Available for future draws

$

-,--/(
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Recreation Whicle Industry Association
&'.)"

?We Ito~~-.

A
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January 28, 1906
Om0oable Bill aone
U.S. flom of kpceaentative
Wanhington, D.C. 30515
Deac Bill I

In the last aweal ont..h, I have been askad several time tawt the
details of the occ• aon IA 1963 han you used an of the mtnrc h8
MIA bed
available foc ume. I thought It .1Wt be helpful it I pa• In wvttq
im
of
the InJfocation we
c adr that Is reflected In our reeomqd.
On a numbec of oca
sIn8 a 1961, 1902, ad 1963, I asked Im to try to
arrange tim to take a trip In an Van owr guest, a that you could hae a
better maderstarui
o that theW lifestyle is all about. ThI
espcially Importm* to us bacamme of ya lwedehp cole In comvctiam with
the Pllams of kSpemntatim Caucums an Tavl ad Tmrii.
ft Isel that Wing
is n longer a hobby, but is a vecy sign•icent pact of travel and orwim ard
should be recognised as such. In fact, there areover 6 millLn Xfh privately
omn1d In the U.S.
As a result of these inwitatiomm, you did contact us to ume oer of our
WYO.It ws out unidstndqng that yomu
mntad to us a inor hom foc •ow
day. July 23, 24, 30, ad 31, 1963. In ordeto m
modate our sdidulr,
you picked the uLet up an July n
retinrned it hmat 1, 163. b
understood that you wece ely going to be using the vehicle on the ftm days
mentminud bove, but It wa not mvmniant for um to have the umt retu•red
between
July 24 ad 30, since it
mas
nt scheduled foc mse.
You did ank umwhat the value of th maeof this I wm ad I have told
you that I betliee $40 pat day is a resmormble value. Sm vehicle ym used w
what we refer to an
"aTypa
C, or a flUin-mtorhm." It Wsa ~edmen RV
built n a Feord chamaLs.
If you noed any further

infotemtion, pleme let me know.
SnmO•ely,

President
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11.

Contact with Aerospace __tjrJ.ot%
A.

To develop possible high level contact, within aerospace
companies4'e. 4 .,. ..

B.

To develop more definitive knowledge of their programs and
future program.

C.

Assist in resolution of problems.

D.

Generally get our name known in industry.

Contact with D.O.D.
A.

Public relations.

,•. Broaden our ability to secure negotiated contracts.
C.
II.

Problem solving.

Contact with Department of Commerce
A.

Need to develop source of foreign users of our materLal.

3. Source of fqraisn suppliers.
IV.

Congressional Contact
A.

Keep us informed of pending and enacted legislation
affecting A.S.M.

B. Seek assistance when needed.
V.

/

Maintain Contact with National Small Business Association

B.

Get A.S.N.

C.

Possibly get us involved personally...-'

involved in national association-..

D. Generally get us exposure.
Vl.

-

-

A. Keep us posted on process of concern to us.

Special Projects

..
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Lmgal Counsel

Betty Fowlke Boner
(202) 544-4399

American Specialty Metals, hic.
210 7th St.. S.E.. Suite #C44
Washington, DC 20003
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INTEROFF I CE
TO:

JosVo Veliin

FROM:-

IL.0oop

DATE:

September 209 1981

SUBJECT:

MHEM 0 RAN D0UMH

oekve

nitin

al

ý Pro-gra-

ThIg look very positive at Iockveiland It ookp I .a90go Loisiorn
"
froWVashington is forthcominganydayo There 1is lot of proposal orlk
on the first t. ships presently being seat out.-TheappOpriate
bayee
have beeo ocatacted ad I Indicated wewould really Ink to bid on my
titmima•e s "eor
slm1n •paoagespresently being eat out.
As you ae avar thee is a reast doea of 2219 13-6, titanium au vell
as several other meta products used an these aes.
For your information,
the following are the major sub-coatasotors bO willparticipate in this
program. It would be to American Sp0cialty Metal's bment to onutact
theasimpnis.so

vOst -_%

vrems- A

Avoo -t 6Na-h11leVinu-.itssire you ar awworof this.z

Loevelsnd laiumstie -(Lnding Gear)

mckvell
it.ontt.ial
in
Segsmdo An. be responsible for the forward
end Intermediate fuseloe. I wiln definitely maso
ureweggot the epouAoe
here dhach is needed.

If I find out any additonal information

I will advise you accordingly.
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Attached is thc list of companies
which you requested this morning.
If you need additional information.
pleasse call.
Joy

1~|
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AWCO Corp.,

AcrostTuCtUrCs Div.

r. c. Bx h10
,Na:r'ville, n'

37202

Lockhecd-Cahifornia Co.
P. 0. box S.t, Dept. SS-SO
Burbank, CA .1320

Boeing Aerospace Co.
P. 0. Box 3999
Seattle, WA 98124

Lockheecd-Gcorgia Co.
Box 102137-68 A•.%EX
Atlanta, GA 30368

Boeing Vertol Co.
P. 0. Box 166S7
Philadelphia, PA 19142

Lockheed Aircraft Co.
P. 0. Box 33
Ontario, CA 91761

Boeing Wichita
3810 South Oliver
Wichita, KN 67210

Lockheed Missile 4 Space
P. 0. Box 504
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Fairchild-Burns Co.
14SS Fairchild Rd.
Winston-Sales, NC 27106

Martin-Marietta Aerospace
P. 0. Box 31/Accounting
Denver, CO 80201

FMC Corporation
4800 East River Road
Minneapolis, NIN 55421

McDohneIl-Douglas
P. 0. Box 2731
Long Beach, CA 90843

Ford Aerospace
3939 Fabian Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303

McDonnell Douglas Corp.
5301 Bolsa Avenue
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

Gen. Dynamics - Convair Div.
P. 0. Box 80818
San Diego, CA 92138

Murdock Machine
P. 0. Box 2278
Irving, TX 75061

General Dynamics
P. 0. Box 2507
Pomona, CA 91766

Northrop Corporation
3901 W. Broadway
Hawthorne, CA 90250

Gulfstream Amrican Corp.
P. 0. Box 2206
Savannah, GA 31402

Parker-Hannifin Co.
P. 0. Box 4268
Huntsville,. AL 33802

Hughes Aircraft Co.
P. 0. Box 11337
Tucson, AZ 85734

Rockwell International
12214 Lakewood Blvd.
Downey, CA 90241

Hughes H'Copter, Bldg. 1$
Centinela A Teale Sts.
Culver City, CA 90230

Rohr Industries
P. 0. Box 878
Chula Vista, CA 92012

Hughes Aircraft Co.
P. 0. Box 92049
Los Angeles, CA 90009

Rockwell International
P. 0. Box 92098
Los Angeles, CA 90009
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Teledyne Ryan Aero.
2701 Harbor Drive
San Diego. CA 92138
Teledyne Lewisburg
P. 0. Box 326
Lewisburg. TN 37091
Uni-Dynamics
472 Paul Avenue
Ferguson. NO 63135
Westinghouse
Hendy Avenue
Sunnyvale. CA

94088
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August 26, 1983

Mr. Bob Brown
American Specialty Metals
11 Main Street
Nashville, TN 37213
RE:

Government Relations Retainer Account of Langford.
Switzer & King with American Specialty Metals

Dear Bob.
Pursuant to our earlier discussion, we are 'providing American Specialty
iietals with the billing for the above referenced account by the fifteenth (15th)
of each month so that you may have the invoices properly processed and a check
prepared for us by the first (1st) of the following month. As we also discussed
and for clarification purposed, we havelisted below the areas of interest we
will focus upon for receipt of the retainer.
A

Langford, Switzer and King will assign one attorney to be on call
continuously to give advice and counsel to American Specialty
Metals in all areas of governmental relations.

B

Langford, Switzer and King will track federal legislation to determine
impact, if any, upon American Specialty Metals.

C

Langford, Switzer and King will monitor federal regulations and how
any regulation changes may affect the metal industry and thus American
Specialty Metals.

we will of course provide you monthly updates and reports as to the activities surrounding the above items. We will be more than happy to continue to
work with you on specific matters as they arise.
Thank you again for giving us the opportunity to work with you as we
are confident that our relationship will continue to be mutually beneficial.

Should you have any additional questions or if I can assist you further, please
do not hesitate to call.

Sincerely yours,
LANGFORD,

S

ZER A KING

BY:
JROBERT M. LAFD
ag

-

M

=
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Mr. Bob Brown
Page 2

P. S.

I have enclosed for your review a brochure that we have received from
Washington that may be helpful to you in your efforts to design an advertising piece of this nature.
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Admnidstration
April 25. 1983
Assistant Deputy Administrator for
Procurement and Supply (93)
VA Central Office
810 Vermont Avenue, N. .
Washington, DC 20420
SUBJ:

inmetonTe

A

-

2

626190C

/

-4.1
-

Alleged Mistake in Bid

In accordance with VAPR 8-2.406-3. we are forwarding documentation
submitted by J. Harold Shankle Company as it relates to an alleged
mistake in bid. The Contracting Officer has complied with the provisions of FPR 1-2.406-3. An administrative determination is
requested.

LARRY E. DETERS
Director
Enclosures:

7

Bidder's Evidence Dated April 21, 1983
Bid Dated April 15, 1983
IFS Dated January 28, 1983
Contents to Specification 626-024
Abstract of Bids Dated April 15, 1983
Contracting Officer's Memo Dated April 21. 1983
Contracting Officer's Stmt. Dated April 25, 1983
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%Ivtww.
Administraion

Memorandum
To

am. April 21. 1983

To File

&m Alleged Histake in Bid

1. 1 received a call from Ann Hysinger (Secretary, Director's Office) who
stated that Hr. Shankle. J. Harold Shankle Company, and a representative
from Bill Bonner's office had an appointment with Wr. Deters at 9:30 a.m.
and wanted me to be available should there by questions relating to the
construction project which Mr. Shankle had bid on.
2. At 9:30 a.m.,
was requested to report to the Director's Office. Wr.
Shankle and two representatives from Congressman Bonner's office were meetrig with Mr. Deters in regard to an alleged mistake in bid. '
3. Hr. Deters asked Wr. Shankle to start from the first and explain why
he was there.
4. Wr. Shankle stated that his estimator had not entered the asbestos
price inthe grand total for Bid Item No. 1. He stated even though Bid
Item No. 1 stated that the asbestos removal price was to be included
with the base bid, it was not included. He went on to say the asbestos
removal price was only shown in the space provided which states wFor
informational purposes only.*
S. Hr. Shankle stated they had made a $60,420 mistake.
should have been added to the base bid of $1,049.552.

The $60,420

6. Mr. Shankle asked if there was anything that could be done to correct
the error. He stated that Mrs. Cornelius of my office had requested a
confirmation of his bid. I informed Wr. Shankle that if he had a mistake
in his bid, there were provisions in our regulations for a review of his
allegations and this review would have to be made in washin'.:on.
7. Wewent to my office where I informed Mr. Shankle that he would have
to support his allegations and submit all pertinent evidence, i.e.,
worksheets and other data supporting the preparation of his bid.
8. Prior to leaving. Mr. Shankle stated he would get a letter to me
either today or tomorrow Inregard to his bid.
/

Contrating
0C ffice

..
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S Veterans

Administration

M
m rn u
Memorandum
To

Om April 25, 1983

1.

Expiration date of bid in question:

To File

&A Statement of Contracting Officer.
Alleged Mistake in Bid, Project
No. 626-024
Nay IS, 1983

2. On Apri1 21, 1983, Hr. J. Harold Shankle, J. Harold Shankle Company,
notified the Contracting Officer, Ralph L. Traew, of an alleged mistake
in his bid. Hr. Shankle stated that his estimator had not included the
price for Asbestos Removal in the base bid. He stated after reading the
statement of Bid Items that he realized Bid Item No. I should have
included the price for Asbestos Removal. He went on to say that the
price for Asbestos Removal was only shown in the space provided which
states *For informational purposes only."
3. Hr. Shankle stated they had made an error of $60.420.
should have been aided to the base bid of $1,049,552.

The $60,420

4. At approximately 4:00 p.m. on April 21. 1983, J. Harold Shankle
Company handcarried a letter to my office. The letter alleged a mistake
In bid. Attached to the letter was two quotes for Asbestos Removal,
5 ledger sheets indicating how bid price was arrived at and an unsigned
copy of the bid form.
S. A review of the work sheets has been made. The area of concern.
Asbestos Removal, falls within the 600 series of the Specifications
which is HVAC work. The bidder has submitted a quote and as explained
will amount to $60,420. The third page of the bidder's work sheet for
HVAC work reveals a price of $220,125 and at some point in time a figure
of $285,125 was lined out. This figure represents a difference of $65,000.
.It is possible the omission of $60.420 could have happened in this area;
however, the work sheets, as submitted, are not conclusive in this area.

Contracting Off cer (90C)

VAmmaV

&MS
M
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HAROLD SHANKLE CO.,INC.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Aput.t It,

1983

Mn. Ralp Tiusm.
V A Medtca CeneA
1310 24th Avtmse, South
Mah.v4.Ue, Te-neaaee 37205
Re:

Expand Labo'•oxm j SeAv4ceA
V A Med"At CentrJ
Piojec.t 0 626-024

Pea•. SA:
In -4eAPORAe to UOU4 'i~qequt 6o04d ond4AXam*Wn oj oua biue 644, we
have d4Acoveaed that an euAon We made on oua NJ dowm. Ouw eata.•toit,
Cha•Let
LWWd, 6at.ed to 4owtlade the coat o• aobe•o•& 4'emovat in hi.
baae 64

w t ii•ote on the enc.toed MoAzheet, theAte vA no a€towmV, e
6o't a~beutoa wunoat -nt h4A ba.ae 644 eat4.maze. He a66wned that the
a4beato6 •moviat wa to be b,.d ao a 6epgaAte ae.,
when " 6ac. a
should have been 4x'juded 4.n QuA ba.e b.44. Owt ba.e 644d ahoutd have
.tead $1,109.972.00, &du.,d-h .ep.en,.ta oust o.AngiAa• baoae b4.d ptua the
co6t 6ot aabeAtc, removal.
AA you

Lend oauuved at $60,420.00 6ol, u.be.4tos iemovaz by u4cn•9 a telephone
quotat.4on 64om Lctghonu J Co. (5ee alttched copy) and add, ng 51 oveAhead
and pwo6.t ani 13 bond pkemum. When ox 'Lece•ved tVu b5
644 theMAA
,a
queatton ai to ,ictheA the $9,000.00 tWted
4t a deduct o-t an add.
Due to the d*.5pwv.-4ty between the two bi-a we xece.uved jol tk•A po,•twOn
o0 two4xk, we used c.t -u an add to the oungint $48.000.00 quote.
M..

A6 pov,..ded jot, en FcdeAa. P'wcuweent Requtat4ona Sect.on 1-2.406-3
we ne.ipe.t6ultty ,ewquet that thA conZtnact be asuded to oust company
e.n the amount od $1,109,97t.00. You.,% con4.de•atcn o6 th-. %eque.t
4A app'•uated.
S.'ACeAe4q,

J.HAROLD SHA.KLE CO., INC.

J$.•Smb
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The Conressmie called to inqure tout th status at aImiSte Ii
bid Pres VA Medical Center Nashville, 1I. I t•|d hbo i bd the tile,
(Rec'd 4/18) but hNd not reviewe it )et. I said it woud be reiwed
that it would then be sent t•ru~ Geerl Cisel ftrte
shorly
to call him bac dtta I be
He aske
require legal revie.
reviewe it to let him know d•at my recinndtien wold be. I said
that since this is a new assignment I would diek with Mr. Coo first.

Since Mr. Cook was out today~he asked me to -dvisn Mr. Cook af his
interest and to ask Mr. Cook to call him rout wek and advis states.
I said I would.

*a
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This Is to comf Lin our verbal report at the 103 morning metal" so QI S "
and provide updated information on contacts vith the local mnd" e8
-'tlmft•.
request to review Construction contract file0 for tw projects Com@asmt4z<
complete)at the YMC. The Interest vwa primarily in potenti•.3Slnwevel
n 5'
.
t..
of Congreaemn 5ill loner in awarding these contract.
Allegations first rose several umoath ago about It. loser'so Lflea"ma
on government agencies in favoring certain contractors. At ot tim
TA was not one of the Aguilaa mentioned. To our knowledge, Sr *maw
attempted to have no Iafluence on the award of tOe contracts iavolved. - "
The Intervention mentioned is the following 20C concerning the "mInabiW
Involved a claimd mistake i1 bid of about $60.000 when the costracet
,
.
failed to consider coat of ramming asbestos In the area. Artar rrevl
.m
In VACO the contract was awarded as it was still the Imo bid.
.
The

ON

following Is Nx. Deeters accounting of the sdadi

'THE
1

MAY 208

1985.

1T

8:4ý

*..

MS.

contacts.

RUSSELL CALLED TO INQUIRE A09UT

CONTRACT FILES FOF OAR LABORATORY RENOVATION FROJECT AND THE DIALYSI
PROJECT.
S.E FýFF(SCD AN INTEREST IN SEEING THESE FILES.
I INDICATED
THAT T WOU&Ae HAVE TO CONTACT OUR DISTRICT COUNSEL'S OFFICE TO INQUIRE
A&OUT PROFER PROCEDURES.
SHE SEEMED SATISFIED.

I

I CONTACTED JESS COMER IN THE DISTRICT COUNSEL'S OFFICE AND HE
INDICATED THAT HE WOULD CONTACT THE GENERAL COUNSEL'S OFFICE IN
WASHINGTON9 D.C., TO ObTAIN FkOFER FROCEFORE AND WOULD CALL CORINNE
RUSSELL TO EITHER GIVE HER THE FROCFEUkE OR TO INDICATE HOW LONG IT
MIGHT bE.
3.
AT 11:00 A.M.P MS. RUSSELt LALLEI, PACK TO INQUIRE WHAT I HAD LEARNED o
0
|I TOLD HER THAT THE Ii7FTICT COUNSEL'S OFFICE WOULD bE CONTACTING HER@
| RObABLY SOMETIME TOoA1.
SHE ASKED WHAT I THOUGHT THE PROCEDURE MOULD B
AND I TOLD HER IT WOULD FRO&APLY PE A FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REEUEOT.
I
PROVIDEDD HER WITH THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NIMPER OF JESS rnMra
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1H

AbOVE

TO

IrIH

ISAACS AT NOON.

oN "AT
.1, AT A1F1(11XI"ATELY 10:.0 A.M.,
I WA45 CONTACTED BY CORINNE
.oa
I L.
SHE AEQ'jfEcrFL Ato INIEP.*IEW ON rAM[ 1 A REGARDING THE CONTRACTS
-t- J. H. SHANKLE C3. (DIALVSIS FRfJE,-T AND LABORATORY RENOVATION
6H( HEi,' FoE'."IOUSI'
;t.(UE.,TEl, THE CONTRACT FILES ON THESE
SEC•**.
LF RtFORIS OF CONTACT INDICATING MR. WALTER
FRiIJ.ELrS AND HAD COPF;'
HLNI"S INVOLVLtlfN, IN RESOLVING A MISBID ON THE LAi4ORATORY PROJECT.
MR.
IF..'
1. Comr.R€FSmAN IONER'S ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT IN THE
% .tJJLLE OFFICE.
3(GRANTE[D THE REQUEST FOR AN INTERVIEW AFTER READING
,'E [,nruIMENTS.
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WERE ASKED:
r.
e"tdb
LJl1A(T

@

L'.N T 11 JfJU!..tAL FOR A CONG&ES•MAN'S OFFICE TO REPRESENT A
ON S.UH A'4 ISSLiE7
0#r',,
ANSWER:
NOT UNUSUAL.
MANY INDIVIDUALS
ThiJ; C-CNGRfiES.MAN FOF ASSISTANCE WHENEVER THEf ARE HAVING
[,EALINW 11H THE GOVLRNMI.NT.

SIJFFICULTY

14. 1.jT [,L.Nt T TfEf NOA, ALLY rONTACT THE INDIVIDUAL AT THE FACILITY
,Nv,!"'jIt FIRS" ANmt hi! 10 ;IESCLVE THE FRO[LEM"
ANSWER:
YES# THAT WOULD
NLRhMALLI BEE 1
.
.
DID CONGRESSMAN PONER'S OFFICE CONTACT YOU
ANSWER:
TO MY K•4OWLEDGE,
ON TWO
, L- lfrw.L'J|INC THE ORIGINAL BID AND THE SECOND TIME INVOLVING
.'NE AMI'JNT OF PAYMENT FOF WORK ALhEADY ACCOMPLISHED.

.ON t4L16#**,
.',".-IONS
RL'uAI.I.'i,'-

.

"IN'.,,
I!efLINtS,
'I

F

,IT,
l

SHANKLE,

ANSWER:
I SEEM TO
[t.
AHAT ['0 fOu MEAN. WORt ALREADY ACCOMrLISHEDT
RECALL THAT THE CONTRAC(0R FfL" THAT A HNHfkR FPECENTAGE OF THE WORK HAD
bEEN DONE THAN WE HAD ALLOWED.
A t:EIING WAS HELD' AND TO MY RECOLLECTIONS
THE REASON A SMALLER A10LJT UAS AUTHORIZED WAS bECAUSE THE CONTRACTOR HAD
[(C'I.MENTAIJON OF THE PROJECT AND RECEIPT OF
FAILEI, TO *ROL'I[',F •.i--•,vm7T
I BEL IEVE THAT THE FRObLEM WAS RECTIFIED[
ITEMS T(, •4 J'EL, Its THE PROJECT.
bf ;F'FIL,]NS AI1I,,TIONAL" [OCLIMENTATI7,N AN, THE PERCENTAGE WAS ULTIMATELY
INCREASE D'.
i.
1 NOTE THAT THE CONNrhACT EXCEEDED T14E ORIGINAL COMPLETION DATE.
IS THIS NOT UNUSUAL?
ANSWER:
IN A CONTRACT OF THIS SIZE@ NORMALLY A
IF THE
NUMk'Ek OF CHANGE ORIERS ARE REQUIRED ,UE TO UNFORESEEN PRObLEMS.
CHANGE ORDER iS SUBSTANTIATED. THE CONTRACT COMPLETION DATE MAY bE
EXCEEDED.
I SEEM TO FECALL IN THE LABORATORY PROJECT THAT THERE WAS A
PROBLEM WITH A SUFFLIF; GOING OUT OF BUSINESS AND A NEW SUPPLIER HAVING
TO BE LOCATE[.

M
F.

DID CONGRESSMAN

e.SHANhLE'S FROBLEMS7
I.I.I

BONER EVER CONTACT YOU PERSONALLY

ANSWER:

WITH REGARD TO

NO. MR. HUNT CONTACTED ME.

9
G.
TO WHAT EXTENT ARE YOU INVOLVED IN THE CONTRACTING PROCESS?
ANSWER:
THE CONTRACTING PROCESS IS MANAGED SEPARATELY BY THE SUPPLY
SERVICE.
IN FACT. WITH REGARD TO SUCH ISSUES@ THERE IS A SEPARATE BODY
OF REGULATIONS AND THE SUPPLY SERVICE REPORTS THROUGH A DIFFERENT CHAIN. 4
OF COMMAND TO AN ASST. ADM. !N WASHINGTON RATHER THAN THROUGH THE DEPT,
OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY FOR SUCH ITEMS.
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H.
UWAS HE lmECI!,
&.1. TO ALLOW THE CHANGE IN THE ORIGINAL DID MADE
LOCALLY"
AN.-.F, N., 11 4AS AFrAOVEIo IN WASHINGTON.

I

If
I.

IPIS UNUSUAL?

ANSWER:

I

NO.

6fl0
1.OVILI,
YOLI COtNSID[ER TO EE THE MOST IKNOWLE[DGEABLE ABOUT THE
T-6i. CONhALI
ANSWER:
THE CHIEF OF SUPPLY SERVICES MR.

!,LTr-!.-4
141LL FALMEk. AND THE SUFERvISOR OF THE CONTRACT SECTION AT THAT TIME#
RALPH TRAMFL,
WHO IS NOW EMPLOYED AT THE VA MEDICAL CENTER IN
,U.F REEt.I'C)IRO
4
cr
VACANCY

MR*

W.4• DII MFR. TRAMEL LEAVE AND [olo HE LEAVE UNDER DURESS?
HE P.11 NOT LEArf UNDER DURESS.
1LUT CHOSE TO APFLY FOR A POSITION
AT MuRFREES0RO.
I AM NOT AWARE OF THE REASON.

t. HOW FREOUEhTLY 110 YOU HAVE CONIALTS WITH CONGRESSMAN 1'ONER OR HIS
OFFICE'?
ANSWER:
THE MAJORITI or OUR CONGRESSIONAL MAIL COMES FROM
CONGRESSMAN PON[I, t OFFICE Amti rHE CONGRESSMAN COMES TO THE HOSPITAL
APPROXIhAIE.Y TWICE A ILAR EITHER TO VISIT PATIENTS OR FOR DEDICATIONS,
0. (ICLAAIUtNALLY JUSI TO VISIT.
HE WAS PREVIOUSLY A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE
VETERANS AFFAIRS COMMITTEE AND' IS CURRENTLY A MEMbER CF THE
APPROFEIATIONS COMMITTEE. 50TH OF WHICH PLAY A MAJOR kOLE IN SETTING THE
A BUDGET.
.

A

II(IT CONGRESSMAN

BONER OR HIS OFFICE AFPLY

SHANKLE CASE?
ANSWER:
NOT THAT I AM AWARE OF.
HUN; AND I MERELY EXPEDITED THE MEETING BETWEEN
THAT A RESOLUTION COULD BE ACHIEVED.

UNUSUAL PRESSURE IN T E:

0N P0TH OCCASIONS. WALTER'
THE OFFICIALS INVOLVED SO

9
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SELLER'S SETTLEMENT SHEET
August
12,
1983
DATE:
B & S Enterprises
SILLEa:
B. P. & JudyG. Calvin
lbuv t:
PROPeATT: 2034 E. Greenwood Avenue

OTT. so.
ACoousT

Credi'
$ 38,600.00

D,,ls
Paopenty SoLD ................................................
.4•..1AY. .......................
Psoatsa Curente Yeas Tans ..

S

141.44

S

9...•-$S
5
Insurance .................................................
th.............................................. S
EKrow Funds wi
Rern Adlustment ...............................................
$S
S
Earrwat Money anHands of clier. ..............................
pe,"
P,"q,
e
"
:
.........
Prc.
$..
.
.
Ine.
8...
Sa1 1st ine
ee45
.
$5s _________
: Princ. S.............8IntS$............S
as r........
•Mrsed
Vnjor's lien maned by s ele................................... S
. S
"
.
. • oVz tgage •giuen.•
AM&

S

Miscellaneous psyeymnent..........................................

$

Suit%-,v .......................................................
1

S

S....

$
35.9oo
208.83
S
S 1,071.92

S.......o..oo.......o..o......oooo....o..ooooo.......o...o..........

25.00
100.o00

.9..•S t.ee.............S
wUK&M*XDU ..X.F.r
wS•Ut...................
O sin•;,).
Vw
................... PRq A. PY,0PA TA.tA,9An...............
.......................................
Titeolcy. .........
EX
A M ..... Adtvex:t.zLsng..fee .......................
Comnaumnwto Agent

244868

S 2:316. 00.

Total Deducuons............................................... $ 32,851.22
Paocteos TOSELLER (Diufernce between Deductson.
Total Crediu)
S 5, 748. 78 8

38,600.00

S38,600.co

TOTALS

We have examned die above statement and 6Mkd it cr.ct Ths acknowIdga that the above amount have

L.

been p&a asstated wnth out approval and for our accowu ad knce.efit.
•ate

19

WILLIAM H. BONER

BUYER'S SETTLEMENT SHELT
August 12,1983
StLLER: B & S Enterprises
Buvra: B. P. and Judy G. Calvin
PaeERa•-.2034 Greenwood Avenue
DATE:

Dct
.$S38.600,00S

........................................
PROPERTY PURCHAS
•EarnemaMoney Depomited wi• Agent at ,Sei..................$
Pr"ala CurrenstYe•r•Tam .......................................

S
Rent Adi...................................................... $S
Inmu nem ..................................................... $
Escrow Vmlds WAt.............................................8

R•oAng Dai $..P.,-.........Tax .Q.3A.............
k
MiU&a

S.

..2...... ..............S

.......

OTT. NO.
AoouuwT

.. 4

O"in
$SS 5,790.00
$_
141.44

s
106.86

8

35.10

Chu........................................... $

f.

244868

70.0.0Ded
?O.00

.a •..Txu S.t. Note..$S

U.. ..A ....................................
$
100.00
atdiv .......................................... $
Venw's ben ir e
Seby
ller...Tp.0A. PA].M.................$ 38,811.9.
............................... 9...
. ..

S34,881.44

34,811.44

8 34,811.44

*Cum ToBuePAS bBuvUM....................................
TOTALS

34,030.52 s
5

B.

P. •CALVINZ

$ 28950.00

e7

j--
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SELLER'S SETTLEMENT SHEET
D472

4/22/83

William H. Boner & J.H.
Manuel Alvelo
Stratton Avenue

SILLIS
BUOTY

Pao'urv

GCT.No.
G-20265
Awauwj
Shankle d/b/a
B&S Enterprises

D"m
I

.......
......
,•• DYw;T-,,
............. ... .A ..2...qa.YAs
r.•.SOL•
Ya'
am..
days .....................

,

Pma

Co"t
S 72,000.O 0)
S

15o
175.04

Insuran•................................................ ,•

8

EsMw Fws w .........................................
RgnI Adj)u
...............................................
[arn..,t Money a Han& of Se.U ...............................

&=.OWN
•,
w.wg . mate ue
." as ale-

.......

S

P.sPf
SRlP..,...n6r
S............
Pnu i $............ h $ ............

S

_

1,600.0oo

...
. .
$
Vcnic a Lia. naumd by a- r...................................
... gý.yf.r) ....................... 8
.K.9..
....
^kft-,KLk-M
S.
....
18 a d vg [t
$
US
E ...............

_nnn nn

1IqQC

......................................

2. .0

Suamps on Sa %er.
Deed .......................................... $
T,"

Closing .feg

......................................

.Deedprp....''.' ............................ ,S

T,,k PoLcy .................................................... S
........................
********Auction
I* *I I- '8
"
Lw EmrwP
m . . Jt. m Steven
Relt

Inn nn

20.00

350.35j "
4,320.00"

ducwm ...............................................
Total
w V TOmalC4dm)
PaoceZWe TO SELLn (Daffemtmubetwm Dduca••

$

62,169.47
9,830.53"

TerTALS

S

72,0O0000

We have ,.amad the above -,tat
bean paxd amaad •ndt

&W
ad
h cmuict. Tc am
ckrw5
urtapprovaj ad foe ou &.oUN and beee19

WILLIAM'Ir. AONER

a

72,000.00

d&aab• ama

Lm

',3
.
H. SHANKLE

BUYE•'S SE-ILEMENT UE•T
DATZ

buyza
Pacetare

4/22/83
William H. Boner & J.H.

Manuel Alvelo

OF.s NI.
AcOXLrT G-20265

Shankle d/b/a/ B&S

Enterprises

Stratton Avenue

P&WuAT,PU3UA.
...........................................
$
MommyDep4isaa IV"
,,
1e, w 5iu=.................
-f•ana

Peom Cmim Ynrs Tam ...............

De"O
72.Q000,005

8

............. $

R ae
A4............................................. $
iaunm
..
.......
. A
npurance
w Pat&Ws ............................................. $
R•aw•wqg Dud 1 :

3er

......... Tax $.A
,A,

s %9................

s.8-. P. ......... Tax S... a.,qQ.............

....................

193.7?0

.50

20,0o
100.2$S 4.00o.00

C'st To 3M IPA&ai Burn.......................................
•*kmainm•

8
9.~.m

mel
t~eim
.

,•,,.

et et

..iwl

mr

1785.04

$

$

.......

T,,a

10.800.0o

34S.00o

biamuagmmm Qua ........................................... $
4IM'lf
Rr.tgAgA.pRC.
R
.M.
t.OQ ..............
$$
........... .-M
CIA540G.L.•e.
..................................
monpr am-a wrSi ........................................
$
v ,, id
. e,'s..u,,, . O . by. S c'm
o r" fIq' "U
* rwa y u-r. . *..
.. .... ... $

..................
.

am"

$

-6
4

s

7,742.19

72.717.2(3
-m.

ii
*k

-IkmmN

0

1•

, 9 1 5%
. 04 ,

.

72,717.20
.
- V
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UJMWR SETTLEMeNT SlET
CTI. N•

June 23, 1983
1M
J. Hazold Shanklompy, Inc.
Ida MaL Shaw
5324 buena Vista Pike

DATE:
SU m:
Buyn:
moeramz

0.
................................................
.................
..
T --.. .
y.'.
go**
...................................................
ard
................
".w'
run& ,a Hand
locro--- "'•.9P.....
Prtg.....
jiba.d.kaL
....... S$I

PaIRceaW 5o6
C.

Gompm

dd.

" ' It......
.

......

....

45,000.00

..... 5.

.............................. S

Ha"

Ea.....

$

176.21

243502

.8

.......

T.:mse Lim......hby........
S
Rekw of Lies.....................................n
mascellanmu Pau "%vi1 Zrp.
4 ...............
.....
$ ...
T,..... ............................
.siax........Q6..
1
e "g.9IA.....................
12.00
-..-................................ ,
Sumps an e -sDed
........................................ 8
Tam.... ... ....
.................... S
.FAV. *QAY

.....
Aolicy.AQ9XAY!@A..T~tIA.........

.. _ 1,3-- _
ewdt~tR.F ...............
.e.....udl
•i
June
mr
23,K1J98
go0
f2
T D duc om ............................................
Pmatuz
o Swam (Dsdra hse ýDodmsiwV TetCmndim) $13,533.09 S 45,519.56b
We bave eaDmiid sho Amue
m md W h cin.... . Ma d....
$
.d
for ow m mandW. bam.L
sL ..,W
ap... .....
be=m - as a

uh &o a

e hm0
1

V3. HAE40M

BUYERS SE tILm~lu4
DATe:
Saeuz:
awnm:
Pweaw:

Paorma

uHr

Juno 23, 1993

O...U

J. HaroldShannkle CO. Inc.
Ida Mai Shaw
5324 Buena Vista Pike

Pusaiam
.........

..........................

.
EMm I 1 9uOW Di1..llW..0I....".
Psiasm
$ .... ;6.. .41. .. T
Sf m& w.a...

...om
. .......

Sadg DWS......
eIt d.6 MS 8...

............... 9

............

*....

......W

1
-.....
*
Tedk Pobc .........
S....................................
&"Ngpammow
rgn...................._____

Ved.oe
..................................
, od. ...

*.............MJ.499,J122..87
Cs" To le PA

m ..................................

*m

ICR 1W

SHMI

1
Si'

-

6, SO
I

J

$

121-%n
S 0
____

W
.

W

243502

8*$

.......

-34W ...o...............S
S
.7q ............ $6

$...
...............

... 00... 7ý

MUU~r

*..22-~23L-96
16 265.
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SELLER'S SETTLEMENT SHEET
June 24,

DAMi.
SELLER.

GTT. No.

1983

244033
A=WpgT
William H. Boner and Harold Shankle
buvi&:
Hunter Properties Partnership of David E. Rawlings A Greer Tidwnll
P&orarTY: 943 Russell St., Nashville, Th
Debuu,

VenJor s Lien retained by aller .................................

S

Mi,,ccilancous payments ........

$

'V..... .........
Release of Lien .................. e..s
.

.

.........***

....

*

S
$
$

S

S k4.827.40
.................
Pnn* 5.......... it. ......... S
•"..........I•t.
•
•..........

0.per I
.....
r seeo was4onf ........

.

Ceedms
92.500.00

S

raoraivr SOLD................................................
283.50
Procsta Current Yec's Tares ...................................... $
Insurance .....................................................
Escrow Funds -ih .............................................. S
Rent Adjustment ............................................... $ , 21n I O t

.........

C1t.
*

....

..

Tl .......
..................

*

3.00
125.0

. ......

$
Suairv .....................................................
Stamps on Sellcr's Deed .......................................... s
S
Taxes .........................................................
......
..... *.....S
..........
....

S......

....

**....

*.................

.

5 $11 '7K
'M17MI
A UTe......................S..........
Title Policy
...................... S 1,611.51
•
€~ A P.tV;4J.F
Commumion to Agent J. Stevens

t

£

. 5,550.00
"

t_
Aonal

Total Deductions ............................................... S7 3 1• 57 .16
PaoceeDs To SeLEa (Difference between Decduction V Total Credits)
ToTAU

$19,342.84
s92,500.00

1
92,500.00

We have €asmned the above sesmnt ad L&d ik cocrm. This ackowledgs that
been paid asstated with our approval and for or amoun and benekL Date

WILLIAM H. BONER

AM

Abov amount Iave
19 -

SHNL

BUYER'S ELEMENT SHEET
DATE:
SELLEa:

Buyla:

June 24, 1983

OnT. N.

244033

William H. Boner and Harold Shankle
Aouur
Hunter Properties Partnership of David E. Rawlings and Greer Tidwell

PaOEaTY'94 3 Russell St., Nashville, 7N

Debt"e
PUWnsA3 ...........................................
S 92,500.00
oeane•rMn ey DMawrepoid wAs Agem t "orSeU..................$

$

S
Rent Adj ...................................................
Insurance ..................................................... S
Escrow Fnwbs With ............................................. S

S
S
$

PaoFa9ai

Prorat Current YeW' Taes..................................... S.
Recording Deed .... 45P ....... Tan ..... .AQ.s P .........

247.oo

S

010"
$S 13.875.00

S _,283

Recodmng Meg. S.............
T S.-.....................
S
MIU
Chursu
........................................... S
Tse PobA .................................................... $
w Si4 ..............
.a..1N11l
.............
S

... ors...stgsa

ar

bw

endor T km Pure

.................................
e..........................
..........

64,827.40

'

__.____$

S

TOTALS

,

,7•295.4
13.551.10

S 92,747.00

~~-"4o

.50

10.0-0

6 92,747.00

am a~ soma3 am ie asa. am

* X PM-ULI
1-0

W5S~
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TRADEMARK APPLICATION..PRL'CWALMA
,
REGISTER. WITH DECLARATION

vect0r
V
r

TO THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS:
I~AT

WAAG OF C

Hydra-Sports.
8TAV 00em WlOr

Inc.

INGO eeATO•n
OFV

Tennessee
owe$0"emoneassss.or cesmsoA.e"

100 Ocean Side Drive, Nashville, TN
tuhf0wgpoods:
Thabsoem
etfe p~athsadpe
a-ts

e ssn

37204

h rdmr

WSue hPmas
a emums thst sa ma be regstrd I doeU.Mtd
Registu ebhd by d Act of July S. 194.

Isow
sthe accospwnylag drawn

for

n*
•
ndTnuk Offe emfter

3
The rademawk was fRstused oa the gods em0;w"

interstate

2

as
irt

sd onthe 0d 3 in
wIn____

______4__;_d__

such commere.
S
6

uboa t

Us murk IsedWby aplylgltI O
pn
and f(ie VocIIdmhwkV

an psnted heewith.
mark as atually umsd

Earl Benz
by fimnt impiimemot.
soade • pMl
being hrmby wantd that wU faise suanmit ed theMloke
or both. under Seclom 1001 o(Thle IS ofdie Uite d Ssu Code and that h willul fas ustatanes may
ity oofhe applicatom or a regnUdom reWuting thewrfm, decar tt het/as
jeopd
aithe
Vice President
of appicat oporadm end hbauthdmzed to mmne this lasummnem bdehl of sad corpotloahbe/de
don to be the owner ofdie tradearwk ought tobe regtered; to the beet of hiserknowlbelievesm d corapoa
hau the rdoit to use said ma inuer.
om
Uocad
edge
and belef no odtr peans.A fin. caostd .ta
k when applid to the pod
thetumaro mb I&*.
etr•
d Mnthe
s idcal or.is witmwmaesema
of suh other pen.. tocaumscoafkiae tovmae mstaakeor to d•ce;te facs fowth inthis appUcation aretrie-. endall astatemensmade of iA/herown knowledgeare true ad Allsuataments madeoemsloemadtoanWd beef are believed to be true.
Hydra-Sports,

Inc.

by

~ ~~

~

~

VTD
PTO Fwa ,•,(Tftftmk)
X(r.CeusbIyanas
wl"

R
-0
.eu) PSV. As
ns.au
u S ---~ ~ ~ ftýsad
s"ý-"Ogiiý.U-JLDZIPT.olCOMULRCIt
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REPRESENTATION
If the applcant if not domiciled in the United Stsum. a domestic rtpmesentatve mut be despated. See Form 4.4.
If applicmt wishes to furnish a power of attorney. MeForm 4.2. An attorney at law Isnot required to furnish a
power.
FOOTNOTES
I
If applicant is anssoclation oaother similar type ofJuristic entity, chanp "corporation" throughout to n
appropriate desipsatiom.
2
If registration le sought for a word or numeald mark not depicted Inmy special form, the drawing may be the
mark typed In capital laetur oanlatter4i bond peper;odtwie. the drawing should be made with india iak ot a
good grade of hbod paper or on bito boand.

3

If more thn oto item of poodsln aclass
It

forth and the dategiven for that cdas apply to only ot of the

sms listed. Insert the tnmse
of the Item to which the data app•.

4
Type of comnerm should be specifed a Inatrsoat." "rrtdiad." "forel."or other type of commerce
whtch may lawfully be regulated by Congess. Foreipg applicants relying upot tse must specify commerce which
Congess may regulate, ming wording such n cominsoer
with the United States or commerce between the United
States and afqreip country.
S If the mark is other than a coined. arbitrury or fancful madre
, and the mak is believed to have acquid a
secondary meaning. Insert whiche•ver of the following paragaphsis applicable:
a) The mark hbabacon. distindctve of applicant's goods a8a result of substantially exclusive anid continuous
use in
commerce for the fle years next preceding the dot o flMing
of this applization.
b) The mark has become disanctin

of applicant's goods a evidenced by the showMn
submitted separately.

6
Insert the manna or method of udngl the mark with the pods. I.e., "the goods." "the contanen for the
goods:* "displays amoclted with the goods," "tap or lsaa afxed to the goods." or other method whbch may be
int Use.

7
The required fee of M35.00 for each cla must be usmittedi (An applicaton to register the sase mark for
goods and/or services in more than ome clam may be flad; however. oods and/or services. and date of use. by class.
must be set out separately. and speciam and a 6ea for each clm ae required)

he.

- 4 Tme
vadw

Oflae - U. DIfr. 49 coee&USCR
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0
S.
L

100 Ocean Side Drive
Mashville, TV 37204
Att: Joe Reeves
Coot: Earl Benz
4W: 615-385-3652 H:
83--009 PC: 18

A- Cqpyzrght/ftadmark
Awlication
Statute of Limitations Date: NONE
a.
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ABOUT
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* Answers
to Questions
Frequently

Asked About
Trademarks

bpnmrsd August M92

:

280

I~e

A brif muoducton to Trademnark
matters including
* definiton and functios of
Ttadm&rks
*

what applicants must do

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

281

I'

L•

••4

* -jL)
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ftIJratI•

.lwsrn1ukA.LAiqA51!
(Corpoation)j

wamw

TO THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS:

GlPOUVATII
tAvrmI Ad6aF s COR

? /

drawing foe
Th abv Identifed applicast has adopted and is using the trademak shOWl nlthe alccorapanyhlsa
followusggoods: ,,-Cx'c.TS
m8th

..

.

that !,said
sandrequestnoleof
ui registered lath Unied States Patent sod Tiademark Ofic on the Priselpl
S emask be

P
.
145

'1

IS.
146
-,
The trademak was fs sd on th gods on,
4
co,,erce
on
•
sl'd
_,ntier
w c fJl .14
$ewetblWb
Reistelr esalse by the Act of July

mskts "used
aW reqe

11.w,,

sdO spec

by e ml&nglt Istoe'

..
te p ,3Go
kw.s( ,rstused on

sdSistat

;w,,, firs usd on the good 3 In
;snlsolausels

t",s O
iatusd/on-wta

n Tdvu Ot

the mark asactually used asepieseed herewit.
ns sdhwmng

7

Oe
f0 ~Ofi ef eeepeebw
,
e
a e by lAn atmpeomekA
are
beft bereby warned that willu false satemes and the 1k so made an
or bodt.unde Secuon 1001 of Tide 1 of the Umted State Code &adthat sack wilful falsmStaimeuSes may
jeoprdise the validty of tmphe vsatiosn AY regstation resuis lt herfrm .declaresthat Weane k
and saudh•ied oaecute this uuunim on bedudof said corpoatlon;he/de
of appiuant copoutio M
belieWs said corporti to be the owner of the trademark sought to be regpstered; to the bes of MAW knowSthe rd&t ur mi aeksluomeacax,
edp and beliefo ther person. finn. corponuan, or asocbtioa hau
mremblance theeto asmay be IsO .wbm apeotoed gpods
eIthe lasthe Identka form orJAich near
. or tocae mistake. ot to decelv;ethe fts et fworhn thap
confusim
of'hk otdor pesoa sp"camsse
caton ar tnue; and all statement made of hshe own knowmedge ae rieo andA statements made o* lafor.
mution and belief are beleved tobe tnie.
Dpa

mew__________

(Ceipcetlee)
(trademark)(Cormadbrtle)
Fesw4Aea(Ttee4Nuhw)
PlO Forom'44
IPTO

Psiemeel Tialemw& 0mm-U.S. DUT. ICOSSMLRCZ
to
"hd 1 6mas~wO~rm .-UJL OUiT. e# €'Ooduta•
e•
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If the applicant Itnot domucld In the LhUad States. adomestic repesentaave ~mwt
be desipiated. See Form 4.4.
It applicant wishe to funMh a power of atomney. see Fom 4.2. An attorney It?aw Ianot nqrerd to funnis a
power.
FOOThOTES
I
l( applican•la anasocaaldoo or other similar type ofjurailc entlty. chanp "corporation" throughout to as
appropriate deelpatlo.
2
If gIsartlkon baauogh for a word o anrumal mak sot depicted In my special form. the drawing may bedao
Mark typed in capital haettn an latler4ze bond paper; olherwia. the drwing should bemade with india ink ORa
good lada of bond paper or an bdsol board.

3 If movatha o&namemof good Iasadam ls at fort had the dates givIS for tha Clasapy toGy we of do
iteums led,luar the san of the iles sowhich the dam apply.
4
Type of aomm•rce shuld be spocilad u "*unte"ta."-urdtodal," "for . eorother type of cm r
which may lawfuly be regulated by Coopas. Foreip applianau relying,upon mamust specIfy comme which
Compass may vulate, muing
wording sich u commece with the Ubated Swe or commerce between aa
thUnted
Suas and afqodlp country.
S
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APPENDIX B
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APR 1519%6
Honorable Julian C. Dixon
Chairman, Committee on Standards
of Official Conduct

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

20515

Dear Mr. Chairman
As you know, the Department of Justice has begun an investigation into the activities of Congressman William Boner of
Tennessee.
We are aware# of course, that a referral on this
matter has been made to your Comeittee. We respectfully request
that your Cosmitt."
defer on this matter until our investigation
is completed.
We are committed to proceeding with this investigation as expeditiously as possible and we will advise you of
the results of our work to the extent permissible by law.
We have no objection
letter.

to the public disclosure of this
Sincerely,

Stephen S. Trott
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division
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April 322. 1os
The Ionorable Julian C. Dixon
The honorable floyd Spence
C emittee on Standards of Official Conduct
Room M0T2
The Capitol
washington, D.C. 20SIS
Dear Chairman Dixon and Ranking Minority Member Spences
I am writing this letter about a matter of great urgency and
I understand from my counsel that the Coamittee
importance.
received a letter from the Criminal Division of the Department of
Justice requesting that the Comittee defer its preliminary
inquiry until the Department has finished its review. I also
understand that the Ciommttee is planning to meet on Wednesday,
April 23 to consider this request.
I am writing this to ask as strongly as possible that the
Committee deny the Department's request. In addition, I feel so
strongly about this issue that I hereby request the opportunity
to address the Committee directly on this is sue when it meets.
There are a number of issues which the Department's request
raises. Some concern matters far more important than my single
case. For years, the louse of Representatives has been asserting
its co-equal and constitutionally-mandated right and obligation
to review members' conduct, and the constitution specifically
directs the Rouse to perform this function. The louse has won
important Supreme Court and other judicial victories. A good
example is the decision on the supremacy of the Speech and Debate
Clause, which have been predicated on the assertion of this
authority. Should the Cosmittee voluntarily relinquish any of the
louse's constitutional authority, it would, in a single stroke.
undermine the efficacy of these precedents for future use.
Similarly, the Executive and Legislative Branches are
involved in a number of issues in which the authority of each to
act is being challenged. On the day the Comittee meets, for
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example, the Supreme Court will hear arguments on the
constitutionally of the Gramm-Rudman Act. &very time the louse
voluntarily gives up any of its Constitutional prerogatives it
chips away at its ability even on different issues to assert its
full authority.
There have been occasions in the past and there will be
times in the future when the House wants to take actions and
conduct investigations on its own before any public charge Is
made. It the Committee, without cause and on the simple request
of a single division in the Department of Justice, defers to that
division It creates a precedent which will be used against it in
the future. This precedent not only will arise from the request
for deferral, but from the way the request was made, in this case
by a Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Criminal Division.
Requests that one branch of the goverment give up its
constitutional powers to another branch should come from the
President or, at the very least, the Attorney General acting with
the President's knowledge and approval. because of the serious
implications of the Department's request, I also ask that, before
the Committee give up Congress, power and bind future Congresses
by its decision, that the issue be taken up by the full Rouse of
Representatives.
No less attention than that Is warranted for
this inappropriate request by the Department.
In addition to the institutional reasons for denying the
request which I have outlined above, I also want to point out
that the Committee's decision to defer would be unfair from my
own perspective and from the perspective of future individual
members who seek review or who are reviewed by the Committee.
It is no secret that the media and others have raised a
dosen or more charges of wrongdoing against me.
it is also
clear (even though the Committee could not get this confirmed)
that the Justice Department will concentrate on only a few of
these allegations. It the Commitee defers its investigation, it
will create a vast area of uncertainty in the allegations that
have been made, but will not go into the Department's review.
Depending on how long the Department's review takes, what action,
it any, it decides to bring, and when the Committee can take the
matter up again, I could be left with charges hanging over me for
months, certainly well past the elections.
Since the Committee will not be able to know what the
Department's schedule and agenda are, how can it possibly
consider deferring any part of its preliminary inquiry? A good
question to ask which puts this in its proper perspective is
whether the Justice Department would defer Its investigation of

"ASSCAN" or *Koreagate, had the Rouse discovered it first and
asked for the opportunity to determine its position before the
prosecutors got started.

When I sought the Committee's review last February, I said
that I was willing to answer for any mistakes I might have made.
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1am cooperating with all officials to this end. however, ift
Member has the obligatlon of undergoing such scrutiny and
withstanding potential penalties, then he or she has an eaual
right to be vindicated. Neither I nor any other Member is-E-d
have to wait for the issue to be resolved. My constituents
deserve expeditious ansvers to the questions that were raised.
The Rouse has a special obligation to provide these anwers in
general and has the special ability to do so when the charges
address areas of Rouse rules and expertise, such as campaign
expenditures, travel and conflict of interest.
Even If the Committee could find out that the Department was
looking into every allegation that was raised, so that there was
a complete overlap, that fact should not dictate deferral in any
way The charges that some have raised against me -- improper
reimbursements from campaign funds, improper use of funds ofe
leased automobile, etc. -- affect many other Members of
Congress. Decisions made be the Department could change the way
Rouse funds are used and louse activities are reported* These
areas especially are ones in which the Committee should not
defer. To do so would give the Executive branch and the Justice
Department the authority to write and re-write the rules
of conduct for the House.
Finally, and perhaps most telling of all from a personal
standpoint, the Department of Justice has had this matter before
it for nearly two and one half years. From an investigating
standpoint there-is no reason why-this matter could not have been
fully investigated and conclusions reached in 1984 or even 19S5.
After two and one-half years of inaction, basic fairness dictates
that the Department has abandoned any Oclaim" it might have on
Lnvestigory exclusivity.
I hope you can see from those points I have raised the
problems caused by the Departmentls request. Again, I want to
raise these with the ComTatteo personally on Wednesday. I also
repeat that I do not think the Committee can make a decision to
bind the full House without consulting the House on this very
important subject.
Thank you for your consideration, and I look forward to
dLcussing these issues when the Committee meets.
Sincerely,
Bill Boner
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Honorable Julian C. Dixon
Chairman, Comittee on Standards
of Official Conduct
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
I am writing to follow up on our letter to you of
April 15. 1986, concerning the Department of Justice's
investilrtion into the activities of Congressman William
The Department has
Boner of Tennessee (copy enclosed).
declined prosecution in this matter and considers the case
We very much appreciate your cooperation in
closed.
deferring to our investigation.
Sincerely,
William F. Weld
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division
Enclosure
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